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Jointless bridges have been in service for more than 50 years. Since no expansion
joint is utilized in these structures, they have longer service life, reduced maintenance and
construction costs, improved riding quality, and added redundancy. Because of integrity
of the superstructure with the substructure, the thermal movements as well as other
longitudinal movements are transferred to substructure. These lateral movements can
induce relatively large forces and moments in the substructure elements including the
abutment and the piles. Typically, flexible foundations which include single row of piles
are preferred in jointless bridges to reduce the stiffness of the system against longitudinal
movements of the superstructure.
The main objective of this dissertation is to improve and expand the application of
jointless bridges to longer bridge lengths. As the imposed movements at the pile head
level due to superstructure’s displacements are linearly proportional to the length of the
jointless bridge, by increasing the pile head displacement capacity the length of jointless
bridges can be expanded. A parametric study has been conducted using nonlinear
pushover analysis. The results of this study show that the pile head displacement capacity
can be increased up to four times if rotational capacity is provided at the pile-cap
connection. Further, it is shown that strong axis bending results in more displacement

capacity as compared to weak axis bending, although the lateral stiffness would be
smaller in the latter case. Experimental study has been carried out on the proposed
connection of CFT piles to the concrete cap. It is shown that this detail can effectively
reduce the moment-rotation stiffness of the connection and increase the displacement
capacity up to four times.
New design procedure is proposed for HP piles supporting jointless bridges. In this
approach, only compact sections are recommended in order to prevent local buckling
prior to reaching full plastic moment capacity of the cross section. Further, fatigue and
strength criteria are combined and displacement capacity is estimated based on the
boundary conditions, axial load, soil type, and orientation of the pile.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Background and Problem Statement
Jointless bridges have been used for more than 50 years and have been proven to
have several advantages over regular jointed bridges including lower initial and
maintenance costs, longer service life, improved riding quality, easier and faster
construction, and added redundancy.
Jointless bridges have significant cost savings compared to regular jointed bridges,
which includes construction costs as well as maintenance costs. The important
differences between an integral abutment and a standard jointed deck include a lack of
expansion joint, no bearings, reducing the number of required piles, reducing the number
of concrete pours, and inclusion of a sleeper slab. Taking these into consideration, the
cost savings are readily apparent.
Typically, expansion joints have shorter service life compared to other components
of a bridge. Live loads (traffic load), environmental loads (sunshine, temperature
changes), and incorrect installation are the main causes of expansion joint deterioration.
All of these factors affect the main role of an expansion joint, which is sealing of the
deck. As a result, deteriorated joint leaks and lets water and deicers to pass through the
deck and reach the girders, and substructure elements. This problem has been the source
of major deterioration of some bridge elements and can easily reduce the service life a
bridge. Because of all the problems with the use of expansion joints, jointless
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construction is becoming more popular. Despite all these great advantages, there is
discrepancy in the design of jointless bridges. Technically, the design of jointless bridges
has been the matter of engineering judgment and intuition rather than a scientific
approach.

1.1.1. Problem Statement
The maximum length of jointless bridges is limited because of uncertainties in the
soil-structure interaction problem as well as the limited capacity of piles to accommodate
the lateral displacement. The maximum length of jointless bridges is completely based on
DOT’s level of practice rather than a scientific approach. Different agencies have pushed
their limits based on their success with their previous projects. This fact is confirmed by
different surveys conducted on jointless bridges. The responses of different agencies to
these surveys revealed that each state has its own limitations.
On the other hands, there have always been controversies about the orientation of
piling system supporting jointless bridges. The discrepancy in the pile design among
different agencies is obvious from different surveys. Most of the respondents have been
orienting their pile to bend along the weak axis, while the rest allow for strong axis
bending.
Another problem in design of piles supporting jointless bridges is the calculations
related to global buckling of the embedded piles. The lateral support provided by the
surrounding soil, complicates the estimation of buckling capacity of the embedded piles.
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In current design method, the buckling capacity is estimated by assuming linear soil
response (Abendroth, Greimann and Ebner, 1989).

1.2. Background
As the movements of the superstructure are directly transferred to substructure in
jointless bridges, the foundation supporting these structures should be flexible to reduce
the induced forces and moments due to soil-structure interaction. Three methods are
generally used to reduce the stiffness of piling system in jointless bridges.
In the first method, piles are oriented for weak axis bending. Although relatively
lower stiffness is provided with this strategy, however it is shown that the pile’s
displacement capacity will be reduced.
Another method is using pre-drilled holes. While the top 10-20 ft portion of the
surrounding soil plays the most important role in the behavior of the embedded pile, this
portion of the soil can be replaced by softer soil. In this method, holes are drilled at pile
locations to the depth of 10-15 ft. Then the piles are driven, and finally the hole is filled
with non-compact granular soil.
The best method, that is much more effective than all of the above strategies, is to let
pile/cap connection to act as pinned. In this method the pile deflects in single curvature
rather than double, and can effectively reduce the stiffness of piling system. Further, the
displacement capacity of the pile can be increased up to four times.
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1.3. Objectives of the Research
The main objective of this research was to expand the application of jointless
construction to longer bridge lengths. After extensive literature search on jointless
bridges it was concluded that the best strategy in expanding the length of jointless bridges
is to increase the displacement capacity of their supporting piles.
The other objective in this study was to provide a robust design method for the piles
supporting jointless bridges, as there are controversies on available design methods.
Some states design the piles in jointless bridges just for axial load and completely ignore
their lateral movement, while the rest attempt to consider the lateral response from the
soil using simplified assumptions; and important criteria, including local stability and
fatigue are often ignored.

1.4. Research Approach
After solving the governing differential equation of the pile, it was observed that
boundary conditions play an important role in the response of the embedded pile to lateral
movement. Further, finite element modeling of the prestressed pile tested in Tennessee
showed that pinned pile/cap connection can increase the pile’s lateral displacement
capacity.
To provide rotational capacity at the pile/cap connection, a detail was proposed,
which includes encasing the embedded portion of the pile with elastomeric material.
Compression tests on two different soft materials were conducted and an elastomeric
material was chosen because of its great behavior at relatively larger strains.
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Experimental study was conducted on two specimens representing two different pile/cap
connections. The first specimen included the current practice of using a relatively fixed
condition. The second specimen, however, included a relatively pinned condition
provided by encasing the pile head with elastomeric material. Test results show that the
proposed concept is valid and much larger displacement capacity can be obtained.
In parallel, the design of piles was conducted using the nonlinear pushover analyses
in SAP2000. A parametric study was carried out on important parameters involved in the
problem including orientation of the pile, soil properties, boundary conditions, and axial
load level.
Chapter 2 summarizes the available data related to design of jointless bridges. First,
AASHTO design provision related to jointless bridges are presented, followed by the
summary of different surveys on jointless bridges. Then the design provisions proposed
by CTL are summarized. Finally, the field tests on jointless bridges and single piles are
presented.
Soil-pile and soil-abutment interaction is discussed in Chapter 3. First, the derivation
of the governing differential equation of the pile is presented, followed by a description
of the p-y method.
Experimental studies including the tests on CFT piles and material tests are
discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 presents the analytical studies carried out. First, the calculation of buckling
load for embedded piles is discussed, followed by finite element modeling of the
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proposed detail. Design of piles for fatigue and strength is also presented in this chapter.
Further, the comprehensive design method for piles is discussed.
Conclusions of this study as well as recommendations for further research are
presented in Chapter 6.
A comprehensive design guide for jointless bridges is also developed that partially
includes the results of this study as well as other ongoing researches from the SHRP2R19A project. This guide can be found in Appendix C.
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Chapter 2
Analysis of the Available Data
2.1. Introduction
Use of expansion joints will continue for some forcible time. However, there is an
agreement that there is a need to provide designers with complete guidelines needed to
design and construct jointless bridges. The objective of this research topic is two folded;
first to provide the state of the art with respect to design and construction of the jointless
bridges and second, to identify the knowledge gap that currently exists to efficiently
utilize jointless bridges. The knowledge gap includes finding ways of using jointless
bridges for longer span bridges. Additionally, one of the objectives of this research topic
is to develop a design guide, which could provide the designers with complete design and
construction steps for effective use of jointless bridges in practice.
Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 provide the summary of the design and construction
provisions practiced by various DOTs and stated in the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specification (2010). The information related to DOT practices are collected from DOTs
web sites and four different published surveys conducted by different research projects.
Section 2.2.3 provides summary of research studies conducted by Construction
Technologies (CTL) in early 2000s on jointless bridges. The CTL study is the most
comprehensive investigation reported. The major shortcoming of the CTL research study
appears to be the use of simple numerical models to develop the suggested design
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provisions and further, there is a lack of comparison between some of the suggested
design provisions and experimental data.
Section 2.3 provides a summary of other recent research studies in the area of
jointless bridges. Extensive literature search is summarized in this chapter for field tests
on jointless bridges as well as single pile tests.

2.2. Synopsis of Published Literature
2.2.1. AASHTO Provisions
Following articles are listed in AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design specification and
related to jointless bridges.
2.2.1.1. Article 11.6.1.3 (Integral Abutments)

―Integral abutments shall be designed to resist and/or absorb creep, shrinkage and
thermal deformations of the superstructure. Deformations are discussed in Article 3.12.
Movement calculations shall consider temperature, creep, and long-term prestress
shortening in determining potential movements of abutments. Maximum span lengths,
design considerations, details should comply with recommendations outlined in FHWA
Technical Advisory T 5140.13 (1980), except where substantial local experience
indicates otherwise. To avoid water intrusion behind the abutment, the approach slab
should be connected directly to the abutment (not to wingwalls), and appropriate
provisions should be made to provide for drainage of any entrapped water.‖
This article only mentions that superimposed deformations such as creep, shrinkage,
thermal deformations … should be considered.
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2.2.1.2. Article 3.12.2 (Uniform Temperature Change)

In this article, two procedures, to calculate longitudinal bridge movements, by
uniform temperature changes, are presented.
The first procedure which is applicable to all types of bridges recommends using
maximum and minimum design temperature values from the following table. In this
method, if the number of freezing days is less than 14 days per year, the climate is
considered moderate; otherwise it is cold. Freezing day is defined as a day in which the
average temperature is less than 32oF.
Table 2-1- Procedure A Temperature Ranges (Table 3.12.2.1-1 from AASHTO)
Climate
Steel / Aluminum
Concrete
Wood
o
o
o
o
o
Moderate
0 to 120 F
10 to 80 F
10 to 75oF
o
o
o
o
Cold
-30 to 120 F
0 to 80 F
0o to 75oF

In the second procedure which is a calibrated method for concrete and steel girder
bridges with concrete decks, the corresponding maximum and minimum design
temperatures are extracted from the contour maps provided for steel and concrete girder
bridges (Figures 3.12.2.2-1 to 3.12.2.2-4). As an example, Figure 2-1 depicts the contour
map for maximum design temperature for concrete girder bridge with concrete deck.
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Figure 2-1- Contour Maps for

TMaxDesign

for Concrete Girder Bridges with Concrete Decks

(Figure 3.12.2.2-1 from AASHTO)

After the maximum and minimum design temperatures are defined, the design
thermal movement is calculated in equation 3.12.2.3-1 as follows:

T   L (TMaxDesign  TMinDesign )

Eq. 1

Where,

L=

expansion length (in.)

=

coefficient of thermal expansion (in./in./ºF)

2.2.1.3. Article 3.12.3 (Temperature Gradient)

In this article the effect of temperature gradient in the cross section is considered. For
this purpose, the country is divided into 4 zones as illustrated in Figure 2-2. Positive
temperature values shall be taken from Table 2-2. Negative temperature values shall be
obtained by multiplying the values from the same table by -0.3 for plain concrete decks
and by -0.2 for decks with asphalt overlay.
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Figure 2-2- Solar Radiation Zones for the United States. (Figure 3.12.3-1 from AASHTO)

Table 2-2- Basis for Temperature Gradients (Table 3.12.3-1 from AASHTO)
Zone
T1 (oF)
T2 (oF)
1

54

14

2

46

12

3

41

11

4

38

9

The profile of the temperature in steel and concrete girder bridges may be taken as
shown in Figure 2-3. Dimension A in this figure shall be taken as:


(12.0) in for concrete superstructures deeper than 16 in.



(Depth-4.0) for concrete superstructures shallower than 16 in.



(12.0) in. for steel superstructures. Also, t is equal to concrete deck.
This article also specifies that the value T3 shall be taken zero, unless a specific field

study is carried out to determine this value. In this case T3 should not exceed 5oF.
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Figure 2-3- Positive Vertical Temperature Gradient in Concrete and Steel Superstructures
(Figure 3.12.3-2 from AASHTO)

Article 4.6.6 specifies that when considering temperature gradient in the section
profile, the analysis should consider axial extension, flexural deformation, and internal
stresses. The response of the structure to temperature gradient can be divided into three
parts as follows:
Axial Expansion: This component is due to the uniform part of the temperature
gradient and can be calculated as (equation C4.6.6-1 from AASHTO):

TUG 

1
Ac

  TG dw. dz

Where,

TG =

temperature gradient (Δ°F)

TUG =

temperature averaged across the cross-section (°F)

Ac =

cross-section area—transformed for steel beams (in2)

w =

width of element in cross-section (in)

z =

vertical distance from center of gravity of cross-section (in)

Eq. 2
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Then the corresponding uniform axial strain shall be taken as (equation C4.6.6-2
from AASHTO):

 u   TUG  TU 

Eq. 3

Where,
 =

coefficient of thermal expansion (in./in./°F)

TU =

uniform specified temperature (°F)

Flexural Deformation: Assuming that plane sections remain plane, a curvature is
imposed to the section to accommodate the temperature gradient. The rotation per unit
length corresponding to this curvature may be determined as





1

TG z dw . dz 
Ic  
R

Eq. 4

Where,

Ic =

inertia of cross-section—transformed for steel beams (in4)

R=

radius of curvature (ft)

If the structure is structurally unrestrained, no external force is imposed due to this
deformation.
Internal Stresses: stresses in addition to those corresponding to the restrained axial
expansion and/or rotation may be calculated as:

 E  E TG  TUG   z 
Where,

Eq. 5
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E =

modulus of elasticity (ksi)

2.2.1.4. Article 5.4.2.3.2 (Creep)

Based on this article creep coefficient may be taken as (equation 5.4.2.3.2-1 from
AASHTO)

(t , ti )  1.9ks khc k f ktd ti0.118

Eq. 6

In which,

V
S
khc  1.56  0.008H
5
kf 
1  f ci'
ks  1.45  0.13



t
ktd  

'
 61  4 f ci  t 

Eq. 7
Eq. 8
Eq. 9

Eq. 10

Where,
H=

relative humidity (%). In the absence of better information, H may be

taken from Figure 2-4.

ks =

factor for the effect of the volume-to-surface ratio of the component

kf =

factor for the effect of concrete strength

khc =

humidity factor for creep

ktd =

time development factor
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t=

maturity of concrete (day), defined as age of concrete between time of

loading for creep calculations, or end of curing for shrinkage calculations, and time being
considered for analysis of creep or shrinkage effects

ti =
V

S

age of concrete at time of load application (day)
=

f ci' =

volume-to-surface ratio (in.)

specified compressive strength of concrete at time of pre-stressing for pre-

tensioned members and at time of initial loading for non-prestressed members. If
'
concrete age at time of initial loading is unknown at design time, f ci may be taken as 0.80

f c' (ksi).
2.2.1.5. Article 5.4.2.3.3 (Shrinkage)

For concrete elements shrinkage strain  sh may be calculated as (equation 5.4.2.3.3-1
from AASHTO)

 sh  ks khs k f ktd 0.48 103

Eq. 11

In which,

khs  (2.00  0.014H )

Eq. 12

Where,

khs =

Humidity factor for Shrinkage

This article states that if the concrete is exposed to drying before 5 days of curing
have elapsed, the shrinkage as determined in Eq. 11 should be increased by 20 percent.
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Figure 2-4- Annual Average Ambient Relative Humidity in Percent. (Figure 5.4.2.3.3-1 from
AASHTO)

2.2.1.6. Article 10.7.2.4 (Horizontal Pile Foundation Movement)

This article specifies that if p-y method of analysis is used when evaluating pile
group horizontal movement, the values of p should be multiplied by p-multiplier values,

Pm from Table 2-3 to account for group effect.
Table 2-3- Pile P-Multipliers, Pm for Multiple Row Shading (Table 10.7.2.4-1 from AASHTO)
Pile CTC spacing
(in the direction of
loading)
3B
5B

p-Multiplier, pm
Row 1

Row 2

Row 3 and higher

0.7
1.0

0.5
0.85

0.35
0.7

Figure 2-5 defines the loading direction and spacing. As In jointless bridges usually
the bottom detail in the figure is the case of loading, a group reduction factor of less than
1.0 should only be used if the pile spacing is 5B or less.
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Figure 2-5- Definition of Loading Direction and Spacing for Group Effects (Figure 10.7.2.4-1
from AASHTO)

2.2.2. DOT Practices
Several surveys have been conducted to investigate the state of the practice of DOT’s
in the case of jointless bridges (Kunin and Alampalli, 1999, Haj-Najib, 2002, Maruri and
Petro, 2005)
2.2.2.1. 1999 Survey (NYSDOT)

In the survey supported by New York State Department of Transportation the
following conclusions were made: (Kunin and Alampalli, 1999)


At least 30 agencies are building integral bridges.



The performance of these bridges is rated as ―good‖ or ―excellent‖.



Design practices and assumptions made regarding thermal limits, soil-structure
interaction, and pile design vary significantly among the responding agencies.
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Basically, most of these assumptions are based on previous local experience of the
agencies with respect to integral bridges and are empirical in nature.


The major difference regarding integral abutment bridge design is related to the
method of resisting soil pressure.



Although most agencies use passive soil pressure, but the distribution of this load
varies.



Steel HP Piles are frequently used, but other types of pile have also been used (castin-place and pipe piles)



Two methods are used for design of approach slabs. In the first one, approach slab
lies on a lip or corbel over the abutment, and in the other one it is either connected to
the abutment or floats on the corbel. Flaws have been reported for both design
methods. Approach slab has cracked at the far end when it is rigidly connected to the
abutment. On the other hand, deterioration of the abutment concrete has been reported
due to runoff coming through the joint, when the approach slab floats on the corbel.



The differences between integral structures having steel or concrete girders are minor.
The main differences are shrinkage happening in concrete and larger movement in
steel girders.

2.2.2.2. 2002 Survey (University of Maryland)

In another survey conducted by University of Maryland, College Park (Haj-Najib,
2002) questionnaires have been sent to highway departments of all fifty states as well as
many foreign agencies. Forty three departments of transportation and six foreign agencies
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have responded to this survey. The followings are the summary of the responses and
conclusions made:


Of the responding agencies, only Alabama, Delaware, Florida, Mississippi, and Texas
indicated that they were not using integral abutment bridges. On the other hand,
Arizona had stopped using this system due to some problems.



A high percentage of the respondents (about 40%) indicated that they don’t calculate
the pile stresses due to lateral movement.



Most of the states assume the pile head is fixed (about 70%), while some assume a
pinned condition (about 20%). Only one state assumes partial restraint for the pile
head.



Most of the respondents use the piles in the weak axis of bending (about 60%). On
the other hand only few states orient the piles about their strong axis (about 10%) and
the rest leave it to the designer.



Some agencies indicated that integral abutment bridges outperform the conventional
bridges in terms of durability, maintenance, and design efficiency.



Tennessee and California have noted that integral abutment system provides
redundancy and substantial reserve capacity to resist extreme loading.



Integral abutments result in rapid, efficient, and economic construction, since fewer
piles are placed in one single row and the entire diaphragm/backwall can be cast
simultaneously.
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In spite of great success with integral abutment bridges for most of the respondents,
two major issues were observed; Settlement of approach slab, and damage to the
approach embankment and backfill as a result of water intrusion between the
abutment and approach slab.

2.2.2.3. 2004 Survey (FHWA)

In 1995 and 1996 a survey and a workshop on integral abutment bridges was
conducted by FHWA in conjunction with the Constructed Facilities Center (CFC) at
West Virginia University (WVU). A similar questionnaire was sent to highway
departments of all fifty states in 2004 (Maruri and Petro, 2005). Thirty nine states
responded to this survey by 2005. The results of this survey revealed that the design
practices and details vary significantly from state to state. The fields with non-uniformity
in design and detailing were identified as


Criteria used for selection of integral abutments



Forces and pressures used to design integral abutment and integral abutment piles



Orientation of integral abutment piles



Design of integral abutments with curved bridges



Detailing of approach slab at bridge interface and approach fill interface
As a result, development of guidelines and additional information for design and

detailing of the abovementioned criteria was recommended.
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2.2.2.4. DOT Design Guides Regarding Integral Abutment Bridges

Results of past surveys clearly revealed that there is inconsistency in the design
philosophy and detailing of integral abutment bridges. The main reason for this variation
is the experience of agencies with the performance of this system in practice. Most of the
states have changed their details and limits based on their previous experience. If a good
performance has been observed the limits have been pushed a little. As a result, the
design of these systems is basically an empirical approach rather than a rational
procedure. One of the main problems regarding the design of jointless bridges is the soil
structure interaction which makes the analysis a little different than conventional bridges.
Besides, creep and shrinkage affect the structure due to its integrity and continuity with
the substructure. On the other hand, lack of an analysis tool which can incorporate all
mentioned parameters is another issue. All these have led to the complexity of the
analysis of the integral abutment bridges.
As a part on this study, the status of DOT’s design guides with respect to integral
abutment bridges has been studied. Online search conducted to find bridge design manual
or any specific guide for design of jointless bridges in website of highway departments of
all fifty states. 21 states found to have at least minimal consideration or limitations about
jointless bridges (Figure 2-6). As shown in the figure, except for South Carolina, all other
states with design recommendations for jointless bridges are in the cold region. The
summary of the findings is presented in Table 2-4.
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Figure 2-6- States with Design Recommendations for Jointless Bridges (gray)
Table 2-4- Summary of Design Limitations for Jointless Bridges
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2.2.3. CTL Report
An extensive research project has been performed by Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) on Jointless Bridges (Oesterlie, Tabatabai, Lawson, Refai, Volz and
Scanlon, 2002). The main objectives of this research project included:


Determination of the criteria that limit the length of jointless bridges



Identifying the effect of longitudinal length change on stresses developed in the
superstructure elements.



Determination of the significance of continuity moments from temperature gradient,
creep, and shrinkage



Development of the design criteria for pier



Determination of the effects of different construction sequences



Identifying the limitations and special considerations for skewed and curved bridges



Development of more uniform design criteria and methods for new and retrofitted
jointless bridges
The CTL study focuses on investigating following six areas:



Abutment Soil-Structure Interaction



Pier Behavior



Longitudinal Bridge Movement



Secondary Continuity Forces
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Skewed Bridge Behavior



Construction Sequences

2.2.3.1. Design Recommendation

The following major conclusions and design recommendations were made from this
research.
2.2.3.1.1.

Maximum Longitudinal Movement

The major step in the design of jointless bridges involves calculating longitudinal
movement due to temperature changes. CTL report states that the design temperatures
proposed by AASHTO LRFD are too conservative for steel bridges and not conservative
for concrete bridges. AASHTO LRFD indicates that the setting temperature should be
taken as the actual air temperature averaged over the 24-hour period immediately
preceding the setting event. For jointless bridges, the setting event occurs when the
longitudinal continuity is established by tying the bridge deck to the integral abutments.
A procedure is recommended to determine end movements in the longitudinal direction
while accounting for the uncertainty of calculations (Monte Carlo study)

 th   .T

Eq. 13

Coefficient of thermal expansion for concrete can be calculated base on Emmanuel
and Hulsey model. If prestressed concrete girders are used, Eq. 14 and Eq. 15 shall be
used to calculate strains related to shrinkage and creep.

 sh   sh, girder 

 sh,deck   sh, girder
1

( EA) girder
( EA)deck

Eq. 14
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1
 cr   cr , girder 
(
EA
) girder

1


( EA)deck









Eq. 15

l   total l
Expansion :

 total   th   sh   cr

Eq. 16

Contraction :  total   th   sh   cr
2.2.3.1.2.

Abutment Piles

In the design procedure presented by Abendroth et el. (1989) the soil-pile interaction
problem is simplified by replacing the soil-pile system with an equivalent cantilever in
the air. lc is a critical depth below which lateral displacements and bending moments are
considered to be insignificant.

lc  4 4

EI
kh

Eq. 17

Where,
EI

:

kh :

flexural stiffness of the pile
lateral stiffness of the soil (force/length squared)

Table 2-5- The Modulus of Sub-grade Reaction for Different Soil Types
Soil Type
Kh (kips/ft2)
Soft
Min(72 or 58x*)
Clay
Stiff
Min(580 or 190+41x)
Very Stiff
Min(2200 or 750+610x)
Loose
8.0 x
Sand
Medium
27x
Dense
72x
*x = soil depth (ft)
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Once the equivalent lengths have been established, the pile can be checked as a
structural member using either elastic analysis (Alternative 1) or inelastic analysis
(Alternative 2).
Three limit states are provided for design piles. These are Strength, Ductility and
Stability limit states.
2.2.3.1.2.1.

Elastic Analysis (Alternative 1)

The moment developed at the top of the pile because of displacement  is given by:

M

Di .EI .
L2

Eq. 18

Where,

Di =

6 for fixed end

Di =

3 for pinned end

L=

total length of equivalent cantilever for moment = le  lu

The pile can be checked for combined axial load and moment using the following
interaction equations and the appropriate equivalent cantilever length for buckling:
P

Pcr

Cm M
1

P
M p 1  
 Pe 

P M

1
Py M p
Where,

Eq. 19

Eq. 20
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P=

vertical load applied to pile head

Pcr =

critical buckling load

Pe =

Euler elastic buckling load

Py =

yield load

Cm =

moment gradient coefficient = 0.85

M

=

bending moment applied to pile head

Mp=

plastic moment strength of pile

A=

pile area

For elastic analysis, the critical buckling load Pcr is equal to the Euler buckling load
given as:

Pcr  Pe 

 2 EA
 kl 
 
r

2.2.3.1.2.2.

2

Eq. 21

Inelastic Analysis (Alternative 2)

In this approach, yielding is permitted and a check is made on the ductility capacity
of the pile. This method is only recommended for steel H-piles or CFT piles. For inelastic
analysis, the critical buckling load Pcr is given as:


Fy  kl 2 
Pcr  Fy A 1  2   
 4 E  r  
Where,

Eq. 22
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Fy =

yield stress of the pile

The ductility is satisfied if:
   p ( D3  2.25Ci )

Eq. 23

Where,

p =

displacement corresponding to formation of plastic hinge =

D3 =

0.6 for fixed end, 1.0 for pinned end

Di =

6 for fixed end, 3 for pinned end

Ci =

rotation capacity reduction factor as defined below

Mp 

Fy Z

Z

=

EI

=

plastic section modulus
flexural rigidity

For the H-piles:

Ci =

 bf
65 

1 for compact section 

 2t f

F
y 


=

 65
bf
19 b f Fy
95 


for 


 Fy 2t f

6
60t f
F
y



M p L2
Di EI
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 bf
95 

= 0 for non-compact section 

 2t f

F
y 


Where b f and t f are the width and the thickness of the flange, respectively.
For concrete-filled pipe pile:

Ci =

1.0 with

h
 39
t

Where,

h=

outside diameter of the pipe

t=

wall thickness

Tests show that, when

h
was larger than 39 the maximum load was determined by
t

local buckling of the steel tube. No recommendations are provided for this case because
of lack of test data.
To provide a margin of safety against reaching the ductility limit, M p is replaced by

M b  Fb S in which Fb is the allowable stress in the pile and S is the elastic section
modulus.
2.2.3.1.3.

Load Transfer to Soil

In addition to structural capacity, the pile should be checked for its capacity to
transfer load to the supporting soil.
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2.2.3.1.4.

Pile-to-Pile Cap Connection

The pile-to-pile-cap connection should develop the moment capacity of the pile and
shear associated with the longitudinal displacement of the pile cap.
2.2.3.1.5.

Abutment Wall

Passive soil pressure is developed in the soil behind the wall and moment and shear
are developed at the top of the pile because of the bending of the pile. The maximum
passive pressure force, Pp is calculated as
Pp 

1
K p H 2
2

Eq. 24

Where,
Kp =

the passive pressure coefficient

It should be noted that K p is not necessarily the maximum K p associated with full
passive pressure. It is recommended that K p be determined based on the results of
research by Clough and Duncan (1991).
Literature review on current practice on the backfill revealed that there are two
philosophies for the degree of compaction for the backfill soil adjacent to the abutment.
The first approach recommends using loose granular backfill to minimize passive
pressure while the other approach recommends using highly compacted backfill to
minimize the settlement of the approach slab. Tests on large scale abutments indicated
that even with 97% relative compaction voids would still develop under the approach
slab. Therefore, compaction of the backfill does not appear to be an advantage.
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2.2.3.1.6.

Abutment Supported on Spread Footing

Although integral abutment bridges are generally supported on a single row of
flexible piles, there are situations where spread footing is used such as when rock or
competent soil is close to the surface. Two approaches to design spread footing are
proposed
Use relatively shallow abutment for use when rock is very close to the surface or
when spread footings are used on competent soil close to the surface. In this approach the
end movements caused by thermal, creep, and shrinkage strains are accommodated by
sliding of the footing.
When possible, use deeper abutment walls to accommodate end movement by
bending in the abutment wall.
2.2.3.1.7.

Full-Height Abutments

This type of abutment is used when setting the abutment on the embankment is either
impractical or not economical. The design recommendations for full-height abutment are
similar to those proposed for deep abutment on spread footing; however in this case fullheight retaining walls are required on the sides of the abutment. U-type wingwalls can’t
be cast integrally with the full-height abutment since they increase the stiffness of the
abutment. One option in this case would be use of semi-integral abutment in which the
bridge superstructure is built integrally with an end diaphragm and approach slab.
However, the end diaphragm rests on elastomeric bearings on top of the abutment.
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2.3. Synopsis of other Research Activities
2.3.1. Soil-Structure Interaction
One of the major uncertainties in the analysis of jointless bridges is the reaction of
soil adjacent to the stub abutment backwall and piles (Faraji, Ting, Crovo and Ernst,
2001). The magnitude of forces generated during expansion and contraction of the bridge
structure can become substantial and directly affect the overall behavior of the structure.
Technically, soil-structure interaction in jointless bridges is of great importance and still
there is not a unified method to handle this problem. For instance, to account for the
effect of soil-pile interaction Abendroth et al. (1989) recommended an equivalent length
of the pile while ignoring the soil surrounding it, but another approach is to model the
soil around the pile with winker springs using p-y curves. Even in the latter case, there
are different approaches for calculation of the spring stiffnesses.
2.3.1.1. Soil-Abutment Interaction

The amount of pressure of the soil behind the abutment wall and its distribution is
nonlinear and depends on wall displacement, soil type, depth, piles stiffness, and also
direction of the displacement (Faraji, Ting, Crovo and Ernst, 2001).
As a wall moves toward the backfill passive pressure, and when it moves away from
that active pressure is generated. Studies show that a minimum movement is required to
reach these extremes. Clough and Duncan (1991) Investigated this effect and concluded
that these values are proportional to the height of the wall. They also concluded that the
movement required to reach the maximum passive pressure is of the order of ten times as
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large as the movement required to reach the minimum soil pressure. The results of
analyses also revealed that the movement required to reach the extreme pressures are
larger for loose soils than for dense soils (Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8).
NCHRP Report 343 (Barker, Duncan, Rojiani, Ooi and Tan, 1991) design manual
recommends force-deflection design curves based on the abovementioned research by
Clough and Duncan (1991) . Many researchers have incorporated this approach to model
soil-abutment interaction using Winkler springs behind the abutment. The stiffnesses of
the springs behind the abutment wall are nonlinear depending on the type of the soil
(Faraji, Ting, Crovo and Ernst, 2001) (Pugasap, Kim and Laman, 2009) (Basu and
Knickerbocker, 2005).

Figure 2-7- Relationship between wall movement and earth pressure. (Clough and Duncan,
1991)
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Figure 2-8- Relationship between wall movement and earth pressure for a wall with compacted
backfill (Clough and Duncan, 1991)

Table 2-6- approximate magnitudes of movements required to reach extreme soil pressure
condition (Clough and Duncan, 1991)
Values of Δ/H(a)
Type of Backfill
Active
Passive
Dense Sand
0.001
0.01
Medium-Dense Sand
0.002
0.02
Loose Sand
0.004
0.04
Compacted Silt
0.002
0.02
Compacted lean clay
0.01(b)
0.05(b)
Compacted fat clay
0.01(b)
0.05(b)
(a) Δ=movementoftopofthe wall required to reach extreme soil pressure, by tilting or lateral
translation, H = height of the wall
(b) Under stress conditions close to the minimum active or maximum passive pressures,
cohesive soils creep continually. The movement shown would produce temporary passive pressures.
If pressures remain constant with time, the movements shown will increase. If movement remains
constant, active pressures will increase time while passive pressures will decrease.
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2.3.1.2. Soil-Pile Interaction

Soil-Pile interaction is generally more complex compared to soil-abutment
interaction. Several methods have been used in the analysis and design of laterally loaded
piles.
2.3.1.2.1.

Limit-Equilibrium Method

This method was proposed by Broms (1956) and can be applied to find the ultimate
lateral capacity of the pile, but soil-structure interaction at lesser loads is not addressed in
this method.
2.3.1.2.2.

Linear Elastic Method

Poulos and Davis (1980) presented the linear elastic model for the soil although the
soil can’t be categorized as linear elastic material.
2.3.1.2.3.

Equivalent Cantilever Method

Equivalent cantilever method is proposed by Abendroth et al. (1989) and is a simple
way to handle soil-structure interaction, however there is dispute on accuracy of this
model. In this method the pile in the soil is replaced by a cantilever beam, fixed against
rotation but free of soil. For a relatively large embedded pile, the equivalent length of the
cantilever beam below which the lateral displacements are relatively small compared to
head displacement is defined as:

lc  4 4

EI
kh

Eq. 25

In the design method proposed by Abendroth et al. (1989) three design criteria are
considered: (1) Horizontal stiffness of the soil and pile system; (2) maximum moment in
the pile; and (3) elastic buckling load of the pile.
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Figure 2-9- Cantilever Idealization of the Pile (a) Fixed Head (b) Free Head (Abendroth,
Greimann and Ebner, 1989)

2.3.1.2.4.

P-y Method

Starting 1950’s extensive research studies were conducted on soil-pile interaction in
which full scale tests on piles were carried out in different soil types (Matlock and
Ripperger, 1958, Matlock, 1970, Reese, 1971, Reese, Cox and Koop, 1974, Reese, Cox
and Koop, 1975). These studies were initially aimed to develop a rational method for the
design of laterally loaded piles supporting offshore platforms. The main outcome of these
research studies were development of p-y method representing the response of soil to
lateral loading. This method is being used extensively and is included in publications of
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and also American Petroleum Institute
(API, 1993).
Several software programs currently being used for the analysis of laterally loaded
piles (such as LPILE, COM624P, FB-MultiPier) utilize this approach.
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2.3.1.2.5.

FEM Method

By rapid progress in computational capabilities of computers, FEM methods are
being more widely used. In this method instead of using Winkler springs, the soil
medium is modeled around the pile and failure models such as Mohr-Coulomb or
Drucker-Prager … are used to model nonlinear behavior of the soil (Trochanis, Bielak
and Christiano, 1991, Khodair and Hassiotis, 2005, Miao, Goh, Wong and Teh, 2006).

2.3.2. Field Tests on Jointless Bridges
Thermal loading is probably the most evident loading on jointless bridges. Bridges
expand and contract due to changes of temperature. Jointless bridges are directly affected
by thermal changes and if not well designed large forces can be generated in the structure
due to the integrity of the structure.
Table 2-7 summarizes the list of field studies in which the behavior of jointless
bridges has been monitored during a period of time. In most of these studies the major
loading addressed is thermal changes.
Table 2-7- List of Field Instrumented Jointless Bridges in the US
Length Skew
Bridge
Reference
State
Span Length (ft)
(ft)
(d)
SR18 over
(Frosch, Wenning IN
367
8
5
Mississinewa and Chivivhien,
(62-3@81-62)
River
2005)
SR249 over (Chovichien, 2004) IN
990
13
10
US12
(86.6-3@98.4-114.84@101.7-86.6)
I65 over SR25 (Chovichien, 2004) IN
152
25
2
(2@76)
Boone River
Bridge
Maple River
Bridge

(Girton,
Hawkinson and
Greimann, 1991)
(Girton,
Hawkinson and
Greimann, 1991)

IA
IA

324.5
320

45
30

Girders
4
(PC)

Abutment Pile,
Orientation
10 x CFT

4
(PC)

5 x HP 14x89
(Strong Axis)

7
(Steel)

4
(80-2@82.25-80)

(PC)

6 x HP 12x53 plus 4 x
CFT
(Weak Axis)
HP 10x42
(Weak Axis)

3
(98-124-98)

(Steel)

HP 10x42
(Weak Axis)
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Bridge

Reference

State

Guthrie
County
Bridge
Story County
Bridge
Tama County
Bridge

(Abendroth and
Greimann, 2005)

IA

(Abendroth and
Greimann, 2005)
(Abendroth,
Greimann and
LaViolette, 2007)
(Hartt, Sanford and
Davis, 2006)
(Sanford and
Elgaaly, 1993)
(DeJong, Howey,
Civjan, Brena,
Butler, Crovo,
Hourani and
Connors, 2004)
(Lawver, French
and Shield, 2000)
(Kamel, Benak,
Tadros and
Jamshidi, 1996)
(Hassiotis, Lopez
and Bermudez,
2005)
(Jorgenson, 1983)

IA

Nash Stream
Bridge
Forks Bridge
Mills River
Bridge

Rochester
Bridge
Southwest
Omaha
Bridge
Scotch Road
Bridge
Cass County
Bridge
Port Matilda
Bridge (Rout
322)
Porter Road
Bridge

Length Skew
(ft)
(d)
318
30
201.3

15

IA

110

20

ME

98

35

ME

20

Span Length (ft)
3
(105.75-106.5105.75)
3
(64.08-73.17-64.08)
1
(110)

(PC)

Abutment Pile,
Orientation
12 x HP 10x42
(Weak Axis)

(PC)
5
(PC)

7 x HP 10x42
(Weak Axis)
7 x 12"x12" Prestressed
Concrete Piles
4 x HP 14x89
(Strong Axis)
N/A(Shallow
Foundation)
8 x HP 10x57
(Weak Axis)

Girders

1
(98)
1

MA

270

0

3
(80-110-80)

4
(Steel)

MN

216

0

4
(PC)

NE

324

0

3
(3@72)
2
(160-164)

NJ

298

15

ND

450

0

(Fennema, Laman
and Linzell, 2005)

PA

172

0

(Basu and
Knickerbocker,
2005)

TN

318
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HP 12x53
(Weak Axis)
HP 10 and Prestressed
Concrete Pile

2
(149-149)

(Steel)

19 x HP 14x102
(Weak Axis)

6
(6@75)
3
(47-88-37)

(PC)
4
(PC)

HP 10x42
(Weak Axis)
10 x HP 12x74
(Weak Axis)

2
(159-159)

4
(PC)

10 x HP 12x53 Piles

Frosch et al. (2005) monitored several jointless bridges to investigate their in-service
behavior as well as the behavior of the piles supporting these structures. Based on the
experimental study Chovichien (2004) made the following recommendations:


Steel H-Piles are recommended because of their higher ductility and displacement
capacity. Besides H-Piles result on lower moment at the interface with the abutment
compared to CFT piles.
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Piles should be oriented for weak axis in order to maximize lateral displacement and
minimize the moment at pile-abutment interface.



Axial load should be limited to 9 As (kips) for steel H-Piles and 0.25 f y As  0.4 fc' Ac
for CFT piles.



Confinement reinforcement and/or deeper embedment length should be provided to
improve pile-abutment connection.



Local buckling in H-pile was observed for abutment movement above 1.0 in.
On the other hand the following conclusions were made based on the field studies by

Frosch et al. (2005):


End abutment movement because of thermal loads can be conservatively estimated by

L   .L.


Major movement of the abutment is longitudinal translation and abutment rotation
can be ignored.



Details utilized in pile-abutment connection (covering the embedded portion of the
pile head with polystyrene) at SR-249 provided pinned connection and eliminated
double curvature generally observed in integral connections.
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Figure 2-10- SR-18 End Bent Instrumentation (Frosch, Wenning and Chivivhien, 2005)

Figure 2-11- SR-249 End Bent Detail (Frosch, Wenning and Chivivhien, 2005)

Girton et al. (1991) monitored air and bridge temperature, bridge displacement and
pile strains of two jointless bridges in Iowa. The following conclusions were made based
on the results of the experimental and further analytical study:
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For design purposes, larger bridge temperature range should be selected compared to
the recorded data.



Steel and concrete bridges are not significantly different as related to bridge
temperature range. A temperature range of 150o F for concrete and 140o F for steel
bridges is recommended.



Stresses due to bending of the bridge related to thermal movement can be modeled
with two separate longitudinal and lateral frame models.



Equivalent cantilever method is sufficiently accurate model for design purposes



Stresses due to lateral movement of the skewed bridge should not be ignored.



In order to increase the flexibility of the system, piles should be oriented for weak
axis bending and also oversized pre-drilled holes should be used.



In skewed bridges, to prevent lateral movement, battering the piles in the lateral
direction should be used.
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Figure 2-12- Boone River Bridge (a) Abutment Cross Section (b) Initial Stiffness vs. Depth
(Girton, Hawkinson and Greimann, 1991)

Figure 2-13- Maple River Bridge (a) Abutment Cross Section (b) Initial Stiffness vs. Depth
(Girton, Hawkinson and Greimann, 1991)
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Two prestressed concrete bridges in Iowa were monitored in a two year period by
Abendroth and Greimann (2005). Instrumentation included displacement transducers, tiltmeter to measure bridge movement, strain gages, and thermometers to measure air and
bridge temperatures. Pile strains exceeded the corresponding yield values in both bridges,
while longitudinal strains in the girders were in the acceptable range. The inconsistency
between the measured and calculated bridge movement due to thermal movement was not
fully explained in this report. Based on the experimental study, design procedure is
proposed for prestressed concrete bridges with steel piles to calculate design-temperature
range, vertical-temperature gradients in the bridge superstructure, longitudinal
displacements of the integral abutments, concrete creep and concrete-shrinkage effects,
and coefficients of thermal expansion and contraction for the concrete.
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Figure 2-14- Typical longitudinal Cross Section near Abutment and Benchmark Post
Installation for Story County Bridge and Guthrie County Bridge (Abendroth and Greimann, 2005)

In another research Abendroth et al. (2007) studied the behavior of the first jointless
bridge in the state of Iowa with prestressed concrete piles. Several vibrating wire strain
gages, displacement transducers and thermocouples were utilized to monitor the long
term response of this bridge. The following is the result of instrumentation and
monitoring of the bridge with prestressed concrete pile:


Most of the longitudinal movement happened in the east abutment and the movement
in the other abutment is negligible.



The thermal gradient through the depth of the superstructures matches well with the
AASHTO proposed values.
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Recorded data reveal that the carpet wrap provided to decrease the restraint at pile
head is not effective and the pile head should be designed as fixed in this case.



Cracking in the pile was observed.

Figure 2-15- Instrumentation at Mid-Width of East Abutment for the Tama County Bridge
(Abendroth, Greimann and LaViolette, 2007)

The behavior of a jointless bridge in the state of Massachusetts was studied by
DeJong et al. (2004). The bridge was instrumented by Eighty five sensors as well as four
inclinometer casings. Gages included earth pressure cells, joint meters, tilt meters,
temperature gages, strain gages, and thermistors. The following conclusions were made
from this study


There is a correlation between the abutment displacement and rotation, and ambient
temperature variation.



Lateral earth pressure behind the abutment correlates with the temperature change
and increases with depth.
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The measured backfill stiffness was less than the stiffness estimated using pressure
meter tests by one order of magnitude.
No test data and conclusions from the instrumented bridge are reported in the

corresponding paper. Some tests on single piles are reported which will be discussed in
the next chapter.
Lawver et al. (2000) monitored the behavior of an integral abutment bridge near
Rochester, Minnesota from the beginning of construction through several years of service
using 180 instruments. Measured parameters included abutment horizontal movement,
abutment rotation, abutment pile strains, backfill pressure, pier pile strains, prestressed
girder strains, concrete deck strains, thermal gradients, steel reinforcement strains, girder
displacements, approach slab settlement, frost depth, and weather. In this study, the main
mode of abutment movement to accommodate expansion and contraction was found to be
longitudinal movement rather than rotation. Static live load tests were also conducted on
the bridge and the results revealed that the effect of environmental loading is as large as
effect of live load. Although the performance of the bridge during the monitoring period
was satisfactory but a loss of backfill material was observed within months after
construction. Authors believe backfill plan need more attention including drainage detail
and potential use of geo-textiles to stabilize the backfill and prevent its future settlement.
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Figure 2-16- End Abutment Detail at Rochester Bridge (Lawver, French and Shield, 2000)

In a different study by Hassiotis et al.(2005) a jointless bridge on Scotch Road was
monitored in a two year period. Strains gages were installed along the length of the pile.
Soil pressure cells were also installed to measure the lateral pressure from the backfill.
Inclinometers were used to monitor the rotations at the abutment-stringer interface.
Besides, installed round displacement transducers measured the displacement at the relief
slab while thermocouples monitored the temperature of the concrete slab as well as the
steel stringers. Analysis of the experimental study revealed that bridge displacement is a
linear function of temperature change and the stiffness of the integral abutment does not
restraint temperature movement. Unfortunately this study does not offer useful
information about the backfill pressure.
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Figure 2-17- Instrumentation at Scotch Road Bridge (Hassiotis, Lopez and Bermudez, 2005)

In another study Fennema et al. (2005) used the field monitoring data from a bridge
in Pennsylvania to refine the numerical models that were then used to predict the
behavior of jointless bridges. 64 installed gages monitored pile strains, backfill pressure,
abutment displacement and rotation, and girder rotations and strains during construction
and thereafter. The following conclusions were made in this study:


Pile responses in two and three dimensional models are the same. (Note that there is
no skew in the bridge)



The primary movement in jointless bridges is rotation about the base of the abutment
not its longitudinal movement which is typically assumed in the design.
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Field data revealed that the girder-abutment connection is not rigid and it is better to
assume hinge connection at girder ends although it is embedded in the abutment.



Creep and Shrinkage may be important in axial behavior of the girders.



Axial strains induced in the girders as a result of thermal changes are significant and
should be considered in the design of the prestressed girders.

Figure 2-18- Port Matilda Bridge Abutment Section and Instrumentation Plan (Fennema,
Laman and Linzell, 2005)

2.3.3. Field Tests on Single Piles
The following table summarizes all available literature on tests conducted on
laterally loaded piles.
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Table 2-8- List of all available literature on tests of laterally loaded single piles
Pile Width Embedded
Reference
State
Soil Type
Pile Type
(in)
Length (ft)
(Burdette,
Tennessee
Soft Clay
PC
14
36
Deathrage and
Goodpasture,
2003)
Tennessee
H Piles
10
38
(Cox, Reese and
Texas
Sand
Pipe
24 (3/8
69
Grubbs, 1974)
thickness)
(Reese, Cox and
Texas
Stiff Clay
Pipe
24 (3/8
49
Koop, 1975)
thickness)
(Matlock, 1970)
Texas
Soft Clay
Pipe
12.75 (0.5
42
thickness)
(Bhushan, Haley
and Fong, 1979)
(Reese and
Welch, 1975)
(Cheang and
Matlock, 1983)

Loading
Type
StaticCyclic

California

Stiff Clay

RC

24 &48

9-22

Static
StaticCyclic
StaticCyclic
StaticCyclicSubsequent
Reloading
Static

Texas

Stiff Clay

RC

30

42

Static

Texas

Sand

Pipe

24 (0.5
thickness)

32

StaticCyclic

University of Tennessee conducted several test experiments on prestressed concrete
piles (Burdette, Deathrage and Goodpasture, 2003). In each four abutments tested, a 14 in
square prestressed concrete pile was driven 36 ft through 7 in diameter pilot holes into
undisturbed red clay soil. Piles were reinforced using six 0.5 in diameter low relaxation
seven-wire grade 270 strands. Each pile was embedded 12 in. in the 36 in wide abutment.
Cracks were observed on the piles just below the pile-abutment interface, when their head
was displaced about an inch; however this cracking altered the load-displacement slightly
and they were closed after the pulling load was removed. The main conclusion of this
research was that prestressed concrete piles are appropriate for use in integral abutment
bridges.
In another research study funded by Tennessee DOT conducted by University of
Tennessee the behavior of pile-abutment systems supporting jointless bridges were
investigated. During each test a single HP10x42 pile was loaded about its strong axis and
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data were collected to estimate moment along the depth of the pile, and load versus
displacement. Strain gages were installed along the top 18 ft of the embedded portion to
determine the bending moment. Abutment rotation was restrained to simulate rotational
restraint provided by the integral superstructure in a real bridge. More than fifty lateral
displacement tests on five separate piles were carried out. In most of the tests the
maximum lateral displacement was below 1 in. Local flange buckling was observed at the
pile-abutment interface in a test which continued the loading up to 4.3 in. Authors believe
that in most practical cases pile buckling is not a concern since the lateral support
provided by the surrounding soil prevents any possibility of buckling. Unfortunately no
information about the soil is provided.
A series of tests in sand were carried out on two 24 in piles instrumented to measure
the bending moment along the pile length by Cox et al. (1974) in Mustang Island, Texas.
The test piles were 24 in pipe piles with a wall thickness of 3/8 in embedded 69 ft into
sand. Installed strain gages on piles were located along the top 32 ft embedded portion.
Static and cyclic load tests were carried out on both piles to monitor the pile response in
different loading conditions. Based on the tests conducted, Reese et al. (1974) proposed
p-y curves for laterally loaded piles in sand.
Drilled pier laterally loaded in stiff clay was tested by Reese and Welch
(1975).Tested foundation was a drilled pier constructed by drilling an open hole with a
diameter of 30 in to a depth of 42 ft. The data taken during the test was used to develop
p-y curves for different depths in stiff clay.
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Lateral load tests were conducted on 12 drilled piers with diameters of 2 ft and 4 ft
and lengths of 9 ft to 22 ft by Bhushan et al. (1979). Eight of these piers were constructed
in level ground while the other four were tested on slopes ranging from 20O-50O. Tests
were carried out in four different sites with hard over-consolidated clays near Los
Angeles, CA. Based on the load test data and some further analysis the following
conclusions were made:


Drilled piers in hard clays can carry high lateral loads (lateral loads in tests were up to
600 kips)



The procedure proposed by Reese and Welch (1975) generally provides conservative
predictions of the load-deflection relationship for rigid piers in hard clays.



A limiting ground-line deflection can be used as a design criterion for short rigid
piers.



An approximate relationship is proposed for computing the ultimate lateral resistance
on slopes.
Matlock (1970) conducted a series of experiments on laterally loaded pile for

offshore structures with an instrumented pipe pile. Three loading conditions were applied
including short term static, cyclic, and subsequent reloading with forces less than
previous maximums. Based on the test results, a procedure was proposed for sub-merged
clay soils which are naturally consolidated or slightly over-consolidated. It was assumed
that the spacing between the piles is sufficient for independent action.
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In another study, two 24 in diameter pipe piles driven into stiff clay were laterally
loaded and the response was measured using installed strain gages on the top 32 ft
embedded portion of the piles (Reese, Cox and Koop, 1975). The procedure of the testing
and analysis was the same as their other experiment (Reese, Cox and Koop, 1974, Cox,
Reese and Grubbs, 1974). Using the strain gage data the moment along the depth of the
pile has been calculated and by twice differentiating the moment the soil response was
evaluated and p-y curves were then developed. To validate the procedure, measured and
computed values of moment along the depth were then compared for static and cyclic
loadings, and a good agreement was observed.
Cheang and Matlock (1983) tested two driven piles which were previously used in
another NSF funded project. The piles were instrumented to measure bending moment
along the pile length. Applied loads and corresponding deflections at two different
elevations above the ground surface were measured by strain-gaged load cells and
LVDTs. Tests were conducted under three boundary conditions namely partially
restrained head, free head, and fully restrained head. After the initial test loading
permanent deflection of the pile near the ground surface was observed (about 0.3 inch).
The SPASM program with nonlinear and inelastic soil model was used to model the
system and satisfactory results were observed.

2.3.4. Creep and Shrinkage
The time-dependant response of concrete structures as a result of creep and
shrinkage is a well-known phenomenon (Huang, French and Shield, 2004). In regular
bridges, creep and shrinkage result in stress and deformations mainly in the
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superstructure that is pre-stress loss, camber change, axial shortening, and secondary
continuity forces. However, in jointless bridges, because of integrity of the system, effect
of creep and shrinkage are more complicated.
In general, concrete creep and shrinkage are referred to as a result of water diffusion
and redistribution, gel particle movement and micro-cracks in the concrete. Drying
shrinkage is caused by withdrawal of free water in the concrete stored in unsaturated air
as well as the volume change of particles due to removal of absorbed water.
Like shrinkage, Concrete creep is also related to moisture exchange between
concrete and surrounding air (drying creep). This kind of creep may be caused by several
mechanisms such as migration of solid particles during water diffusion out of the loaded
gel, micro-pre-stress or micro-cracking due to concrete drying. Creep can also be caused
by redistribution of capillary water within the structure of hardened cement paste and
displacement of gel particles as a result of sustained stresses (basic creep).
Usually creep and shrinkage are disregarded in the analysis of jointless bridges (HajNajib, 2002, Chovichien, 2004, Fennema, Laman and Linzell, 2005, Bonczar, Brena,
Civjan, Dejong, Crellin and Crovo, 2005, Thanasattayawibul, 2006); however they have
great influence on the behavior of these bridges due to integrity of the system and should
not be ignored (Oesterlie, Tabatabai, Lawson, Refai, Volz and Scanlon, 2002, Huang,
French and Shield, 2004).
2.3.4.1. Creep

Concrete creep is affected by several factors such as sustained stress, concrete
strength, aggregate size and type, water-cement ratio, slump, air content, loading age,
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relative humidity, volume-surface ratio, and temperature. Concrete creep decreases with
the increase of strength and aggregate content, and increases with the increase of slump
and temperature. Relative humidity greatly affects drying creep. Smaller relative
humidity and volume-surface ratio can greatly increase concrete creep. Furthermore,
larger creep can be observed in concrete with lower loading age.
Extensive research related to concrete creep has been carried out by North Western
University (Bazant, 1972, Bazant and Xi, 1995). Based on these studies, there are two
ways to model the aging aspect of basic creep of concrete; (1) Age Adjusted Effective
Modulus Method in which the material parameters involved in the creep model are
quantified in empirical functions of age (2) Solidification Theory in which the material
parameters for creep are considered to be age-independent but the volume fraction of the
age-independent material increases with time.
Many researchers have modeled the creep of concrete using Age Adjusted Effective
Modulus because of its simplicity and accuracy (Pugasap, Kim and Laman, 2009,
Hedjazi, Rahai and Sennah, 2007). In this method, the modulus of elasticity of concrete is
time dependant.
E (t , to ) 

E (to )
1   (t , to ) (t , to )

Eq. 26

Where, the creep coefficient  (t , to ) , and aging coefficient  (t , to ) , can be calculated
either from ACI 209 or AASHTO LRFD Design Specification.
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2.3.4.2. Shrinkage

The main factors affecting concrete shrinkage include water-cement ratio, water
content, workability, aggregate content and type, and relative humidity. In a study by
Brooks (1989) it was shown that with the increase of water-cement ratio between 0.2 and
0.6 shrinkage increases proportionally. The reason is that by increasing the water-cement
ratio more evaporated water is stored in the concrete which result in larger shrinkage. On
the other hand, increase of aggregate content and aggregate-cement ratio will decrease
shrinkage. Besides, Concrete shrinkage increases with the increase of relative humidity.
Like creep, shrinkage is frequently ignored in the analysis of jointless bridges;
however shrinkage has great influence especially in steel girder bridges, where creep is
insignificant. Usually shrinkage is simulated by imposing a virtual temperature change on
the concrete elements (Basu and Knickerbocker, 2005).
Pugasap et al. (2009) incorporated shrinkage in their model using the provisions of
ACI 209.

2.3.5. Curved and Skewed Bridges
Haj-Najib (2002) studied the effect of skew on jointless steel bridges; however the
secondary effects were ignored in this study. The following are the summary of the
recommendations and conclusions provided:


Piles should always be oriented to allow bending primarily about the weak axis.
(Regardless of the skew angle, weak axis should be parallel to the abutment
centerline)
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Place piles in pre-drilled holes in order to provide more flexibility and reduce the
stresses in the piling system.



Increasing the number of spans would reduce the stresses in the piles.



Use granular backfill material behind the abutment with an acceptable drainage
system. Backfill should be well-compacted to reduce settlement of the approach slab.
Although it is highly recommended to use the piles oriented so that they bend about

their weak axis, it is recommended to further investigate the orientation along the strong
axis.
In another research Thanasattayawibul (2006) investigated horizontally curved steel
bridges with a degree of curvature ranging from 0 degree to 172 degrees based on a 1200
ft bridge length. Like the previous study, use of pre-drilled holes filled with loose
granular soil, and orienting the piles along their weak axis is recommended.
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Chapter 3
Soil-Structure Interaction
Soil-structure interaction is generally a complex problem. In jointless bridges, soil
response affects the abutment and the piles. In soil-pile interaction problem, the response
of deflected pile depends on the soil response and in return, the soil response is a function
of pile deflection. Furthermore, the soil response is a nonlinear function of depth and
pile’s lateral movement. All these factors complicate the soil-pile problem.
In Section 3.1 first, the governing differential equation of embedded piles is
discussed. Then the idea of p-y method is explained followed by some calibrated p-y
curves for different soil types.
Soil-abutment interaction is briefly described in Section 3.2.

3.1. Soil-Pile Interaction
3.1.1. Governing Differential Equation of Pile
Hetenyi (1946) derived the differential equation for beam column. The behavior of
the pile surrounded by soil is like a beam-column on elastic foundation. Figure 3-1shows
a segment of the pile bounded by two horizontal lines. As shown, the segment is
displaced due to loading and it is assumed that the axial load is constant (Wang and
Reese, 1993).
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Figure 3-1- Beam-Column Segment Forces

Writing the equilibrium of moment, by ignoring second order terms, one will get:

(M  dM )  M  Pz dy  VV dz  0

Eq. 27

dM
dy
 Pz
 VV  0
dz
dz

Eq. 28

Differentiating Eq. 28 with respect to z , the following equation is obtained:
d 2M
d 2 y dVV

P

0
z
dz
dz 2
dz 2

Substituting M by EI

EI

d4y
d2y

P
 p0
z
dz 4
dz 2

Eq. 29

dV
d2y
, and  V by p , Eq. 29 can be written as:
2
dz
dz

Eq. 30

The term p represents the soil reaction per unit length. The response of the soil
surrounding the pile is generally described in the form of p-y curves, which relate the soil
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resistance to pile deflection at different depth below the ground level. These curves are
generally nonlinear and depend on different parameters, including soil type, depth, and
number of load cycles (Reese, 1977).
The differential equation for the pile embedded in soil can be written as follows:

EI

d4y
d2y

P
(
z
)
 p( z, y )  0
dz 4
dz 2

Eq. 31

In which z is the depth, y is the lateral displacement, P( z ) is the axial load in the pile
and p( z, y) is the soil reaction per unit length. Solution to abovementioned equation can
either be obtained analytically or numerically. Analytical solutions are only available
when the term p( z, y) is constant. As mentioned before, the resistance of the soil to pile
deflection is generally nonlinear which makes the analytical solution impossible in most
of the cases. Besides, layered soils are very common in practice, which make the solution
even more complicated. In these cases, the solution is obtained by a numerical finitedifference method. In this method, the pile is divided into n equal segments having
length h (Figure 3-2). For a typical point i on the pile Eq. 31 is rewritten in the finitedifference format as follows: (Poulos and Davis, 1980)
EI 


yi  2 4 yi 1 6 yi 4 yi 1  yi  2 
h4



 Pi 


yi 1 2 yi  yi 1 
h2



 pi  0

Eq. 32
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Figure 3-2- Finite Difference analysis of laterally loaded piles

Eq. 32 is then, applied to points 1 to n  1 which give n  1 equations. Four boundary
conditions, two on the tip and two on the head, result in four further equations as follows


Pile tip (Assuming a floating pile with a free tip):


d3y
Zero Shear ( EI 3  0 )
dz

That is:

 yn1  2 yn  2 yn2  yn3  0


Zero Moment ( EI

That is:

d2y
 0)
dz 2

Eq. 33
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yn  2 yn1  yn2  0


Eq. 34

Pile head:


If fixed-head:

Zero Rotation (

dy
 0)
dz

That is:

y2  y1  0


Eq. 35

If free-head:

Zero Moment ( EI

d2y
 0)
dz 2

That is:

y2  2 y1  y1  0

Eq. 36

d3y
Shear = H  EI 3
dz

That is:
HL3
 y2  2 y1  2 y2  y3 
EIn3

Eq. 37

Using these four boundary conditions, four further equations will be identified and
gives total of n  5 equations which leads to the solution for n  5 unknowns.
One of the main issues in solving the governing differential equation of the pile is the
term related to the resistance of the soil against lateral movement.

3.1.2. Governing Differential Equation of Friction Piles
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In friction piles the axial load along the pile would not be constant since a portion of
the axial load is transmitted to the soil through skin friction. In this case, by
differentiating the Eq. 28 with respect to z , the following equation is obtained:

EI

d4y
d 2 y dP( z ) dy

P
(
z
)

 p( z, y )  0
dz dz
dz 4
dz 2

Eq. 38

In which, axial load at depth z can be calculated as
z

P( z )  Po   f ( z )dz

Eq. 39

0

Where, Po is the axial load at the pile head, and f ( z ) is the friction per unit length of
the pile. Substituting Eq. 39 into Eq. 38 one can get:

EI

z
 d2y
d4y 
dy

P

f
(
z
)
dz

 2  f ( z )  p( z, y )  0
o 
4
dz
dz

 dz
0

Eq. 40

Assuming linear variation of friction per unit length of the pile with depth (Heelis,
Pavlovic and West, 2004) f ( z ) can be written as follows

f ( z) 

2 Po (1   ) 
z
f1  ( f 2  f1 ) 

L
L


Eq. 41

In this equation f1 and f 2 are defined at the top and bottom of the pile respectively
and should satisfy the following equation

f1  f 2  1

Eq. 42

For example assuming f1  f 2  0.5 results in uniform friction along the pile.  in
Eq. 41 is the ratio of the tip axial load over applied head axial load ( Po ).
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Po  Pfriction
Po

Eq. 43

Where, Pfriction is the total axial load transferred to the soil because of friction. A
value of 1.0 for  implies non-friction and a value of 0 implies pure friction pile.

3.1.3. p-y Method
The p-y method models the nonlinear behavior of the soil surrounding the pile and is
an effective way for analysis and design of laterally loaded piles. Basically, the p-y
curves are a set of curves corresponding to the soil response at certain depth. These
curves are developed by calibrating test results of laterally loaded piles with analytical
models. Using the p-y method, the deflections and forces in the pile can be calculated and
used for design purposes.
3.1.3.1. Loading

One of the parameters affecting the response of the soil against lateral movement is
the nature of loading. Generally, four types of loading can be considered (Reese, 1977)


Static (short term)



Cyclic (repeated)



Sustained



Seismic (dynamic)

3.1.3.2. Soft Clays below the Water Table
3.1.3.2.1.

Static Loading

The following procedure is recommended to obtain appropriate curves for this case.
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Estimate variation of soil properties with depth such as undrained shear strength ( c )
and submerged unit weight (  ' ). Also estimate  50 which is one-half the maximum
principal stress difference. If this value is not available, corresponding value from
Table 3-1 can be used.
Table 3-1- Representative Valuesofε50
Consistency of Clay
Soft
Medium
Stiff



ε50
0.020
0.010
0.005

Calculate the ultimate resistance of the soil per unit length of the pile as the minimum
of these values:

 ' J 
pu  cD 3   z 
c D 

pu  9cD

Eq. 44

Where:
c=

shear strength at depth z

D=

pile width

 '=

average effective unit weight

z=

depth below the ground

Based on experiments, Matlock (1970) suggested that the value of J for soft clay is
about 0.5.


Calculate the deflection at one-half the ultimate soil resistance as follows:

y50  2.5  50 D


Eq. 45

Using the calculated values, the p-y curve is computed from the following equation:
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1/3

 y 
p
 0.5 

pu
 y50 

The ratio of

Eq. 46

p
remains constant beyond y  8 y50 (Figure 3-3(a))
pu

(a)
(b)
Figure 3-3- Characteristic shapes of p-y curves for soft clay below water table (a) static loading
(b) cyclic loading (Matlock, 1970)

3.1.3.2.2.

Cyclic Loading

The procedure for this case is the same as static loading up to

p
 0.72 .
pu

Solving the two equations in Eq. 44 simultaneously, the value of zr is obtained at
each depth. If the unit weight and shear strength are constant zr can be calculated as:

zr 

6cD
 ' D  Jc
If z  zr then

Eq. 47

p
 0.72 for y  y50
pu
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If z  zr then

p
y
z
y
decreases linearly from 0.72 at
at
 3.0 , to 0.72
 15.0
pu
y50
zr
y50

and remains constant beyond this point.
3.1.3.3. Stiff Clay below the Water Table

A series of field tests on steel-pipe piles driven into stiff clay in Texas was
performed (Reese, Cox and Koop, 1975). Based on this research, the following procedure
is recommended for calculation of the p-y curves in stiff clays.
3.1.3.3.1.



Static Loading

Estimate soil properties such as undrained shear strength ( c ) and submerged unit
weight (  ' ).



Obtain the average undrained soil shear strength ( ca ) at depth z .



Calculate the ultimate soil resistance per unit length of the pile, using the smaller
value from the following equations:

  ' z 2.83 
pct  ca D  2 

z
c
D
a


pu  11cD


Estimate the value of As from Figure 3-4.

Eq. 48
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Figure 3-4- Values of As , and Ac (Reese, Cox and Koop, 1975)



The first linear part of the graph is established by the following equation:

p  (kz ) y

Eq. 49

Appropriate values for k s (static) and kc (cyclic) can be extracted from Table 3-2.
Table 3-2- Representativevaluesofkandε50 for stiff clay
Average Undrained Shear Strength (ton/ft2)
0.5-1.0
1.0-2.0
2.0-4.0



ks (Static)

500

1000

2000

kc (Cyclic)

200

400

800

ε50

0.007

0.005

0.004

The value of y50 is calculated as follows:

y50   50 D


The first parabolic portion of the curve is then calculated as:

Eq. 50
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 p
 y 
   0.5 

 pc 
 y50 


0.5

Eq. 51

The second parabolic portion of the curve from the point where y is equal to As y50 to
a point where y is equal to 6 As y50 is defined as:

 p
 y 
   0.5 

 pc 
 y50 


0.5

1.25

 y

 0.055 
 1
 As y50 

Eq. 52

The next straight portion of the p-y curve from the point where y is equal to 6 As y50 to
a point where y is equal to 18 As y50 is then calculated as:

 p
0.0625
0.5
( y  6 As y50 )
   0.5  6 As   0.411 
p
y
50
 c


Eq. 53

Finally, the last straight portion of the curve for y  18 As y50 is:

 p
0.5
   0.5  6 As   0.411  0.75 As
 pc 

Eq. 54

Or,

 p
   1.225 As  0.75 As  0.411
 pc 

Eq. 55
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Figure 3-5- Characteristic shape of p-y curve for stiff clay (Reese, Cox and Koop, 1975)

3.2. Soil-Abutment Interaction
The magnitude of soil pressure behind the abutment wall and the nonlinear
distribution of this pressure depend on wall displacement, soil type, depth, piles stiffness,
and also direction of the displacement (Faraji, Ting, Crovo and Ernst, 2001). As a wall
moves toward the backfill, passive pressure is engaged, and when it moves away from
that, active pressure and surcharge pressure may be generated. Studies show that a
minimum movement is required to reach the extremes for each of these types for
pressure.
Full passive pressure builds up for relatively long bridge lengths. For shorter bridge
lengths, only part of the passive pressure is developed for expansion as thermal expansion
is limited. For all bridges, the maximum passive pressure force Pp is calculated as
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Pp 

1
K p H 2
2

Eq. 56

Where,

Kp =

the passive pressure coefficient

K p is not necessarily the maximum K p associated with full passive pressure. The
value of K p should be calculated using Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 (Clough and Duncan,
1991). The extreme values for expansion and contraction are proportional to the height of
the wall. The movement required to reach the maximum passive pressure is on the order
of ten times the movement required to reach the active soil pressure. The movement
required to reach the extreme pressures are larger for loose soils than that for dense soils
(Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7). Table 3-3 highlights the required movements necessary to
achieve maximum pressures.
The force-deflection design curves (Barker, Duncan, Rojiani, Ooi and Tan, 1991)
shall be based on Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 (Clough and Duncan, 1991). The stiffness of
the springs behind the abutment wall is nonlinear and depends on the type of the soil.
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Figure 3-6- Relationship between wall movement and earth pressure (Clough and Duncan,
1991)

Figure 3-7- Relationship between wall movement and earth pressure for a wall with compacted
backfill (Clough and Duncan, 1991)
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Table 3-3- Approximate magnitudes of movements required to reach extreme soil pressure
condition (Clough and Duncan, 1991)
Values of Δ/H(a)
Type of Backfill
Active
Passive
Dense Sand
0.001
0.01
Medium-Dense Sand
0.002
0.02
Loose Sand
0.004
0.04
Compacted Silt
0.002
0.02
Compacted lean clay
0.01(b)
0.05(b)
Compacted fat clay
0.01(b)
0.05(b)
(a) Δ=movementoftopofthewallrequiredtoreachextremesoilpressure,by tilting or lateral
translation, H = height of the wall
(b) Under stress conditions close to the minimum active or maximum passive pressures,
cohesive soils creep continually. The movement shown would produce temporary passive pressures.
If pressures remain constant with time, the movements shown will increase. If movement remains
constant, active pressures will increase while passive pressures will decrease.
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Chapter 4
Experimental program
4.1. Introduction
The experimental part of this study was conducted at UNL’s structure’s lab. The
objective was to evaluate the behavior of the proposed detail as compared to the currently
used detail. Two different connections were tested. The first specimen involved a
relatively fixed pile/cap condition and represented current practice. The second specimen,
however, consisted of the proposed connection detail and represented the relatively
pinned connection. Axial load, modeling the gravity loads, was applied using the
dywidag passed through the mid duct. The lateral load representing the thermal
movements of the bridge was applied with two actuators. CFT piles were selected as they
are axisymmetric.

4.2. Test Setup
Figure 4-1 shows the test setup for the experiments conducted in the structural lab.
As shown, the pile was placed perpendicular to the loading frame. Two 3’x5’x4.7’
concrete blocks were used to elevate the pile cap to reach the actuators level. The stack
was finally post tensioned to the lab’s floor using 4 dywidags.
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11 ft

Actuator
Pile Cap

23'

4'
Hydraulic
Ram

Pile

10.00"

5'
1'-0.75"
4'

12'
10'-2.00"

3'

3'

Support
Block

9'

Figure 4-1- Test setup

Pile cap reinforcement is shown in Figure 4-2. The governing criteria in the design of
these reinforcement was the minimum temperature and shrinkage reinforcement, since
the stresses calculated from lateral load were below the allowable limits (see Appendix
A)
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4'-8.000"

4'

3'

Pile
#6 @ 8"

2'

Side View

5'

#4 @ 6"

Front View

Figure 4-2- Pile cap reinforcement

4.2.1. Instrumentation
6 strain gages were used to measure the strains near the connection. The gages were
located 2, 6, and 10‖ away from the cap surface. 6 spring pots were also mounted on CFT
close to the connection as shown in the following figure. For specimen #2, three threaded
rods were tapped to the pile end and passed through ¾‖ copper ducts. These rods were
attached to potentiometers to measure the deformation of the embedded portion of the
CFT pile.
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0.75"

0.5"
Angles
holding
pots

Detail A

1
2"

holes

3
4"

Copper

6.0"

Detail B

4.0"

4.0"

4.0"

0.5"

4.0"

4.0"

Strain
gages

10.0"

5.5"

1.0"

2.0"

5'

2'
4'

Figure 4-3- Instrumentation plan around the connection (specimen #2)

The following figure shows the details of attachment of the spring pots to the rod,
and the rod to the CFT. Other than the three rods used for specimen #2, the other
instrumentations were the same.
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0.50"

0.50"
0.5" angle

1.06"

0.25"

0.53"

0.25"
3.50"

0.95"

0.14"

Pipe wall

0.50"

3.5x0.5x161 " Plate

Detail B

0.5" stroke pot

4.00"

Detail A
Figure 4-4- details of mounting the spring pots

Two potentiometers (PNT and PNB) were mounted behind the cap to measure the
possible rotation of the stack under the applied loads. The data extracted from the test
show very small rotation which can be ignored. Although the deflection of the CFT under
the load could be measured from the deflection of the actuators, another potentiometer
(PB4) was mounted under the load.
PNT

PNB

Htop
Hbot

PB4

L1

Figure 4-5- Instrumentation plan around the connection (specimen #2)
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Table 4-1 lists the values of Htop, Hbot, and L1 for two specimens.
Table 4-1- Location of pots (inch)
Hbot
Htop
L1

Specimen #1
78.0
127.0
92

Specimen #2
79.5
125.25
92

4.2.1.1. ARAMIS (Optical 3-D Deformation Analysis System)

ARAMIS is a non-contact and material independent measuring system providing, for
static or dynamically loaded test objects, accurate 3D surface coordinates, 3D
displacements and velocities, Surface strain values (major and minor strain, thickness
reduction), and Strain rates. ARAMIS helps to better understand material and component
behavior and is ideally suited to monitor experiments with high temporal and local
resolution. ARAMIS is the unique solution delivering complete 3D surface, displacement
and strain results where a large number of traditional measuring devices are required
(strain gauges, LVDTs extensometers ...).
ARAMIS was used in parallel to regular measurement devices (strain gages,
potentiometers …) to assure the required precision and also measure the surface strain
values at locations where no strain gage was available like concrete surface close to the
connection, and elastomer surface. West half of the connection was painted with white
spray, and then using markers 1/10‖ diameter dots were drawn on painted surfaces. The
following table lists the load stages at which the data was recorded using ARAMIS
system.
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Table 4-2- Load stages at which ARAMIS system was used
Load Stage
Used ARAMIS
Specimen #1
1
Yes
2
No
3
Yes
Specimen #2
1
Yes
2
No
3
No

Lights

ARAMIS
Cameras

Figure 4-6- ARAMIS setup

4.2.2. Building Specimens
Two pipes were fabricated by Midwest Steel as follows:


12‖ standard pipe x 12’-0‖, prime painted (for specimen #1)



12‖ standard pipe x 12’-0‖ with a 13 ¾‖ diameter x 1‖ thick plate welded to one end,
prime painted (for specimen #2)
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Figure 4-7- Pipes before casting

The embedded plate was 1‖ thick, 20 ¾‖ diameter carbon steel plate with a 2‖
diameter hole in the center and sixteen ¾ x 4‖ headed shear studs, which was fabricated
and delivered to the structure’s lab by Midwest Steel.

Figure 4-8- Embedded plate
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The casts for the caps were made of plywood and were stiffened with 2x4‖ wood
bars around the cast as shown in Figure 4-9.

Figure 4-9- Casts for the caps

Concrete with a maximum aggregate size of 3/4 in (47bd aggregate) was ordered
from Concrete Industries. The specified 28-day strength of the concrete was 5.0 ksi.
However, the compression tests on samples resulted in an average of 4.0 to 4.7 ksi in
different pours. Based on the records from the vendor, the water-cement ratio was 0.434.
After all pours, the surface of the wet concrete was covered with burlap after about 2
hours and the burlap was covered with plastic cover to keep moisture in. Burlaps were
kept wet within 3 days after the pour to efficiently cure the fresh concrete. It was decided
to pour the concrete in three stages, as the crane could hold one pipe at a time.
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4.2.2.1. First Pour (March 7th 2011)

In the first stage on March 7th 2011 the bottom half of specimen #2’s cap and the
CFT’s were cast. Using four 11‖ bars welded to one side of the embedded plate, it was
held at the middle of the cap to be embedded in the concrete during the first pour.

Figure 4-10- Holding the embedded plate at the middle of the cap

Pipes were lifted with the crane and were hold vertical by running the dywidags
through the PVC pipes that were placed in the middle of the pipe section. PVC pipes
were used as a duct for dywidag which applies the axial load during the tests. On the top
end of each pipe, three tabs were welded to a 2.5‖ steel ring making a Mercedes shape, to
hold the PVC at the top middle during the casting. On the bottom end of specimen #2 the
PVC pipe was passed through the end plate, while a temporary plate with a 2.5‖ hole was
tack welded to the bottom end of the specimen #1 pipe to keep the PVC pipe at the
center. A lift truck was used to facilitate the casting procedure as shown in Figure 4-11.
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Specimen #2
Specimen #1

Figure 4-11- Preparing the pipes for the pour

The concrete was poured directly to the cap’s cast, while buckets were filled with
concrete and dumped into the pipes from the top. The buckets were lifted using the lift
truck. A long concrete vibrator was used to minimize the air voids in the concrete.

Figure 4-12- Pouring concrete into the pipe
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Figure 4-13- First pour into Specimen #2

As mentioned the concrete was poured up to half of the cap to hold the embedded
plate in place. The surface of the concrete was scratched to help the bond to the next
pour.

PVC
duct

Embedded
plate

Figure 4-14- Specimen #2 after first pour (embedded plate at the middle)
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A total of 12 samples (6x12‖ cylinders) were taken from the mix.
4.2.2.2. Second Pour (March 10th 2011)

In the second pour on March 10th the cap of specimen #1 was cast. In preparation for
casting, the CFT was held vertical using the crane. Additional rebars were placed around
the pipe and tied to the rebar cage to keep the CFT in place during the pour.

Figure 4-15- Specimen #1 before the pour

During the pour, the south side of the cast started to push out. Apparently, the lateral
support from the 2x4‖ bars was not enough. Fortunately, by providing extra support and
tying the dywidags passed through the PVC pipes the specimen was saved.
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Figure 4-16- Specimen #1 after the pour

A total of 12 samples (6x12‖ cylinders) were taken from the mix.
4.2.2.3. Third Pour (March 15th 2011)

On March 15th, the top half of specimen #2’s cap was cast.
The inner diameter elastomer fabricated for specimen #2 was less than the outer
diameter of the CFT and did not fit around it. So, the elastomer was cut in half and using
hose strap ties it was held around the CFT’s head. Three threaded rods were tapped to the
CFT and were passed through copper ducts. These rods were used to measure the
deflection of the embedded portion of the pipe. The distance of the rods from the end face
of the pipe was 2 ¼, 8 ¼, 18 ¼‖.
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Figure 4-17- Preparing specimen #2

Silicone was used to seal the seam along the cut, and prevent the penetration of fresh
concrete. Then the CFT was held against the embedded plate and a large dywidag was
passed through the middle PVC to assure the correct alignment of the specimen.

Figure 4-18- Preparing specimen #2

The final set of concrete was cast on March 15th when the bottom half of the cap was
8 days old at the time (first pour).

4.2.3. Preparing the Test Setup
After the concrete pours, the load point that includes rectangular box around the pipe
and the spreader beam was built. First, the rectangular box was assembled and then the
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spreader beam was welded on top of that. Then, grout was injected to the box through
holes made on the bottom flange of the spreader beam to ensure uniform distribution of
the load throughout the test. The support blocks were then stacked and the specimen was
lifted and placed on top of them.

Figure 4-19- Placing specimen #1 on top of support blocks

The gap between the blocks was filled with hydrostone in order to distribute the
pressure evenly. Four wood panels were bolted on the two sides of the gaps and the
openings were filled with silicone to seal the space between the blocks and facilitate the
pumping of hydrostone. Two holes were driven in the wood panels on each side. A hand
pump was then used to pump the fresh hydrostone into the gaps.
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Wood
panel
s

Hand
pump
(a)
(b)
Figure 4-20- (a) preparing fresh hydrostone (b) pumping the hydrostone into the gaps

After placing the blocks, four vertical rods were post-tensioned to the lab floor using
a hand pump and some washers. The target pressure in post-tensioning was 8.0 ksi.
Then the actuators were aligned completely vertical, followed by fastening eight
bolts that tie the thick plates to the spreader were, with wrench.

Actuator 1
Actuator 2

Spreader

Pile
Figure 4-21- Load point configuration
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4.2.4. Test Procedure on Specimen #1
4.2.4.1. Loading Schedule

Two regimens were considered for the experimental testing of specimen #1. In the
first stage, increasing cyclic loads were applied in the form of tip displacement. In the
second stage, constant cyclic load at two different axial load levels was applied, and
finally increasing cyclic load until failure was conducted. Three load stages were
considered.


Increasing Cyclic Loading Up to ±1 inch



Constant Cyclic Loading (±0.5 inch)



Increasing Cyclic Loading up to Failure

4.2.4.1.1.

Increasing Cyclic Loading Up to 1 inch

The following table shows the initial loading schedule. Note that two different axial
load levels were applied.
Table 4-3- Load stage 1 (specimen #1)
Load Disp. range Cycles
stage
(±in)
1-1-1
0.10
5
1-1-2
0.25
5
1-1-3
0.50
5
1-1-4
0.75
5
1-1-5
1.00
5
1-2-1
0.10
5
1-2-2
0.25
5
1-2-3
0.50
5
1-2-4
0.75
5
1-2-5
1.00
5

Cumulative
cycles
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Axial load
(kips)
60
60
60
60
60
120
120
120
120
120

Freq.
(Hz)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Time
(sec)
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

The following figure schematically show the displacement amplitude applied during
load stage 1.
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Figure 4-22- Typical pattern of lateral loading for stage 1 (specimen #1)

4.2.4.1.2.

Constant Cyclic Loading (±0.5 inch)

Constant cyclic loads were applied under two different axial load levels at ±0.50 inch
cycles. Although the initial plan was to conduct the constant cyclic loading at ±1.00, it
was decided to reduce this range to ±0.50 in since small residual strains were observed
after load stage 1.
Table 4-4- Load stage 2 (specimen #1)
Load Disp. range Cycles
stage
(±in)
2-1
0.50
36500
2-2
0.50
36500

4.2.4.1.3.

Cumulative
cycles
36550
73050

Axial load
(kips)
60
120

Freq.
(Hz)
0.2
0.2

Time
(hr)
20.2
20.2

Increasing Cyclic Loading up to Failure

The following table shows the loading schedule for stage 3. Target axial load was
120 kip in all stages. Note that the loading frequency was reduced for larger displacement
levels.
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Table 4-5- Load stage 3 (specimen #1)
Load Disp. range Cycles
stage
(±in)
3-1
0.25
5
3-2
0.50
5
3-3
0.75
5
3-4
1.00
5
3-5
1.25
5
3-6
1.50
5
3-7
1.75
5
3-8
2.00
5
3-9
2.25
5
3-10
2.50
5
3-11
2.75
5
3-12
3.00
5
3-13
3.25
5
3-14
3.50
5
3-15
3.75
5
3-16
4.00
5
3-17
4.25
5
3-18
4.50
5
3-19
4.75
5

Cumulative
cycles
73055
73060
73065
73070
73075
73080
73085
73090
73095
73100
73105
73110
73115
73120
73125
73130
73135
73140
73145

Axial load
(kips)
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

Freq.
(Hz)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.02

4.2.4.2. Conducting the Test
4.2.4.2.1.

Load Stage 1

Increasing cyclic loads were applied to the specimen based on information provided
in Table 4-3. Note that two axial load levels (60 kip and 120 kip) were applied. At first,
one of the smaller rams (120 kip capacity) was used to exert the axial load. Since the
effective area of these rams was smaller compared to the bigger rams (240 kip capacity)
the pressure in the line was very high and resulted in leakage and pressure drop. To stop
leakage, first the pressure cell was changed since it was leaking, but the load dropped
again quickly. Then, the check valve was replaced, but the pressure dropped with almost
the same rate. Subsequently, the small ram (120 kip) was replaced with another small ram
with no success. Finally it was decided to change the ram to bigger ones (240 kip rams).
As a result, the line pressure dropped and solved the leakage problem.
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No visible distress was observed during or after the test. The cap remained intact and
the pipe was almost the same as beginning. Small residual strains were tracked at load
stage 1-1-5 (±1.00 in). The axial load level was almost constant throughout the test.
4.2.4.2.2.

Load Stage 2

Constant cyclic load was applied at two axial load levels as described in Table 4-4.
The lateral displacement level was ±0.50 in, at which the pile was cycling in the elastic
range. No visual damage was observed during the test. The whole test took about 5 days.
4.2.4.2.3.

Load Stage 3

Incremental cyclic loading was done as described in Table 4-5.
At load stage 3-8 (±2.00 in) it was noticed that the west ram’s swivel was not
rotating smoothly. DS40 lubricant was used all around the swivel to facilitate its rotation
with no success and noticeable kicks were observed throughout the rest of the test.
However, this had negligible effect on the results.

Figure 4-23- Condition of the connection at load stage 3-8 (±2.00 in)
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After load stage (±2.00 in), the 2‖ plates were spot welded to the both sides of the Ishaped spreader beam to make sure that because of swivel rotation no slip will occur.
Initially, the spreader was clamped between the swivels’ foot and the thick plates.

Figure 4-24- Weldingthespreaderbeam’sbottomflangetothickplate

Excessive deformation was observed close to the connection at stage 3-12 (±3.00 in).
Elephant foot failure mode was noticed at the top and the bottom of the specimen. At this
time, the paint over the pipe started to peel off because of large strains. As a result of
large deformation around the rod holding PT1, PT2 reached its stroke and needed
reconfiguration.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4-25- (a) Excessive deformation near the first gages at load stage 3-16 (±3.00 in) (b) large
deformation around the rod holding PT1

The loading stages 3-1 to 3-16 was carried out on Friday May 13 2011. Since one of
the pots reached its stroke and needed reconfiguration, the rest of the test was done on
Tuesday May 17 2011.
Small crack at the bottom of the pipe around the strain gage GB1 was observed at
stage 3-18 (±4.50 in). At this load stage a little load drop was noticed in the last cycles.
Strain gages GB1 and GT1 came off at stage 3-18 (±4.50 in).

(a)
(b)
Figure 4-26- Condition of connection at load stage 3-18 (±4.50 in) (a) huge crack at the bottom
(b) large deformation at the top
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At load stage 3-19 (±4.75 in) the crack was fully opened and the crushed concrete
came out of the cracked zone. The axial load dropped dramatically during this stage and
the test was stopped.

Figure 4-27- Crack completely opened at load stage 3-19 (±4.75 in)

4.2.5. Test Procedure on Specimen #2
4.2.5.1. Loading Schedule

Three regimens were considered for the experimental testing of specimen #2. In the
first stage, increasing cyclic loads were applied in the form of tip displacement. In the
second stage, constant cyclic load at 120 kip axial load level was applied, and finally
ultimate loading up to failure.
Three load stages were considered in the loading schedule.


Increasing Cyclic Loading Up to ±4.5 inch



Constant Cyclic Loading (±4.25 inch)



Ultimate loading up to Failure
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4.2.5.1.1.

Increasing Cyclic Loading Up to 4.5 inch

The following table shows the loading schedule for stage 1. Target axial load in all
stages was 120 kip.
Table 4-6- Load stage 1
Load Disp. range
stage
(±in)
1-1
0.10
1-2
0.25
1-3
0.50
1-4
0.75
1-5
1.00
1-6
1.25
1-7
1.50
1-3a
0.50
1-5a
1.00
1-7a
1.50
1-3b
0.50
1-5b
1.00
1-7b
1.50
1-8
1.75
1-9
2.00
1-9a
2.00
1-10
2.25
1-11
2.50
1-3c
0.50
1-5c
1.00
1-7c
1.50
1-9c
2.00
1-11c
2.50
1-12
2.75
1-11d
2.50
1-13
3.00
1-14
3.25
1-15
3.50
1-16
3.75
1-17
4.00
1-7e
1.50
1-11e
2.50
1-15e
3.50
1-17e
4.00
1-18
4.25
1-19
4.50
1-18f
4.25
1-11g
2.50
1-15g
3.50
1-7g
1.50
1-3g
0.5
1-18h
4.25

Cycles
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
25
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
100
5
5
5
5
100

Cumulative
cycles
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
180
185
190
195
200
300
305
310
315
320
420

Axial load
(kips)
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

Freq.
(Hz)
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.05
0.05
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.05
0.025
0.05
0.05
0.04
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Figure 4-28- Typical pattern of lateral loading for stage 1 (specimen #2)

4.2.5.1.2.

Constant Cyclic Loading (±0.5 inch)

The following table shows the loading information for constant cyclic loading stage.
Table 4-7- Load stage 2 (specimen #2)
Load Disp. range Cycles
stage
(±in)
2-1
4.25
16000

4.2.5.1.3.

Cumulative
cycles
73050

Axial load
(kips)
120

Freq.
(Hz)
0.04

Ultimate Loading

At this load stage, the specimen was planned to be loaded until failure happens. It
was not clear if the specimen will fail with available actuators stroke (10 in).
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4.2.5.2. Conducting the Test
4.2.5.2.1.

Load Stage 1

Increasing cyclic loading was applied on August 18th 2011 as described in Table 4-6.
To investigate the behavior after unloading and check the damage to the specimen, the
displacement range was reduced in several stages.
Loud noise was heard at the last cycle of load stage 1-9 (±2.00 in). No visual damage
was observed and the test was continued. At first, it was thought that the noise is because
of sliding of steel against each other. However, later on the noise was referred to the
slippage of the elastomer against the pipe’s surface. At the beginning, this noise was
noticed when the specimen traveled down from extreme top point.

Figure 4-29- Condition of the connection at stage 1-9 (±2.00 in)

After a while during the test the noise was softened. Then, the noise was also noticed
when the pile traveled on the bottom extreme at load stage 1-11d (±2.50 in).
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Figure 4-30- Condition of the connection around peak movement at stage 1-11d (±2.50 in)

At load stage 1-15 (±3.50 in) the seam in the elastomer started to open. The first row
spring pots (PB1 and PT1) reached their stroke at load stage 1-16 (±3.75 in).
Small spalling of concrete around the elastomer was observed after load stage 1-17
(±4.00 in). This was because of large deformations and bulging of the elastomer.
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Figure 4-31- Condition of the top of the connection after stage 1-18h (±4.25 in)

At load stage 1-19 (±4.50 in) no visual damage was observed. Also, the noise was
noticed only at the bottom extreme.
The string pots located on the top of the specimen were gone during the load stage 118f (±4.25 in).
4.2.5.2.2.

Load Stage 2

Constant cyclic loading (±4.25 in) was applied on August 18 2011 after finishing the
first load stage. During the initial cycles, it was decided to lubricate the surface between
the elastomer and the steel pipe. WD40 was sprayed on the surfaces when the pipe was at
the top and bottom extreme and the gap was wide open. Engine oil was also dispensed
from the top three ducts placed for string pots PTBN, PTBM, PTBS. As a result, the
noise was diminished after about 15 minutes.
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Figure 4-32- Specimen #2 after lubrication at peak displacement in load stage 2 (±4.25 in)

On August 19th around 10:00 pm the test was stopped after around 600 cycles. The
hydraulics was overheated. The test was restarted around midnight.
The noise was noticed again around noon on Aug. 20th. At this time, the top pots
were switched to pile deflection outside the detail located at 2‖, 8‖, and 14‖ from the cap.
4.2.5.2.3.

Load Stage 3

The ultimate test was carried out on Sep. 12th 2011. To provide more stroke during
the ultimate test, four 11‖ cuts from a junk I section was cut and placed between the
swivel’s foot and the spreader beam. Calculations were made on capacity of the steel
section for shear, and local buckling.
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Actuators

Spacers

Spreader
Beam
Figure 4-33- Spacers used for additional stroke

I-section was welded to the spreader to avoid possible slippage at large deformations.
The following figure depicts the setup at ultimate test.

Load Frame

Pile
Figure 4-34- Ultimate test (specimen #2)
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Unfortunately, at about 6 in deflection the dywidag, which applied the axial load
throughout the test, failed and projected to the temporary storage room in front of the test
setup. The front portion of the dywidag, which was almost 13ft, traveled through the back
wall of the storage room and was stopped in the opposite wall. This accident happened
when the axial load level (119 kip) was almost half the capacity of the rod. Fortunately,
this accident did not cause any injuries or serious damage. The test was finished
afterwards.

Projected
Dywidag

Figure 4-35- Failure of the dywidag

The following figure shows the failed section of the dywidag. Note that the failure
happened right on the thicker section of the tread. After measurements it was found that
the failure had happened next to the steel plates interface in the connection.
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Figure 4-36- Failure of the dywidag

After finishing the test, the setup was disassembled and the CFT was extracted from
the connection by welding two I sections to the sides of the pipe and using two hydraulic
jacks as shown in Figure 4-37.

CFT

Hydraulic
jacks

Figure 4-37- Setup used to Remove CFT
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No serious damage was observed in the elastomer ring. However, the end of the CFT
was damaged as the end plate was detached, and the pipe end was blossomed.

Figure 4-38- Pipe condition after the test

The embedded plate and the concrete behind it were intact and no damage was
detected after removing the CFT. The analysis of results revealed that the damage has
happened during the load stage 2 (constant cyclic loading). Apparently, weak weld and
local crushing of the concrete had been the causes of this damage.

4.3. Analysis of Test Results
4.3.1. Specimen #1 (Fixed)
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4.3.1.1. Load Stage 1

Figure 4-39 and Figure 4-40 show the load deflection of the specimen #1 at load
stage 1-1 and 1-2 respectively. The lateral deflection of the pile is measured with a pot
placed under the pipe at the load point (PB4). This value is slightly different from the
target value (displacement of the rams) because of the deformation of the spreader beam.
The load value is the sum of the applied loads by the two actuators.
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Figure 4-39- Load deflection curve for load stage 1-1

As shown, these curves are similar for the two different applied axial load levels.
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Figure 4-40- Load deflection curve for load stage 1-2

Figure 4-41 shows the envelope of load-deflection curve for load stages 1-1 and 1-2.
The values in this chart represent the extreme values at the first cycle in each step. The
stiffness at load stage 1-2 is smaller compared to load stage 1-1 to some extent, which
can be referred to higher axial load level in the second stage. Also note that the initial
slope of the load-deflection curve for stage 1-1 is larger. Although this type of connection
is assumed as fixed, the results show minute rotation in specimen #1. At smaller
movements of initial loadings, since there is cohesion between the pipe’s surface and the
surrounding concrete, rotation is not as easy. However, after some cycles, this bond fails
and the stiffness drops. During the test a tiny gap was observed between at the connection
which proves the rotation of the connection. The readings from the first row spring pots
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also show some rotation which is further discussed in the moment-rotation calculations
for load stage 1-3.
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Figure 4-41- Envelope of load-deflection curve for stage 1

4.3.1.2. Load Stage 2

The maximum applied lateral load at load stage 2-1 is shown in Figure 4-42(a). As
shown, this value remains relatively constant throughout the test. Also note that there is a
small difference between the load applied by two actuators. Figure 4-42(b) shows the
applied axial load during thus load stage. The target axial load level for this load stage
was 60 kips. Jumps in the curve are related to points when the axial load has been
increased by the pump to cover gradual drops due to leakage of the hydraulic lining.
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Figure 4-42- Applied forces in load stage 2-1 (a) maximum applied lateral load by actuators (b)
applied axial load

The strains at peak displacements are shown in Figure 4-43. The strains in the top
gages are close to each other, but the strain at the first strain gage in the bottom is almost
twice as much as the other gages. As described earlier, some plasticity and residual strain
was observed after load stage 1. This residual strain is propagated to load stage 2 and is
apparent in data from strain gage GB1. It should be noted that the failure (at load stage 3)
in the pipe happened on the bottom and close to this strain gage.
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Figure 4-43- Maximum strains according to installed gages

4.3.1.3. Load Stage 3

Figure 4-44 shows the load deflection curves for this load stage. The load in this
figure is the sum of the loads from two actuators. The deflection is based on the readings
from the potentiometer placed under the load point (PB4). The drop in the last cycle at
±4.50 in deflection is due to formation of the crack on the bottom of the pipe. As shown,
the failure has happened at ±4.75 in deflection where significant drop in the load is
noticeable.
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Figure 4-44- Load-deflection curve for specimen #1 at stage 3

The extreme load value in each step is depicted in Figure 4-45. These figures
indicate that the specimen produce large hysteresis loops without significant drop in the
level of the lateral load until ±4.75 in. deflection where failure has happened.
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Figure 4-45- Envelope of load-deflection curve

The bending moment is calculated from the specimen geometry and loading and also
taking into consideration the second order moments developed by the axial load due to
the deflection of the CFT. The curvature is calculated using the strain data from the two
strain gages located at the top and the bottom of the same cross section of the pipe. The
average value of the curvature is calculated by dividing the difference between the two
strains on the opposite sides of the cross section by the tube diameter. For convenience,
positive curvature is considered to be in the direction of the initial loading.
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Figure 4-46- Moment-curvature curve for specimen #1 up to stage 3-10 (±2.5 in)

The envelope of moment-curvature curve is shown in the following figure, compared
to the estimated moment-curvature using the information provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 4-47- Moment-curvature curve for specimen #1 up to stage 3-10 (±2.5 in)

Moment-rotation curve for this specimen is shown in Figure 4-48. The rotation is
calculated based on the readings from the first row spring pots (PB1 and PT1). At larger
deflections the because of local buckling of the pipe which happened at the vicinity of the
rods holding the first row of spring pots (PB1 and PT1) the calculated values for rotation
look strange and are not valid. The initial rotational stiffness of the connection is
estimated about 694000 kip.in/rad.
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Figure 4-48- Moment-rotation curve for specimen #1

4.3.2. Specimen #2 (Pinned)
4.3.2.1. Load Stage 1

The following figure shows the load deflection points at extreme points for different
load stages. Like specimen #1, the load in vertical axis is the sum of the loads from two
actuators and the displacement is the reading from PB4.
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Figure 4-49- Load-deflection points for stage 1 (specimen #2)

As shown in this figure, the load dropped after 2 in displacement which can be
addressed to the sliding of rubber against steel pipe. As mentioned before, the loud noise
started at this point, and during the test the load drop was observed right when the noise
was heard.
Figure 4-50 shows the load deflection curve for specimen #2. Note that these curves
represent the first 5 cycles at each displacement level.
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Figure 4-50- Load-deflection curve for stage 1 (specimen #2)

Moment-rotation curve for this specimen is shown in Figure 4-51. Like specimen #1,
the bending moment is calculated from the specimen geometry and loading and also
taking into consideration the second order moments developed by the axial load due to
the deflection of the CFT. The rotation is calculated based on the readings from the first
row spring pots (PB1 and PT1). At larger deflections the slope of the curve changes,
which is related to separation of the spring pots (PB1 and PT1) from the concrete block
on the tension side; thus, these values are not valid.
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Figure 4-51- Moment-rotation curve for stage 1 (specimen #2)

Ignoring the data in large deformation and drawing the extreme values on the
moment-rotation curve, the following figure is obtained, from which the initial and final
rotational stiffness of the connection can be estimated about 167,000 and 27,000
kip.in/rad respectively.
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Figure 4-52- Envelope of moment-rotation curve for stage 1 (specimen #2)

The following figure shows the strains based on the first row strain gage readings
(GB1 and GT1) during stage 1 for specimen #2.
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Figure 4-53- Maximum strains in stage 1 (specimen #2) (a) GB1 (b) GT1
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4.3.2.2. Load Stage 2

Load-deflection curve for several cycles during this load stage is shown in Figure
4-54. Note that the specimen was not lubricated at the first cycle and as shown, the
extreme loads are at its largest values. However after lubrication, the load has dropped to
some extent. This is more evident when the direction of loading is downward, which can
be due to the fact that more lubrication was deposited
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Figure 4-54- Calibrated moment-rotation curves

The following figure shows the values of the axial load and lateral load at maximum
points of cycles. It is clear that after about 13000 cycles, the axial load level has
decreased drastically. This is related to detachment of the end plate, blossom failure, and
shortening of the pile. Since
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Figure 4-55- Axial and lateral load during load stage 2 (specimen #2)

The shortening of the specimen is further investigated through readings from the first
row of spring potentiometers, PT1 and PB1 (top and bottom respectively), as shown in
Figure 4-56. It is clear that after 13000 cycles, the top and bottom pots show some
shortening. Note that the moving of the bottom half of the elastomer was noticed at about
16000 cycles and the test was stopped. After the detachment of the end plate and blossom
failure, the blossomed portion of the pile had pushed the elastomer out, which has
resulted in its moving.
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Figure 4-56- Readings from first row pots (specimen #2)

4.3.2.3. Load Stage 3

Load-deflection curve for load stage 3 is shown in Figure 4-57. At about 6 in
deflection failure of the dywidag happened which concluded this test.
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Figure 4-57- Load-deflection curve for load stage 3 (specimen #2)

Figure 4-58 shows the level of strains extracted directly from available strain gages.
Note that the rest of the gages were gone. The level of axial load is also shown in this
figure. The axial load level at point of failure was about 119 kip.
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Figure 4-58- Load-deflection curve for load stage 3 (specimen #2)

4.3.3. Rotational Stiffness in SAP2000
In order to verify the estimated rotational stiffnesses, bilinear curve are fitted to the
moment-rotation curves of the two specimens as shown in Figure 4-59.
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Figure 4-59- Calibrated moment-rotation curves

Then, the pile is modeled in SAP2000 using beam element and the nonlinear link
element representing the connection’s rotational stiffness is assigned to one end. The
following table lists the nonlinear properties of the link elements used in SAP2000.
Table 4-8- Nonlinear properties of link element representing connection stiffness
Initial Slope Final slope Rotation at slope
(kip.in/rad) (kip.in/rad)
change
Specimen #1
694000
0
±0.0053
Specimen #2
167000
27000
±0.011

120 kip axial load is applied to the free end of the beam. Then the lateral load is
applied and the corresponding displacement is extracted from the analysis. Note that

P   effect is also considered in the analysis. Figure 4-60 shows the load deflection of
the testes as compared to the analysis results from SAP2000. As expected, the curves
match very nicely which proves the validity of moment-rotation stiffness calculations.
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Figure 4-60- Load-deflection curves from tests and SAP2000

Using pushover analysis discussed in Chapter 5.3.2 the CFT pile is modeled in
SAP2000. Four cases are studied to compare different boundary conditions as shown in
Figure 4-61. In the first two models, the pile head connection is modeled using nonlinear
link element based on values listed in Table 4-8. In the third and fourth model, however,
completely fixed and pinned condition is modeled respectively.
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Figure 4-61- Schematic models used in SAP2000 analysis

As expected, the model with complete fixity (model 3) results in smaller maximum
displacement compared to the fixed model with real rotational stiffnesses (model 1). On
the other hand, in spite of increased stiffness, the pinned model with real rotational
stiffnesses (model 2) gives more displacement capacity as compared to completely
pinned model (model 4). This is due to the fact that the developed moment at the pile
head in model 2, reduces the maximum opposite sign moment developed along the pile
deep in the soil.
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Figure 4-62- Pushover analysis results in medium clay for CFT piles tested

Assuming that the pile can reach the maximum moment of 3700 kip.in (the
maximum moment observed in specimen #1), the following table summarizes the
displacement capacities associated with different boundary conditions. It is observed that
pinned connection can increase the lateral movement capacity up to 3.8 times (in medium
clay).
Table 4-9- Comparison of different boundary conditions for CFT pile in Medium Clay
Head condition
Displacement capacity
(in)
Model 1
Nonlinear Link/Fixed
1.9
Model 2
Nonlinear Link/Pinned
7.3
Model 3
Fixed
1.3
Model 4
Pinned
5.7
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4.4. Material Property Tests
4.4.1. Steel Tensions Tests
Samples were taken from the steel pipes after the tests were completed. Four samples
were cut from the tip (free end) of the pile, and one sample next to them along the length.
This region was selected since it did not undergo large deformations or major strains
during the tests. Since the pipe was filled with concrete, grinder was used to cut the
specimen instead of torch. Samples were machined in UNL machine shop based on the
standard shape from ASTM A-370 as shown in the following figure.

Figure 4-63- Tensile test dimensions

The following table lists the real dimensions of the specimen (measured with caliper)
as well as the summary of the test results. Unfortunately, the data for sample 1-4 was lost
because of the problem with extensometer and is not reported.
Table 4-10- Compression tests on first pour specimens (March 7th 2011)
Sample Thickness Width
Yield stress
Strain at
(in)
(in)
(ksi)
failure
Specimen
1-1
0.189
0.500
54.8
0.381
#1
1-2
0.189
0.500
53.1
0.366
1-3
0.188
0.499
58.9
0.351
1-4
0.189
0.500
--1-5
0.183
0.500
55.2
0.350
Specimen
2-1
0.187
0.497
61.90
0.365
#2
2-2
0.187
0.497
62.40
0.334
2-3
0.187
0.498
59.40
0.414
2-4
0.188
0.499
56.30
0.393
2-5
0.188
0.495
56.80
0.4

Comments
tip
tip
tip
tip
next to tip
tip
tip
tip
tip
next to tip
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The following figures show the stress-strain curves for the testes samples. Since
specific yielding plateau was not observed, 0.2% offset method was used to estimate the
yield stress of the specimens.
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Figure 4-64- Stress-strain curves for samples from specimen #1

The average of yield stress was 55.4 ksi and 59.4 ksi for specimen #1 and specimen
#2, respectively.
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Figure 4-65- Stress-strain curves for samples from specimen #2

4.4.2. Concrete Compression Tests
4.4.2.1. Compression Test on First Pour Specimen

Compression tests were done on samples of the first pour.
Table 4-11- Compression tests on first pour specimens (March 7th 2011)
Date
Specimen
Age (days)
Compressive
Comments
Strength (psi)
Apr. 5th
1-1
29
3462
28 day
2011
1-2
29
4103
compressive
1-3
29
3870
strength
May 17th
1-4
71
4380
load stage 3 on
2011
specimen #1
1-5
71
4632
1-6
71
4364
Aug. 19th
1-7
165
4484
load stage 1 on
2011
specimen #2
1-8
165
4670
1-9
165
4135

The average of the compressive strength, f c' , from the above table is 4.2 ksi.

0.5
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4.4.2.2. Compression Test on Second Pour Specimen

Compression tests were done on samples of the second pour.
Table 4-12- Compression tests on second pour specimens (March 10th 2011)
Date
Specimen
Age (days)
Compressive
Comments
Strength (psi)
Apr. 7th
2-1
28
4496
28 day
2011
compressive
2-2
28
4527
strength
2-3
28
4409
th
May 17
2-4
68
4881
load stage 3 on
2011
specimen #1
2-5
68
4917
2-6
68
4864

The average of the compressive strength, f c' , from the above table is 4.7 ksi.
4.4.2.3. Compression Test on Third Pour Specimen

Compression tests were done on samples of the third pour.
Table 4-13- Compression tests on third pour specimens (March 15th 2011)
Date
Specimen
Age (days)
Compressive
Comments
Strength (psi)
Apr. 12th
3-1
28
4602
28 day
2011
compressive
3-2
28
4649
strength
3-3
28
4368
Aug. 19th
3-4
157
4003
load stage 1 on
2011
specimen #2
3-5
157
2523
3-6
157
3654

The average of the compressive strength, f c' , from the above table is 4.0 ksi.

4.4.3. Soft Material Compression Tests
4.4.3.1. Delpatch Elastomeric Concrete

The package for Delpatch consists of three components, two of which are resin
elements. The big portion is, however, the mixture of fine sand and fiberglass. Table 4-14
lists the weight of different components that were used in the mix to make four 2‖ cubic
samples.
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Table 4-14- Mixratiosfor2”cubespecimens
Component
Resin A
Resin B
Aggregate

Amount (lb)
0.72
0.36
2.38

First, the two resin components were mixed and stirred with hand drill for about 1
minute then the aggregate was added and mixed for another 90 seconds.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4-66- Delpatch mixing procedure

(d)

In the first attempt, the samples were made in wooden molds, but the mix adhered to
the molds and the samples were not useful (Figure 4-67). The same mix was then poured
in plexiglass molds which resulted in better samples, although tiny defects were
developed on the surface.
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4.4.3.1.1.

Wooden Mold

Wooden molds were built for four 2‖ cubic samples. Interior surfaces of the molds
were oiled to facilitate the de-bonding after the mix was cured, but unfortunately it
adhered to the mold as shown in Figure 4-67. The mix was made on Nov. 1st 2010 at
11:50 am.

Figure 4-67- Samples made in wooden molds

4.4.3.1.2.

Plexiglass Mold

New molds were then made from plexiglass and were lubricated using WD40. New
concrete mix was also prepared based on the ratios listed in Table 4-14 and poured at
1:30 pm on Nov. 2nd.
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(a)
Figure 4-68- (a) Pouring the mix (b) leveled top surface

4.4.3.1.3.

(b)

Cyclic Test

In order to investigate the behavior of the elastomeric concrete after several loadings,
cyclic load was applied to the 2‖ cube samples. The MTS frame with load capacity of 22
kips is used for loading the specimen. Since the platforms were not found for the
compression setup, two square plates were made, and bolted to the grips. The setup was
completed on November 23rd 2010, and the machine was programmed to load the
samples. The specimen was 21 days old when tested for cyclic loading.
Table 4-15- Compression tests on elastomeric concrete specimens
Test #
Specimen
Direction
Strain
Cycles
EC-C-1
1
Upright
5%
36500
EC-C-2
1
Upright
10%
8000

Freq (Hz)
2
2
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Figure 4-69- MTS Load frame for cyclic load test

4.4.3.1.3.1.

5% Strain Cyclic Test

First the sample was statically loaded up to 0.1 in deflection (5% strain) to obtain the
stress-strain curve for compression of the specimen. At this stage the material had not
experienced any loading.
After the first step, 36500 cycles of 0.1 in deflection (5% strain) was applied with the
frequency of 2 Hz. As expected, the specimen heated up during the cyclic step. It was
observed that the required load for the abovementioned displacement was about 4.0 kips
at the initial cycles, but it dropped to around 2.5 kips at the final cycles.
After the cyclic step was completed, another static compression test (0.1 in
deflection) was conducted to obtain the stress-strain curve for the specimen, which by
then, had some loading history (Figure 4-70 (a)).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4-70- Stress-strain curves for (a) static loading up to 5% strain (b) cyclic loading

4.4.3.1.3.2.

10% Strain Cyclic Test

On the next day, the specimen was loaded up to 0.2 in deflection (10% strain). Note
that the specimen was previously tested for 5% cyclic loading. First the stress-strain data
was collected for the static compression test up to 10%. Then the specimen was subjected
to cyclic loading of 10% deflection (36500 cycles as target).

(a)
(b)
Figure 4-71- (a) Cracks forming on the opposite side of the specimen (b) dislocation of the
specimen and cracks after about 8000 cycles

After about 1000 cycles some cracks were observed in the specimen. These cracks
were mainly on the imperfect side of the specimen. Because of cyclic deflections, some
aggregate spalled from the cracked zone. The surface of the specimen was warmer than
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the 5% test. The test was stopped after about 8000 cycles, because the specimen was
dislocating on the platform and the cracks were developed on all sides of the specimen.
During the test, the load dropped from about 5.5 kips to 1.5 kips.
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Figure 4-72- Stress-strain curves for (a) initial static loading up to 10% strain (b) cyclic loading
(c) max load change during the cyclic loading

4.4.3.2. Fiberlast (Elastomeric Material)

Compression tests were also conducted on 2‖ cube samples of Fiberlast material.
Samples were provided by Voss Company, which is the vendor of the elastomer ring
used in the experimental study. Table 4-16 shows the list of compression tests conducted
on different specimens.
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Table 4-16- Compression tests conducted on Fiberlast specimen
Test #
Specimen
Direction
Strain
Cycles
F-C-1
1
Upright
10%
36500
F-C-2
2
Upright
10%
36500
F-C-3
2
Side
10%
36500
F-C-4
2
Upright
30%
100
F-C-5
3
Upright
5%
36500
F-C-6
3
Upright
15%
36500

Freq (Hz)
2
2
2
1
2
2

Figure 4-73 through Figure 4-78 show stress-strain curves for different tests
conducted.
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Figure 4-73- Stress-strain curves for test F-C-1 (a) static loading up to 10% strain (b) cyclic
loading
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Figure 4-74- Stress-strain curves for test F-C-2 (a) static loading up to 10% strain (b) cyclic
loading (c) max load change during the cyclic loading
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Figure 4-75- Stress-strain curves for test F-C-3 (a) static loading up to 10% strain (b) cyclic
loading
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Figure 4-76- Stress-strain curves for test F-C-4 (a) static loading up to 30% strain (b) cyclic
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Figure 4-77- Stress-strain curves for test F-C-5 (a) static loading up to 5% strain (b) cyclic
loading
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Figure 4-78- Stress-strain curves for test F-C-6 (a) initial static loading up to 15% strain (b)
cyclic loading

4.5. Conclusions of Experimental Study
The following conclusions can be made from the experimental study conducted:


Pinned pile/cap connection can effectively reduce the stiffness of the piling system
and also increase the lateral displacement capacity of the piles. Two different
boundary conditions were studied. In the first specimen, relatively fixed connection
was investigated were the pile head is embedded in the concrete. Yielding, elephant
foot buckling, and failure was observed at about 0.75 in , 3.00 in, and 4.50 in
deflection respectively. In the second specimen the pile head was encased in the
elastomer material (Fiberlast) which was embedded in the concrete cap. Small
residual strains were observed at final stages of loading; however the condition of the
pipe at the interface was intact. Blossom failure at the end of the pile happened in the
cyclic testing stage after about 13000 cycles. The end plate was detached because of
weld failure, followed by blossom failure, shortening of the specimen, and moving of
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the bottom half of elastomer. Nevertheless, the embedded plate, concrete cap, and end
plate were intact.


Cyclic compression tests were conducted on 2‖ samples of elastomeric concrete
(Delpatch) and elastomeric material (Fiberlast). Noticeable damage was observed in
elastomeric concrete sample at 10% strain, whereas elastomeric material performed
much better and the damage level was very small. Based on these tests, elastomeric
material was chosen as the casing for the detail.
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Chapter 5
Analytical Study
In this chapter the analytical studies conducted on different aspects of jointless
bridges are summarized.
Unlike regular column elements, the calculation of elastic buckling load in
embedded piles is not straight forward, because of the lateral support provided by the
surrounding soil. A new approach is proposed Section 5.1 which combines the energy
method with nonlinear p-y curves to estimate the critical axial load for the piles
supporting jointless bridges.
The idea of a pinned pile/cap connection is further discussed and analytical
investigations are presented in Section 5.2. First finite element model of a prestressed pile
embedded in clay is calibrated and then the new connection concept is applied to the
model. Finally, the finite element model of the tested specimens are generated and
compared to the test results.
The design approach based on fatigue and strength criteria is presented in Section
5.3. In this approach, the maximum allowable strain is determined based on Miner’s rule.
Then, the maximum allowable curvature is calculated based on the maximum allowable
strain. The maximum allowable moment is then extracted from the moment-curvature
curve for the specific axial load level. Finally, using nonlinear pushover analysis the
maximum allowable head displacement is estimated.
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Using the design approach in Section 5.3, and adding the local and global stability
criterion, a complete design approach is proposed in Section 5.4.

5.1. Elastic Buckling of Embedded Steel Piles
Since piles are relatively slender elements, their buckling is always a concern to
designers. However, their critical load cannot be evaluated easily because of their
interaction with the surrounding soil. Several studies have focused on the buckling
analysis of piles. Davisson (1963) presented the solution for the buckling of fully
embedded end-bearing pile problem using non-dimensionalized parameters. Davisson
and Robinson (1965) estimated the critical buckling load of piles assuming constant and
linearly increasing modulus of subgrade reaction. Reddy and Valsangkar (1970) obtained
pile’s critical load using the energy method for fully and partially embedded piles. They
considered different boundary conditions assuming constant and linear soil modulus
variation with depth for clays and sands, respectively. Prakash (1987) used the energy
method to estimate the critical buckling load of fully embedded piles but the soil reaction
was assumed linear in his calculations. Results were comparable to the solutions from
Davisson (1963) and it was concluded that the energy method is a valid approach for this
purpose. Gabr and Wang (1994) developed a model for calculation of piles’ buckling
load assuming uniform variation of skin friction as a function of depth. Gabr et al. (1997)
assumed linear behavior for the soil-pile interaction in the lateral direction and developed
a model for evaluating the critical buckling load of slender friction piles. In their study,
several boundary conditions and different subgrade reaction distributions were
investigated. Heelis et al. (2004) presented a non-dimensional solution for fully or
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partially embedded general piles using Winkler springs. In these studies, because of
numerous parameters involved, non-dimensional parameters were defined to make the
problem simpler. The major issue with all previous studies is that for simplification, they
assumed that the soil reaction is a linear function of the lateral displacement while
nonlinear behavior is studied herein.
Based on AASHTO LRFD (2010), pile design should address nominal axial
resistance, pile group interaction, and minimum penetration length. Axial resistance of
the piles is generally evaluated by calculation of buckling load as well as axial strength of
the cross section of the pile. Current design practice for buckling includes determination
of equivalent cantilever length of the embedded portion of the pile while ignoring the
surrounding soil.
There are, however, issues regarding the abovementioned design method. The theory
behind the modulus of subgrade reaction is basically a linear assumption and technically
represents the reaction of the surrounding soil as a linear function of the lateral
displacement. Besides, in this method the effect of the soil on the equivalent cantilever
length, which is defined as the depth below which the displacements and moments are
very small, is completely ignored for analysis simplification.
Herein, the buckling capacity of piles is estimated by combining the energy method
and p-y curves. Pile head displacement is also incorporated into capacity calculation. In
this method, the soil reaction is a nonlinear function of lateral displacement and can
efficiently model the soil-structure interaction.

5.1.1. Pile Design for Jointless Bridges
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Several methods are available for the design of piles. In one approach, the pile, as a
structure member, is designed only based on axial loads it is likely to experience during
its lifetime (Kunin and Alampalli, 1999). This method is valid for the cases in which the
pile does not undergo lateral movements, or these movements are negligible as in semiintegral bridges.
In jointless bridges with integral abutments, deformations induced by temperature
changes, creep, and shrinkage from the superstructure are transferred to the substructure
and consequently, the piles will experience fairly large movements depending on the
length of the structure. Therefore, piles in jointless bridges with integral abutments shall
be designed to withhold axial loads as well as the moments and loads introduced by
lateral movement (Oesterlie, Tabatabai, Lawson, Refai, Volz and Scanlon, 2002,
Wasserman and Walker, 1996, Burke Jr, 2009).
Abendroth et al. (1989) proposed the equivalent cantilever method for design of
laterally loaded piles based on the study by Davisson and Robinson (1965). In this
method, piles are represented as idealized cantilever columns having a fixed base at some
depth below ground surface. Three equivalencies are recommended in this approach
including horizontal stiffness of the soil and pile system, maximum moment in the pile,
and elastic buckling of the pile. Equivalent cantilever lengths are presented in a nondimensionalized format as shown in Figure 5-1. In a relatively long pile, lc is the length
below which the lateral displacements are a small percentage of the pile head
displacement and is calculated as:
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lc  4 4

EI
kh

Eq. 57

Where, EI is the pile’s flexural stiffness and kh represents the initial horizontal
stiffness of the soil. In Figure 5-1 lu is the un-embedded length of the pile, and le is the
equivalent cantilever length.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5-1- Equivalent cantilevers in uniform soils for (a) pinned head piles (b) fixed head piles
(Abendroth, Greimann and Ebner, 1989)

5.1.2. Numerical Study
Because of the term related to soil contribution in the governing differential equation
of the pile, this equation can’t be solved conveniently. Some researchers have assumed
simplified forms for the soil response to facilitate the solution (Davisson, 1963, Davisson
and Robinson, 1965, Prakash, 1987, Gabr, Wang and Zhao, 1997, Heelis, Pavlovic and
West, 2004), but finding a closed form solution is impossible because of the complexity
of the problem.
To solve the governing differential equation of the pile, a MATLAB code is
developed. General information of the problem such as pile and soil information are
defined in the main code. Since the governing differential equation is an ODE problem
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with boundary values, the bvp4c function is utilized which solves boundary value
problems for ordinary differential equations. This function requires the differential
equation defined as a function as well as the boundary conditions inputted as a separate
residual function, and an initial guess.
5.1.2.1. p-y Curves for Soft Clay

Matlock (1970) tested instrumented pipe piles and developed p-y curves for soft clay
based on the results of that experimental study. The tested pile was 324x12.7 mm
(12.75x0.5 in) steel pipe embedded 12.8 m (42 ft) into the ground. 35 pairs of strain
gages were installed on the pile to determine the bending moment along the pile length.
During the experimental study, static loadings at four levels were applied to the pile
while providing free rotation at the head.
Based on the results of the experiment, p-y curves were proposed for design of
laterally loaded piles in soft clay for static loading as follows:
 y 
p( z, y )  0.5 pu  
 yc 
p( z, y )  pu

1

3

if y  8 yc

Eq. 58

if y  8 yc

Where, p( z, y) is the soil response to lateral displacement, pu is the ultimate soil
resistance per unit length of the pile and is a function of the soil properties and the depth,

y is the lateral displacement, and yc is a function of soil properties.
The proposed p-y equation is defined as a function in the MATLAB (2007) code and
is used in solving the governing differential equation of the laterally and axially loaded
pile.
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5.1.2.2. Energy Method

Energy is stored in different forms. The strain energy of the bending pile is:
2

Vbending

H
 d2y 
1
  E p I p  2  dz
20
 dz 

Eq. 59

Where, E p is modulus of elasticity of the pile, I p is moment of inertia of the pile’s
cross section, and H is length of the pile. The potential energy of the axial load is:
H

Vaxial  

2

1
 dy 
P   dz

2 0  dz 

Eq. 60

Where, P is axial load in the segment. The potential energy stored in the soil medium
is:
H y

Vsoil 

  p( z, y) dy dz

Eq. 61

0 0

Where, p( z, y) is the response of the soil to lateral deformation, and can be estimated
by p-y curves.
The current method is a step by step incremental approach. In each step, the
governing differential equation of the pile is solved for a specific axial load and the
energy values are evaluated based on the solution using Eq. 59 and Eq. 60. Then for the
next step, the axial load is increased by a specific increment and the energy values are
calculated once again. This sequence is continued until singularity is observed in the
calculated energy values (see Figure 5-2). The corresponding axial load is identified as
the critical bucking load of the pile.
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5.1.2.3. Verification of Buckling Calculations
5.1.2.3.1.

Simple Unsupported Column

In order to verify the validity of buckling calculations the differential equation of a
simple beam-column is considered which is written as follows:

EI

d4y
d 2 y dP( z ) dy

P
(
z
)

 q( z )  0
dz dz
dz 4
dz 2

Eq. 62

Where, EI is the flexural stiffness, P( z ) is the axial load, and q( z ) is the lateral load
on the beam-column. Assuming that the axial load is constant and the lateral load is zero,
Eq. 62 can be summarized to:

EI

d4y
d2y

P
0
dz 4
dz 2

Eq. 63

The eigenvalue solution for Eq. 63 results in the calculation of the elastic buckling
load which is equal to:
Pe 

 2 EI

 kl 

2

Eq. 64

The pile used in the test by Matlock (1970) is considered (12.8 m long 324x12.7 mm
pipe). Two different end conditions are investigated. First, pinned condition is assigned to
both ends of the column. Effective length factor for this condition would be equal to 1.0
which leads to a buckling load of 1726.6 KN (388.0 kips) as shown in Figure 5-2(a). In
the second condition, both ends of the column are fixed. Effective length factor for fix-fix
condition is 0.5 which gives a buckling load of 6906.4 KN (1552.0 kips) (Figure 5-2(b)).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-2- Buckling load estimation for a pipe column using energy method (a) pin-pin (b) fixfix.

To check the validity of the code, axial load of the column is increased in 89 KN (20
kips) steps. Energies in the form of bending and axial are integrated in MATLAB (2007)
for each step. Singularities are observed in the vicinity of the theoretical buckling load
which verifies that numerical singularity has occurred in the solution of the differential
equation and the corresponding axial load is the buckling load of the column (Figure
5-2). Same approach is used to estimate the critical load of the piles embedded in soil
medium. In this approach, the axial load of the pile is increased up to the point where
singularity is observed in the energies. MATLAB (2007) code can track these jumps and
reports the corresponding axial load as the critical buckling load.
5.1.2.3.2.

Pile Buckling Test

It should be noted that because of the nature of the problem limited test information
is available in the literature. Here, the test by Vogt et al. (2009) on scaled piles is
considered (Figure 5-3-a). In this test the pile’s flexural stiffness was 37.3 KN.m2 (12988
kip.in2) and its length was 4 m (157.5 in). In one test the soil’s shear resistance was 12.4
kPa (1.80 psi) and the corresponding buckling load was about 220 KN (49.4 kips). It is
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reported that the unsupported buckling capacity of the pile was about 23.0 KN (5.2 kips).
It is clear that the soil has provided some lateral support and has increased the critical
buckling load to some extent.
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Figure 5-3- (a) Test setup (b) buckling load estimation for the pile tested by Vogt et al. (2009).

Figure 5-3-b shows the results of buckling analyses using the energy method.
Theoretical buckling shapes obtained from MATLAB (2007) are also presented in this
figure. As shown, for relatively small head movements, higher modes of buckling occur
and consequently larger critical loads are estimated. However, due to imperfection lower
modes of buckling are possible and are closer to the test result. It should be noted that the
reported mode of buckling for this pile matches with the buckling shape corresponding to
0.5 cm (0.2 in) head movement from the energy method at which the critical load is very
close to the test result.
On the other hand, using the same information in the equivalent cantilever length,
and assuming 3445.0 kPa (72 kips / ft 2 ) for the modulus of subgrade reaction based on
Oesterle et al. (2005),

lc

is estimated as:
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lc  4 4

EI
37.3 103
 44
 1.29 m
kh
3445 103

Since the pile is fully embedded in this case, the ratio of un-embedded length over
fixity length is zero and using Figure 5-1-a, which is for pinned head pile, the ratio of

le
lc

for buckling is about 0.8. So the effective length would be

le  (0.8)lc  (0.8)(1.29)  1.03 m
Since the pile head is pinned the length factor would be equal to 0.7 and the critical
load is estimated as:

Pcr 

 2 EI
(kl )2



 2 (37.3 103 )
(0.7 1.03) 2

 708.2 KN

It is clear that the critical load estimated by equivalent cantilever method is much
larger than the measured load.
5.1.2.4. Another Comparison with Current Method

To compare the result of this analysis with equivalent cantilever method, the pile
from the test by Matlock (1970) is considered. Based on Oesterle et al. (2002) Modulus
of subgrade reaction for soft clay can be assumed constant and equal to 3445.0 kPa (72

kips / ft 2 ). Using the equivalent cantilever method one can write:

lc  4 4

EI
(3.01107 )
 44
 6.88 m
kh
(3.445 106 )
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lu 0.30

 0.04
lc 6.88

Using Figure 5-1-a (pinned head pile in uniform soil), the ratio of

le
for buckling is
lc

about 0.8. So the effective length would be:

le  (0.8)lc  (0.8)(6.88)  5.5 m
Total equivalent length of the pile can then be calculated as the sum of the unembedded length and the equivalent cantilever length:

l  lu  le  (0.3)  (5.5)  5.8 m
Since the pile head is assumed to be pinned, the effective length factor is 0.7. Critical
buckling load is estimated as:

Pcr 

 2 EI
(kl )2



 2 (3.01107 )
(0.7  5.8)2

 18022 KN

The energy method is used to compare the buckling load estimated from two
methods. It is assumed that the pile head movement before applying the axial load is 2
cm. As shown in Figure 5-4 the buckling load from the energy method can be estimated
about 5607 KN (1260 kips) which is much lower than the value calculated from
equivalent cantilever method. This shows that the equivalent cantilever method is very
un-conservative and the pile may buckle under loads much lower than that estimated by
this method.
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Figure 5-4- Buckling load estimation for a pile usingenergymethod(Δ=2.0cm)

In the problem solved, Eq. 31 is used to estimate the buckling load since it is
assumed that the axial load along the length of the pile is constant. It is clear that this is a
simplifying assumption, and in reality, piles transfer some of the axial load to the soil in
the form of friction along their length and axial load is no longer constant. To account for
the effect of friction along the pile length, Eq. 38 should be used in the analysis instead of
Eq. 31. Since the axial load in the pile decreases along the pile, it is clear that in friction
piles, the axial critical load would be larger than the case with constant axial load. For
this reason, the constant axial load assumption is a conservative assumption which can
reduce analysis time. In order to compare the difference between the two cases, linear
axial load is assumed with tip load equal to half of the applied load on the top. In this
case the critical axial load is estimated about 5940 KN (1335 kips) which is slightly
larger than the case with constant axial load. Because of this small difference, it is
preferred to do the rest of the study based on the constant axial load assumption.

5.1.3. Results and Discussion
A parametric study has been conducted to determine the effects of various
parameters involved in soil-pile interaction problem on the buckling load. The parameters
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are pile head deflection (Δ), flexural stiffness of the pile ( EI ), pile length ( L ), and soil
shear strength ( c ). For this purpose the values involved in the test by Matlock (1970)
have been set as baseline. When a parameter varies, the other parameters are set to be the
reported values from the experiment. Table 5-1 lists the range of parameters used in the
parametric study. In each case, four different boundary conditions are applied including
pinned and fixed at both ends of the pile.
Table 5-1- Range of parameters in the parametric study
Parameter
Unit
Baseline Value
mm
0
Pile Head Movement (Δ)
Moment of Inertia (I)
mm4
1.50x108
Embedded Length (L)
m
12.8
Soil Shear Resistance (c)
kPa
13.02

Min. Value
50.8
3.01 x107
4.27
9.65

Max. Value
0
3.01x108
42.72
15.85

5.1.3.1. Effect of Pile Head Deflection

At first, pile head movement does not seem to be a big factor, but results show that
larger pile head movement reduces the buckling capacity drastically. This fact can be
related to the lateral support provided by the soil. At very small head movements most of
the surrounding soil is in the elastic range and has not reached its ultimate capacity. In
this case, the lateral support is so high that the buckling happens in the second mode as
shown in Figure 5-5. In larger movements (>0.75 cm) though, parts of the soil reach their
ultimate load resistance and cannot provide further stiffness to the system, and as a result
the buckling in the first mode becomes possible and consequently buckling load drops
severely.
On the other hand, the buckling analysis is carried out in MATLAB (2007) using
linear soil response as in the theory of modulus of subgrade reaction, assuming

kh  3445.0 kPa (72 kips / ft 2 ). In this case because of the linearity of the system,
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buckling load remains constant as the pile head movement increases. Furthermore, the
buckling happens in the second mode and is comparable to the results of the analysis by
p-y method at low head movements.
Buckling mode shapes in the following figure are derived from the analysis of the
pile under the corresponding axial load with certain head lateral movement.
Since piles in integral jointless bridges will undergo lateral movement, pile buckling
calculation shall be done at some level of lateral movement. Results show that for
movements above 0.75 cm (0.3 in) first mode of buckling occur (Figure 5-5). Usually in
jointless bridges because of thermal induced deflections, piles will undergo larger
movements at their head. In the rest of analyses, 2 cm pile head movement is assumed.
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Figure 5-5- Effect of pile head movement on critical buckling load (a) pinned head (b) fixed
head.

5.1.3.2. Effect of Pile’s Flexural Stiffness

To study the effect of flexural stiffness, the modulus of elasticity is assumed to be
fixed, while changing the cross section’s moment of inertia. Result of buckling analysis
for different moment of inertia is presented in Figure 5-6. This figure also shows the axial
load that causes yielding of the cross section. In the calculation of the yield load, Py , it is
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assumed that the cross section is pipe with 12.7 mm (0.5 in) thickness. Further, the yield
stress of the cross section is assumed 292.8 MPa (42.5 ksi). As shown in the figure,
equivalent cantilever method overestimates the buckling load. Furthermore, one can
conclue that the section yields before it reaches the buckling load.
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Figure 5-6- Effect of pile flexural stiffness on critical buckling load (a) pinned head (b) fixed
head (Δ=2.0cm)

5.1.3.3. Effect of Embedded Length

Figure 5-7 illustrates the effect of pile length on the buckling load. As expected, it is
observed that the buckling load decreases as the length increases and almost remains
constant after a certain length. This fact is due to the lateral support provided by the
surrounding soil.
In design, generally, the point of fixity is defined as the point after which
displacements and moments are fairly small. However it cannot be a practical definition
since in larger head deformations this point goes deeper in the soil (Chovichien, 2004).
Instead of the current definition of fixity point, it can be referred to as a point after
which the buckling load remains constant. So to obtain the fixity point, a buckling
analysis is recommended using available information of the soil and the pile. For the
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problem solved, the fixity length can be estimated around 12.7 m (500 in) for pinned
head which is close to the pile length used in the test, and 17.8 m (700 in) for fixed head.
Figure 5-7 also shows that after a certain length, the tip condition of the pile does not
affect the critical load and the two curves corresponding to the fixed and pinned tip
condition merge together. This length is about the same as the length after which the
buckling load remains constant.
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Figure 5-7- Effect of pile length on critical buckling load (a) pinned head (b) fixed head (Δ=2.0
cm)

5.1.3.4. Effect of Soil Shear Resistance

To investigate the effect of the soil around the pile, the main parameter of the
cohesive soil, which is its shear resistance, is varied. In order to have a comparison
between the two methods, it is assumed that the relationship between shear resistance and
modulus of subgrade reaction is linear. It is observed that the buckling load is not very
sensitive to the soil’s shear resistance and it remains fairly constant as the soil resistance
increases (Figure 5-8). Furthermore, like other cases, critical load estimated by equivalent
cantilever method is much larger than the one calculated using the energy method.
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Besides, except for very small shear resistances, the critical load is above the yield limit,
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Figure 5-8- Effect of soil shear resistance on critical buckling load (a) pinned head (b) fixed head
(Δ=2.0cm)

5.1.4. Conclusions
In this study the governing differential equation of a pile is used to estimate the
behavior of laterally loaded piles under axial loading. The energy method is employed to
estimate the buckling load of piles. Based on the analyses and the parametric study, the
following conclusions are made:


Verification examples provided for simple beam prove that the energy method is a
valid approach to estimate the critical load of piles. In the method presented,
nonlinear soil behavior is considered while in previous methods the soil reaction is a
linear function of the lateral displacement.



Pile head movement has a great effect on the level of buckling load. For small head
movements the energy method and equivalent cantilever method are comparable.
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However, for larger head movements buckling loads estimated by the energy method
drop severely.


It is shown that for soft clay the buckling load corresponding to 2 cm pile head
movement does not govern the design as the pile will fail before reaching the critical
axial load because of yielding. This conclusion can be expanded for medium and stiff
clay since the lateral support provided by these types of soils is larger which increases
the critical load in this case.



The equivalent cantilever method is not a valid design method for buckling of piles in
integral jointless bridges since the estimated loads by this method are highly above
the values estimated by the energy method at larger pile head movement.

5.2. Pile Head Detail
In order to reduce the induced loads from the substructure to the superstructure,
typically flexible foundations are recommended which consist of one row of piles to
accommodate longitudinal movements and provide maximum flexibility (Burke Jr,
2009). Furthermore, to increase the flexibility of the piling against longitudinal thermal
movements several methods are utilized.
Weak axis bending: The easiest way to reduce the stiffness of the piling system is to
align the piles such that they bend along their weak axis when the bridge moves
longitudinally (Haj-Najib, 2002, Chovichien, 2004, Girton, Hawkinson and Greimann,
1991, Thanasattayawibul, 2006). Most of the states use this method (Kunin and
Alampalli, 1999, Haj-Najib, 2002); however, the study by Oesterlie et al. (2002) revealed
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that local buckling and yielding of the pile is possible at the critical section which is the
interface between the pile and the cap.
Pre-drilled holes: This method is also popular among different agencies. Since the
top portion of the pile plays the most important role in its response to the lateral
movement, by replacing the top portion of the surrounding soil with non-compacted
granular soil, more flexibility is achieved (Haj-Najib, 2002, Girton, Hawkinson and
Greimann, 1991). After the embankment is placed and compacted, holes are drilled and
in some cases plastic sleeves are placed in the hole. Then the pile is driven and finally the
hole is filled with granular soil. Although this seems to be an efficient method, but some
studies have revealed that the granular soil becomes compacted after a while and larger
response is observed from the soil.
Rotation over the pile head: A simple study revealed that providing pin connection at
the pile head can effectively reduce the stiffness, and also lower the moments developed
in the pile as a result of lateral movement, since the pile will deform in a single curvature
shape rather than double. Some researchers have studied different details to provide
rotational capacity over the pile head. However, all of these details can handle relatively
small movements and in some cases their real behavior is unknown.
Kamel et al. (1996) proposed a connection which allows the abutment to slide and
rotate over the pile head. In this detail, the pile head is encased in 2 in expanded
polystyrene, while a bearing pad is located between the top of the pile and the abutment.
Further information about this detail is not available. However, as mentioned by authors,
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this detail can handle relatively small movements (below 1 in). Besides, the performance
of the bearing pad located above the pile head is questionable.
Another detail that was believed will reduce stiffness of jointless bridge piling was
tested by Arsoy et al. (2002). In this detail, the pile cap and abutment backwall are
constructed separately, and the shear between these two elements is transferred by
dowels. No signs of distress were observed in the test conducted, however, the
performance of this detail under larger deformation and also its behavior in skewed
bridges is debatable.
Abendroth et al. (2007) studied the behavior of a jointless bridge in which the tops of
the abutment piles be wrapped with a double thickness of rug padding to permit rotation
to occur between the top of the abutment piles and the abutment pile cap. However, based
on monitoring results it was observed that the connection does not provide enough of
rotational capacity to be assumes as pinned.
Frosch et al. (2009) tested a pile head connection that consisted of 1in polystyrene
pads wrapped around the H-Pile head. Apparently Indiana DOT has used this detail to
provide rotational capacity over the pile head. However, there are concerns regarding
walking and unintentional lateral movement of the pile head under cyclic loading.
Although no sign of distress was observed in the tests, but Frosch et al. (2009) believe
that the lateral load resisting of this detail is substantially less than regular connection.

5.2.1. FEM Modeling of an Embedded Pile
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As a basic investigation, the field test by Burdette et al. (2003) is considered. In this
test the behavior of prestressed concrete piles in cohesive soil was studied.
The pile used in the test was 14‖x14‖ prestressed concrete reinforced with six 0.5 in
diameter 270 k, low relaxation seven wire strands. The pile was embedded 12 inch in an
abutment and was driven 36 ft into the ground. The soil in which the pile was driven was
residual red clay. The test setup was designed to simulate a real integral abutment
supported by prestressed concrete piles (Figure 5-9)

Figure 5-9- Test setup by Burdette et al.

The abovementioned test is modeled in ABAQUS to investigate the piling system
behavior and study the new concept. All the elements used in the test are precisely
modeled to simulate the real test conditions. Concrete material is simulated using
concrete damaged plasticity model. Pre-stressing of the strands is modeled with
*INITIAL CONDITIONS in ABAQUS, and then the lateral load is applied to the
abutment.
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Abutment

Soil

Figure 5-10- FEM model of the test by Burdette et al.

In the field test because of full fixity at the pile-abutment connection, the maximum
moment happened at the interface and cracks were observed at this location after 1 in
movement.
In order to investigate the pin connection, 4 in rubber with modulus of elasticity of
10,000 psi is placed around the pile head.
Drucker-Prager model is used to model the soil nonlinear behavior in ABAQUS.
Laboratory unconfined compression test data are used in the modeling. Elastic-perfectly
plastic model is utilized and it is assumed that the soil yield stress is 20 psi.
Contrary to steel, modeling the concrete behavior is a very difficult task. Generally
ABAQUS contains two specific models for concrete, the smeared cracking model and the
damaged plasticity model. The first model can be unstable in post buckling analysis, and
often stops due to numerical difficulties prior to experimental ultimate load. Concrete
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damage plasticity model is utilized to model nonlinear behavior of the concrete due to its
satisfactory accuracy in representing reinforced concrete. This model assumes two major
failure mechanisms for concrete; cracking under tensile and crushing under compressive
stresses.

Figure 5-11- Stresses in pinned system at 1.84 in ground deflection.

Figure 5-12 depicts the maximum principal plastic strain in prestressed pile. This
parameter is a criterion in determination of crack patterns in concrete elements using
concrete damaged plasticity model. As shown in this figure, the value of maximum
principal plastic strain at 1 in ground level deflection for the test model (fixed head
condition) is almost twice as much as the corresponding value at 1.84 in ground level
deflection for the model with 4‖ rubber casing. Note that at these deflections for both
models, the maximum stress in prestressing strands was 288 ksi. Burdette et al. (2003)
reported visible cracks after 1 in ground level deflection right at the pile-cap interface.
Based on their observations, they recommended 1.5‖ maximum lateral deflection for
prestressed piles.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-12- Principal maximum plastic strain (a) fixed head at 1.0 in ground level deflection (b)
pinned head at 1.84 in ground level deflection.

Load-deflection curves are illustrated in Figure 5-13. First the finite element model
for real experiment is calibrated, and then the pinned model is built based on the first
model. It can be concluded that encasing the pile head in soft material can efficiently
reduce the piling stiffness.

Figure 5-13- Load deflection curve (a) comparison of test result with FEM model (b)
comparison of FEM results for full fixity, 1 in rubber, and 4 in rubber

5.2.2. FEM Modeling of the Specimens
ABAQUS has been used to model the specimens described in Chapter 4.
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5.2.2.1. Description of the Model

Concrete damage plasticity model has been employed for concrete in of the cap and
CFT. It is assumed that the concrete’s compression strength, f c' , is 4.0 ksi. Bilinear model
with Fy  57.4 ksi , Fult  65.0 ksi and  ult  0.35 is utilized for steel plasticity. It is
assumed there would be no slippage between the pipe’s inner surface and the filled
concrete. Therefore, the related interface is attached using tie option. Pipe, filled
concrete, elastomer, plates, and the cap are modeled using 8-noded solid elements
(C3D8R).
The axial load is applied by applying uniform pressure on the end surface of the
CFT. Then, the lateral displacement is applied on the load points.
5.2.2.1.1.

Specimen #1

CFT in this specimen is embedded in the concrete cap. The cap is modeled as a
rectangular cube with 12.75 in diameter hole extended 24 in representing the connection
of the pipe to the cap. Surface/surface contact with hard normal behavior is assigned to
pipe/cap interface.
5.2.2.1.2.

Specimen #2

In this specimen the pile head is encased in the elastomer ring which is then
embedded in the concrete cap. Elastomer/cap interface is bound with tie option, whereas
pipe/elastomer interface is modeled with contact, as the corresponding surfaces may
separate during loading. Hard normal behavior with relatively rough tangential behavior
is assigned to this interaction. The embedded plate is tied to the end of the hole in the cap,
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while the endplate/embedded plate interface is modeled with contact option as they can
slide against each other and separate.
5.2.2.2. Results of Analysis

The results of FEM analyses are compared to the load-deflection envelope of the
tests specimens in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-14- Load deflection curves comparing the test results with FEM models

Maximum principal plastic strains at 4.0 in deflection are compared in the following
figure for the two models at mid cross section cut.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-15- Maximum principal plastic strains at 4.0 in deflection (a) specimen #1 (b) specimen
#2

The following table compares the maximum principal plastic strains in different
elements at 4.0 in deflection.
Table 5-2- Maximum principal plastic strain in different elements
Specimen #1
Specimen #2
Maximum
Location
Maximum
Location
Pipe
1.32e-2
interface
1.96e-4
Pile tip
Filled Concrete
1.30e-2
interface
4.33e-3
Pile tip
Cap
9.48e-3
interface
3.60e-3
interface
Elastomer
NA
NA
0
NA

The maximum Von-Mises stress at 4.0 in deflection, in the filled concrete was about
11.6 ksi and 4.7 ksi for specimen #1 and specimen #2 respectively. Clearly, the filled
concrete had crushed in specimen #1.
Calibrated finite element models prove the validity of the concept and show that by
providing rotational capacity in the pile/cap interface larger displacement capacity can be
obtained.

5.3. Design of Piles for Fatigue
5.3.1. Estimation of Maximum Allowable Strain
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Thermal induced longitudinal movement of the jointless bridges result in one
dominant cycle through a year because of seasonal temperature change and numerous
small cycles due to daily temperature changes (Dicleli and Albhaisi, 2004). Based on
several field test data on jointless bridges Karalar and Dicleli (2010) concluded that the
bridge undergoes an average of 148 small but effective cycles. Besides, the amplitude of
the small strain cycles was 0.25times the amplitude of the large strain cycles on average.
It should be noted however, that the difference between the setting point (construction
temperature) and the extreme seasonal temperature may not be different for summer and
winter times. Therefore, the amplitudes of strain cycles in positive (  ap ) and negative (

 an ) corresponding to summer and winter times may not be equivalent. As range of strain
amplitude is important in the fatigue design, Dicleli and Albhaisi (2004) assumed that the
positive and negative strain amplitudes are equal.

Figure 5-16- Pile strain as a function of time (Dicleli and Albhaisi, 2004)

Piles in jointless bridges undergo lateral movement that may develop significant
amount of plastic strains. In strain-based fatigue life estimation of a structure, the number
of displacement cycles that lead to failure of a component is determined as a function of
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the localized plastic strain. This approach is used here in determining the fatigue life of
steel H piles supporting jointless bridge abutments.
Based on several fatigue experiments, Koh and Stephens (1991) proposed an
equation based on the total strain amplitude,  a to calculate the number of constant
amplitude cycles to failure of steel sections under low cycle fatigue.

 a  M  2N f 

m

Eq. 65

Where, M  0.0795 , m  0.448 , and N f is the number of cycles to failure. As the
temperature induced strains in steel H piles have variable amplitudes consisting of large
and small cycles, therefore Eq. 65 can’t be used directly. Dicleli and Albhaisi (2004)
used Miner’s rule, in which the cumulative fatigue damage in a structural member
undergoing different strain amplitude is defined as follows:
n

ni

N
i 1

1

Eq. 66

i

Where, ni is the cycle associated with the loading number i , and N i is the number of
cycles to failure for the same case. Applying the above equation to the large and small
amplitude strains in the piles, the following expression is obtained (Dicleli and Albhaisi,
2004):

ns
n
 l 1
N fs N fl

Eq. 67

Where, ns and nl are respectively, the number of small and large amplitude strain
cycles due to temperature changes during the service life of the bridge, and N fs and N fl
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are the total number of cycles to failure for the corresponding small and large amplitude
strain cycles, respectively. For a bridge with 100 years of service life, the number of
small amplitude cycles is ns  14800 , and the number of large amplitude cycles are

nl  100 . Using Eq. 65 the small and large amplitude strains are then expressed as
(Dicleli and Albhaisi, 2004):

 as  M  2 N fs 
 al  M  2 N fl 

m

m

Eq. 68
Eq. 69

The small strain amplitude,  as , may be expressed as a fraction of the large strain
amplitude,  al , as follows:

 as    al

Eq. 70

Where  is estimated to have an average of 0.25 (Karalar and Dicleli, 2010). By
substituting Eq. 70 into Eq. 68 and solving the numbers of small and large amplitude
cycles to failure are obtained as follows (Dicleli and Albhaisi, 2004):
1

1    m
N fs   al 
2 M 

Eq. 71

1

1   m
N fl   al 
2 M 

Eq. 72

By substituting Eq. 71 and Eq. 72 into Eq. 67 and solving for  al , the maximum large
amplitude strains a pile may sustain is then obtained as (Dicleli and Albhaisi, 2004):
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2nl
 2ns
 al  

1
1
   m  1 m
 
M 
M 
 









Eq. 73

Applying ns  14800 , nl  100 ,   0.25 , M  0.0795 , and m  0.448 ,  al is
estimated to be 0.00297.
Based on the calculated maximum large strain amplitude,  al  0.002967 , the
maximum cyclic curvature amplitude at fatigue failure of the pile is expressed as :

f 

2 al
dp

Eq. 74

Where, d p is the width of the pile in the direction of the cyclic displacement. The
cyclic moment amplitude corresponding to the calculated curvature amplitude is then
obtained from the piles moment-curvature diagram. This moment is used in pushover
analysis as control flag to determine the displacement capacity of the steel H piles.

5.3.2. Pushover Analyses
Static nonlinear pushover analysis in SAP2000 is used here to estimate the cyclic
displacement capacity of H piles based on fatigue limit. Based on ductility requirement
mentioned in Section 6.2.5.2.1, only the two compact sections (HP10x57 and HP12x84)
are considered in the analyses.

5.3.3. Soil-Pile Interaction Model
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5.3.3.1. Pile driven in Clay

p-y curve can be simplified to bilinear response for piles driven in clay as shown in
the following figure.

Figure 5-17- Actual and modeled p-y curves for clay (Dicleli and Albhaisi, 2004)

The ultimate response, Pu , is estimated as:

Pu  9Cu d p

Eq. 75

Where, Cu is the undrained shear strength of the clay, and d p is the pile width. The
elastic modulus of the clay soil can be estimated as:

Es 

9Cu
5 50

Eq. 76

Where,  50 is the soil strain at 50% of ultimate soil resistance. The following table
lists the corresponding values of Cu and  50 for different clay soils:
Table 5-3- Representative Values of Cu andε50
Consistency of Clay
Cu (psi)
Soft
Medium
Stiff

5.3.4. Description of the Model

2.9
5.8
17.4

 50
0.020
0.010
0.005
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The pile is modeled using SAP2000 beam elements and divided into 1 ft elements.
40 ft length of the pile is modeled. The models show that this length is enough to provide
relative fixed condition in the lower parts of the pile. The pile tip is restrained from
movements in all the direction, which is a valid assumption based on the modeled length
of the pile.

Assigned hinges

Nonlinear link
elements

Figure 5-18- Schematic model used in SAP2000

Desired boundary conditions are applied to the pile head based on pinned or fixed
condition. The soil response to lateral deflection is modeled using nonlinear link elements
placed at every 12‖. The load deflection properties of the link elements are defined based
on the model discussed in the previous section. 36 ksi steel is assigned to the pile
sections in all the models. Hinges are assigned to all the beam elements start and end
locations. The properties of these hinges are defined based on the orientation and the
level of axial load on the pile. Nonlinear pushover load case is defined and a target
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displacement is assigned to the top node of the pile. Then the pushover load case is run
and based on the target moment, the corresponding lateral displacement is extracted.

5.3.5. Results of the Analyses
Using the described method, and by running pushover analyses the maximum
displacement capacity of 36ksi steel piles are estimated and shown in the following
figures.
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Figure 5-19- Displacement capacity of compact HP sections in soft clay (cu = 2.9 psi) (a)
HP10x57 (b) HP12x84
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Figure 5-20- Displacement capacity of compact HP sections in medium clay (cu = 5.8 psi) (a)
HP10x57 (b) HP12x84
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Based on these figures, it can be concluded that the strong axis bending provides
more capacity. Besides, by providing rotational capacity over the pile head the lateral
displacement capacity can be increased up to 4 times.
5.3.5.1. Example Problem

Consider an HP12x84 pile embedded in medium clay ( cu  5.8 psi ). Assume this
pile is not carrying any axial load. The lateral displacement capacity of this pile for
different conditions is estimated as follows.
5.3.5.1.1.

Strong Axis Bending

For strong axis bending, the moment-curvature diagram of the cross section of the
pile is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 5-21- Moment-curvature for HP12x84 bending along strong axis with no axial load

As mentioned in section 5.3.1 the maximum allowable strain for 100 years of service
life based on Eq. 73 is 0.00297. The maximum curvature corresponding to this strain can
be estimated by using Eq. 74 as follows
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f 

2 al  2  0.00297 

 0.00048
dp
12.3

The moment corresponding to this curvature using the moment-curvature curve
shown in Figure 5-21 is about 4016 kip.in. In pushover analysis the displacement
corresponding to this maximum moment along the pile represents the lateral
displacement capacity of the pile. The following figure depicts the maximum moment
along the length of the pile for two the different boundary conditions at pile head
location. As shown the lateral displacement capacity for fixed and pinned head condition
are 1.04 and 4.55 in respectively.
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Figure 5-22- Moment-curvature for HP12x84 bending along strong axis with no axial load

5.3.5.1.2.

Weak Axis Bending

For weak axis bending, the moment-curvature diagram of the cross section of the
pile is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 5-23- Moment-curvature for HP12x84 bending along strong axis with no axial load

Like before, the maximum allowable strain base on fatigue requirement is 0.00297.
The maximum curvature corresponding to this strain can be estimated by using Eq. 74 as
follows

f 

2 al  2  0.00297 

 0.00048
dp
12.3

The moment corresponding to this curvature using the moment-curvature curve
shown in Figure 5-23 is about 1776 kip.in. In pushover analysis the displacement
corresponding to this maximum moment along the pile represents the lateral
displacement capacity of the pile. The following figure depicts the maximum moment
along the length of the pile for two the different boundary conditions at pile head
location. As shown the lateral displacement capacity for fixed and pinned head condition
are 0.75 and 2.95 in respectively.
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Figure 5-24- Moment-curvature for HP12x84 bending along strong axis with no axial load

5.4. Development of the Design Provisions for Piles
Although jointless bridges have been used for more than 50 years, their
implementation has been a matter of intuition, experiment and observation rather than
exact science; the main reason being the complexity of soil-structure, and specifically
soil-pile interaction problem (Wasserman and Walker, 1996). Despite the lack of
analytical tools, bridge engineers have pushed the limits by building longer bridges. In
soil-pile interaction problem, the response of deflected pile depends on the soil response
and in return, the soil response is a function of pile deflection. Furthermore, the soil
response is a nonlinear function of depth and pile’s lateral movement. Using the
governing differential equation of the pile the soil-pile interaction problem can be solved
by using finite difference (Poulos and Davis, 1980) or numerical methods (as described in
Chapter 5.1.2). The most popular technique in estimation of the soil response to pile
lateral movement is the p-y method.
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Based on AASHTO (2010) four criterions should be checked in the pile design
process:


Global stability (buckling)



Ductility (local buckling)



Fatigue



Strength

5.4.1. Global Stability
Equivalent cantilever method has been used for a long time (Abendroth, Greimann
and Ebner, 1989, Davisson, 1963, Davisson and Robinson, 1965). In this method the
length after which the deflections and the moments are negligible is calculated based on
the flexural stiffness of the pile as well the soils’ modulus of subgrade reaction. Then
using some factors, effective length for calculation of maximum moment, buckling
capacity, and ductility is estimated. Then the soil is completely ignored and the pile is
analyzed as a cantilever. Since this method models the soil as a linear medium, estimated
values of critical loads are larger than real values and result in an un-conservative design.
Elastic buckling of steel piles embedded in cohesive soil using energy method and py curves is studied in Section 5.1. In this study, it is shown that the critical axial load is a
function of head displacement. By increasing the head displacement, the critical axial
load decreases as the lateral support from the soil is reduced because of its nonlinear
response. It is also observed that the estimated values are beyond the axial compressive
strength of the section and will not govern the design.
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5.4.2. Ductility
Compactness of steel sections is important factor in their ability to accommodate
large plastic deformations without local buckling (Dicleli and Albhaisi, 2004). Based on
article 6.10.8.2.2 from AASHTO LRFD (2010) the limiting slenderness ratio for a
compact flange is:

 pf  0.38

E
Fyc

Eq. 77

Since large inelastic deformations are required in piles undergoing lateral
deformations, piles should satisfy the compactness requirement. The following table lists
compactness of HP cross sections:
Table 5-4- Compactness of HP sections
Cross
bf
tf
Section
(in)
(in)
HP 8x36
HP 10x42
HP 10x57
HP 12x53
HP 12x63
HP 12x74
HP 12x84
HP 14x73
HP 14x89
HP 14x102
HP 14x117

8.16
10.1
10.2
12
12.1
12.2
12.3
14.6
14.7
14.8
14.9

0.445
0.42
0.565
0.435
0.515
0.61
0.685
0.505
0.615
0.705
0.805

bf

2t f

9.17
12.02
9.03
13.79
11.75
10.00
8.98
14.46
11.95
10.50
9.25

Fy  36 ksi

Fy  50 ksi

 pf  10.8

 pf  9.2

Compact
Compact

Compact

Compact
Compact

Compact

Compact
Compact

As shown in this table, only 6 and 2 HP sections meet the compactness requirement
for Fy  36 ksi and Fy  50 ksi respectively. The designer should select the pile cross
section among the compact ones; otherwise local buckling of the flanges may happen.

5.4.3. Fatigue
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Based on the method described in Section 5.3 the following figures summarize the
maximum allowable pile head displacement in soft and medium clay for 36 ksi steel
pipes.
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Figure 5-25- Displacement capacity of compact HP sections in soft clay (cu = 2.9 psi) (a)
HP10x57 (b) HP12x84
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Figure 5-26- Displacement capacity of compact HP sections in medium clay (cu = 5.8 psi) (a)
HP10x57 (b) HP12x84

The maximum displacement of the pile head should not exceed the values obtained
from this figure.
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5.5. Findings
Buckling analyses using energy method show that the old method in calculation of
critical buckling capacity of embedded piles is un-conservative. Nevertheless, estimated
values were beyond the compressive strength of the investigated sections, and as a result
buckling calculations will not govern the design.
Using calibrated FEM models, the idea of pinned pile/cap connection is further
investigated for a prestressed pile and the specimens tested in the lab. Results of these
analyses clearly verify the validity of the concept, and show that larger displacement
capacity can be obtained.
Nonlinear pushover analyses in SAP2000 show that strong axis bending provides
more displacement capacity in the pile, although stiffness to lateral displacement would
be larger compared to weak axis bending. Moreover, pinned condition at pile head can
increase the pile’s displacement capacity up to 4 times.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1. Conclusions
The following conclusions were made based on conducted research:


The main objective in this study was to expand the length of jointless bridges. In
these bridges thermal movements are accommodated in their substructure as the
whole structure is integral. To reduce the induced forces due to soil-structure
interaction, flexible foundations, which include single row of piles, are utilized.
Technically, the length of these bridges is limited based on their supporting piles’
lateral capacity. In this study it has been shown that the lateral displacement capacity
of embedded piles supporting jointless bridges can be increased up to four times by
providing rotational capacity at pile head level. Since thermal movement at ends of
the bridge is linearly dependant on the length of the bridge, the length of jointless
bridges can be expanded four times.



Results of different surveys have shown that different agencies have different
strategies for aligning the piles. Most states recommend weak axis bending. Further
studies revealed that this detailing is an engineering judgment rather than a scientific
approach. The only reason for weak axis bending is its lower lateral stiffness, but the
more important factor which is lateral displacement capacity is always ignored.
Nonlinear pushover analyses revealed that the pile’s displacement capacity can be
increased 1.5 to 2 times if the piles are oriented to bend along the strong axis. Based
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on these results it is highly recommended to allow for strong axis bending. Even in
skewed or curved bridges, it is recommended to determine the principal direction of
movement at pile locations and orient the piles for strong axis bending.


Experimental studies were carried out in the structure’s lab on two specimens. The
first specimen involved a relatively fixed pile/cap condition and represented current
practice. The second specimen, however, consisted of the proposed connection detail
and represented the relatively pinned connection. Axial load, modeling the gravity
loads, was applied using the dywidag passed through the mid duct. The lateral load
representing the thermal movements of the bridge was applied with two actuators. As
expected, test results show that the stiffness of the second specimen is smaller.
Besides, lateral displacement capacity was much larger and could not be reached with
available setup. Note that in the first specimen yielding, local buckling, and failure
happened at about 0.75 in, 3.0 in, and 4.75 in respectively, whereas no yielding or
visual buckling was observed in the second specimen throughout the test.



A new design approach is proposed for steel H-piles supporting jointless bridges. In
this method, only compact sections are accepted as the piles will undergo relatively
large strains and local instability is not desired. Based on AASHTO limitation for
slenderness ratio of compact flange, only two HP sections (HP10x57 and HP12x84)
are recommended (for Fy  50 ksi ). After applying the ductility requirements, the
fatigue and strength criteria are considered. First, the maximum allowable strain is
estimated using Miner’s rule. Then, using this strain and the section depth, the
maximum allowable curvature is calculated. Using the moment-curvature relationship
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for the specific axial load level, the maximum allowable moment is estimated.
Finally, using nonlinear pushover analysis, the corresponding head displacement,
which results in a maximum moment along the pile equal to the estimated moment, is
evaluated. These steps are summarized into design charts where designer can estimate
the lateral displacement capacity based on the pile, the surrounding soil, and the axial
load level.


The energy method was used in parallel to nonlinear p-y curves to estimate the
buckling capacity of the embedded pile supporting jointless bridges. In this study, the
governing differential equation of the pile was solved and then the energies stored in
different forms were estimated. By increasing the axial load and tracking singularity
in the energy level, the critical axial load level was estimated. Parametric study was
then conducted on different important parameters. It was shown that the critical load
is highly dependent on the pile’s top lateral displacement level. Besides, the current
approach, which is based on linear soil response, was compared to the new approach
and it was proven that the current approach is very un-conservative in the sense that it
gives much larger critical loads. In any case, the level of critical loads was beyond the
compressive resistance of the considered piles.

6.2. Future Research


Conducted experimental study involved CFT piles, which despite all its great
advantages, is not employed by all agencies. Analysis of survey responses as well as
DOT’s design guides for jointless bridges revealed that all the agencies recommend
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HP sections for piles, while some of them allow for CFT piles. Further experimental
study on pinned connection for HP sections is recommended.


As shown in Chapter 4.2.5.2.3 after extracting the CFT pile from the connection it
was observed that the end plate had been detached from the end of the pile and
because of stress concentration the end of the pile had blossomed. This had happened
during the load stage 2 (constant cyclic at ±4.25 in) as the behavior of the connection
was the same after several unloading during load stage 1. Future research is needed
to optimize the end plate connection detailing.
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Appendix A.
Design of Specimens
A1.

Design of Pile Cap
Figure A1 shows the moments and shears developed in the pile cap, assuming that

the pile reaches its full moment capacity, M p (Wasserman and Walker, 1996).

Figure A1- Transfer of pile moments to pile cap (Wasserman and Walker, 1996)

As illustrated above, this moment can be developed by bearing stress of f cb between
the pile and the concrete. The depth of stress block can be estimated as:
 l pe 
a p  0.85  
 2 

Eq. A1

Where,
l pe =

the embedment length of the pile.

Setting the resisting couple equal to the moment capacity of the pile gives:
M p  Cm D'  a pbf cb 2  l pe  a p 

Eq. A2
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f cb 2 

Mp

Eq. A3

a p b  l pe  a p 

f cb1  f cb 2 

Mp
V
V


a pb a pb  l pe  a p  a pb

Eq. A4

Where,

Cm =

bearing force developed between the face of the pile and the concrete over

the length a p

D' =

distance between the center of the compressive stress zones on the top and

bottom
b=

Width of the pile.

The suggested limit for f cb1 is about 1.9 f c' .
Two moment curvature analysis on the cross section of the pile is shown in Figure
A2.
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Figure A2- Moment-curvature analysis of the cross section of the pile
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Table A1 lists assumed information for the moment curvature analyses.
Table A1- Assumed information in the moment-curvature analysis
Outside
Tube
Tube yield
Ultimate
diameter (in) thickness (in)
stress (ksi)
stress (ksi)
EPP Steel Model
12.75
0.375
50.0
NA
Bilinear Steel Modem
12.75
0.375
50.0
80.0

Concrete compressive
stress (ksi)
4.0
4.0

As shown in Figure A2, the ultimate moment capacity of the 12‖ standard pipe filled
with concrete can be estimated about 3373 kip.in. Note that in moment-curvature
analysis, it is assumed that no slip will occur between the tube and the concrete. Also, in
the analysis, the axial load is ignored. Using Eq. A1 the depth of stress block can be
estimated as:
l 
 24 
a p  0.85  pe   0.85    10.2 in
 2 
 2 

Using Eq. A3 the bearing stress at the top region can be estimated as:
f cb 2 

Mp

a pb  l pe  a p 



3373 103
 1879 psi
(10.2)(12.75)(24  10.2)

Since the test is done on a cantilevered pile, the ultimate moment is developed by the
lateral load, V , equal to:

V

Mp
l



3373 103
 33.1 kips
(8.5)(12)

So, the bearing stress over the bottom region can be calculated using Eq. A4 as
follows:

f cb1  f cb 2 

V
(33100)
 (1879) 
 2134 psi
a pb
(10.2)(12.75)
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As shown, both of the bearing stresses are below the compressive strength of the
concrete ( f c' ).
If bilinear steel is assumed in moment curvature analysis, then the ultimate moment
capacity of the 12‖ standard pipe filled with concrete can be estimated about 5600 kip. in.
Note that in moment-curvature analysis, it is assumed that no slip will occur between the
tube and the concrete. Also, in the analysis, the axial load is ignored.
Using Eq. A3 the bearing stress at the top region can be estimated as:

f cb 2

Mp

5600 103


 3120 psi
a pb  l pe  a p  (10.2)(12.75)(24  10.2)

Since the test is done on a cantilevered pile, the ultimate moment is developed by the
lateral load, V , equal to:

V

Mp
l



5600 103
 54.9 kips
(8.5)(12)

So, the bearing stress over the bottom region can be calculated using Eq. A4 as
follows:

f cb1  f cb 2 

V
(54900)
 (3120) 
 3542 psi
a pb
(10.2)(12.75)

As shown, both of the bearing stresses are below the compressive strength of the
concrete ( f c' ). The suggested limit for f cb1 is about 1.9 f c' .

A2.

Cap Reinforcement Design
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Since the stresses corresponding to the applied loads is minor, shrinkage and
temperature reinforcement would be sufficient.
Based on Article 5.10.8 of AASHTO LRFD, the area of reinforcement per foot, on
each face and in each direction, shall satisfy:

As 

1.30bh
2(b  h) f y

So the required reinforcement to satisfy the above criterion will be equal to:
As 

1.30bh
(1.3)(48)(56)

 0.28
2(b  h) f y (2)(48  56)(60)

Use #6 @ 8‖ on vertical sides and #6@ 8‖ on horizontal sides.

A3.

Design of Spreader Beam
The maximum load that the CFT pile will experience would be about 54.9 kips.

Since this load is applied using two rams located about 3 ft apart, the maximum moment
developed in the spreader beam would be equal to:

M spreader ,max 

Vlspreader
4



(54.9)(3)
 41.2 kip. ft
4

The spreader beam in the lab is S10x25.4 with section modulus (S) of 24.6 in3. The
nominal elastic capacity of this section is calculated as:
M y,nominl  S10x25.4 Fy  (24.6)(50)  102.5 kip. ft

Shear resistance of this section can be estimated as:
Vnominl  0.58Fy Aw  (0.58)(50)(0.311)(9.02)  81.35 kip
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This is much larger than the maximum shear in the spreader beam.
Vspreader,max  V

2

 28.3 kip

So the S10x25.4 is good to be used as the spreader.
The maximum deflection associated with the above load (maximum load) would be:

 max 

Vl 3
(56 103 )(36)3

 0.015 in
48EI (48)(2.9 107 )(123)
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Appendix B.
Moment-Curvature Analysis
Since the CFT piles are used in this analysis, flexural failure will take place before
any instability. Moment-curvature analysis was selected to evaluate the capacity of the
specimens.
Since the moment-curvature relationship depends on the level of the applied axial
load, for a given axial load, the moment-curvature is obtained for the specimen, by
computing the moment on its cross section for various values of curvature. The moment
is calculated by summation of the moments of small subsections. For this purpose, the
cross section is divided into number of horizontal strips. Figure B1 shows a schematic of
the discretization of the cross section. The density of the mesh shown in this figure is
significantly reduced for illustration purposes. In this study the section is divided into 100
subsections (strips). Such a fine mesh minimizes the error of calculations due to
approximations made.

Figure B1- Discretization of the cross section for moment-curvature analysis
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For the given value of the axial load and curvature the corresponding moment is
calculated through an iterative process. At the beginning, the initial value of compressive
strain is assumed. Given the curvature and the compressive strain at the top fiber, and
assuming linear strain distribution over the cross section, the location of the neutral axis
and the strain at the middle of each strip is calculated. The linear strain distribution
implies perfect bond exists between the concrete and the steel. Most of the previous
researches conducted on CFT columns have incorporated the same assumption (Neogi,
Sen and Chapman, 1969, Gourly and Hajjar, 1994)
Knowing the strain in each strip, stresses for steel and concrete elements are
computed by using the corresponding constitutive model described in page 209. The
force in each strip is then calculated by multiplying the area of the strip times its area.
The resultant axial force in the cross section is computed by summation of the forces in
the strips as follows:
j

k

ic 1

is 1

F    ic Aic    is Ais

Eq. B1

Where j and k are the number of concrete and steel strips, respectively, Ai is the
area of each strip, and  i is the stress at the centroid of the strip. Calculated internal axial
force, F , is then compared to the applied axial load, P . If the difference between the
two values is not within the prescribed tolerance, the top compressive strain is adjusted
and the process is repeated until convergence is achieved. The moment is then calculated
by summing the moment produced by each strip as follows:
j

k

ic 1

is 1

M    ic Aic yic    is Ais yis

Eq. B2
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Where, yi is the distance from the neutral axis of the cross section to the centroid of
the strip. The given curvature and calculated moment obtained from Eq. B2 correspond to
one point on the moment-curvature diagram. The complete moment-curvature diagram
for a given level of axial load is obtained by increasing the curvature incrementally and
repeating the process for each curvature value.

B1.

Constitutive Models

B1.1. Steel Model
Bilinear model is utilized for steel shell of the CFT. This model takes into account
strain hardening of steel. Steel behaves linear-elastically below the yield strain (  y ). The
modulus of elasticity is taken as 29000 ksi. After the steel yields, the stress stays constant
up to a certain stress, denoted as the onset of strain hardening (  st ) which is about 15 to
20 times the yield strain (Salmon and Johnson, 1996). For strains greater than  st , the
stress increases, but with a much flatter slope than the elastic slope, E . The slope of the
stress-strain curve beyond  st is known as the strain hardening modulus, Est .

fs

f y  ( su   y ) Est
Est  300 ksi

fy
E  29000 ksi
1

y
Figure B2- Bilinear stress-strain curve for steel

B1.2. Concrete Model

 su

s
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Since the concrete core is confined by the steel tube, a confined concrete stress-strain
model should be considered. Different models used in other studies are discussed herein.
All of these models include a curve up to maximum stress followed by a line to failure.
B1.2.1.

Modified Hognestad Model (Hognestad, 1951)

The modified Hognestad stress-strain curve consists of a second-degree parabola
followed by a line up to failure (Figure B3). The stress corresponding to given strain in
the parabola portion is given by

 2   2 
fc  f  c   c  
  0   0  
''
c

Eq. B3

The maximum stress is assumed to be equal to fc''  0.85 fc' corresponding to the
strain of  0  2

f c'
, where Ec is the concrete’s modulus of elasticity taken as 57000 f c' .
Ec

The ultimate strain for un-confined concrete is limited to 0.003, however, for confined
concrete a value of 0.050 can be assumed. The stress corresponding to the ultimate strain
is equal to 0.85 fc''  0.72 fc' . The equation of the linear portion is given as


    
f c  f c'' 1  0.15  c 0  
  cu   0  


Eq. B4
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fc


    
f c  f c'' 1  0.15  c 0  
  cu   0  


fc''  0.85 fc'

 2   2 
f c  f c''  c   c  
  0   0  

0  2

f c'
Ec

 su

c

Figure B3- Modified Hognestad Model (Hognestad, 1951)

B1.2.2.

Kent and Park Model (Kent and Park, 1971)

This model is generally developed for concrete confined with spirals. It is assumed
that the confining steel has no effect on the second order parabola curve until a concrete
strain of 0.002. Following this strain, the stress decreases linearly to 0.2 f c' at a strain of

 20c upon which, it becomes constant. This model is presented in Figure B4. Z c in the
descending line is a function of the spacing of spirals.
Since this model is mainly used for concrete confined with spirals, it is not
applicable to CFT piles and is not used in this work.

fc


    
f c  f c'' 1  0.15  c 0  
  cu   0  


fc''  0.85 fc'

 2   2 
fc  f  c   c  
  0   0  
''
c

0  2

f c'
Ec

Figure B4- Kent and Park Model (Kent and Park, 1971)
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Appendix C.
Design Guide for Jointless Bridges
C1.

Introduction
A jointless bridge, by definition, has a continuous deck with no expansion joints over

the superstructure, abutments, and approaches. In this type of bridge structure, all
movement due to thermal, creep, and shrinkage strain is accommodated either within the
system itself or at the ends of the approach slabs where the slabs abut the pavement.
Because they are jointless, ride quality is improved and maintenance can be greatly
reduced.
This chapter of the guide provides the summary of design, construction and
maintenance provisions related to use of jointless bridges.

C2.

History of Jointless Bridges
A detailed history of jointless bridges is provided by Burke Jr. (2009). The first

integral bridge in the United States was the Teens Run Bridge. It was built in 1938 near
Eureka in Gallia County, Ohio. It consists of five continuous reinforced concrete slab
spans supported by capped pile piers and abutments. Since that time construction of
integral bridges has spread throughout the United States and abroad. The United
Kingdom recently adopted them for routine applications. Japan completed its first two in
1996. South Korea completed its first such bridge in 2002.
On the basis of a nationwide mail survey of state and province transportation
departments, it appears that the Ohio highway department was one of the first agencies to
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initiate the routine use of continuous construction for the design and construction of
multi-span bridges (Burke Jr, 2009).
In conjunction with the development and adoption of continuous construction for all
moderate length highway bridges, Ohio DOT was also the first to routinely eliminate
deck joints at abutments. This was accomplished for continuous reinforced concrete slab
bridges by providing embankments and stub-type integral abutments supported by
flexible piles in lieu of movable deck joints and wall type abutments. A version of this
integral abutment design has been used in Ohio on hundreds of bridges ever since.
However it was not until early 1960s that the integral concept was first used by Ohio
DOT for a steel beam bridge. Since that time most of steel bridges with skews 30 degree
or less and lengths not longer than 300 ft were of integral construction.
The Tennessee Department of Transportation now is leading the way in construction
of continuous bridges. For example the Long Island bridge of Kingsport was constructed
in 1980 using 29 continuous spans without a single intermediate movable deck joint.
Continuous integral bridges with steel main members have performed successfully
for years in the 300 ft range in such states as North Dakota, South Dakota and Tennessee.
Continuous integral bridges with concrete main members 500 to 800 ft long have been
constructed in Kansas, California, Colorado and Tennessee.
As of 1987, eleven states reported building continuous integral bridges in the 300 ft
range. Missouri and Tennessee reported even longer lengths. Missouri reported steel and
concrete bridges in length of 500 and 600 ft respectively. Tennessee reported length of
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400 and 800 ft for similar bridges. Sixty percent of those departments responding to the
1987 survey were using integral construction for continuous bridges.
More recently, Tennessee DOT completed the Happy Hollow Creek Bridge, a sevenspan prestressed concrete curved integral bridge with a total length of over 1175 ft. In
that bridge, tall flexible twin circular column piers support the superstructure. A single
row of steel H-piles is used to support each abutment. Although to some engineers, the
length of this structure may seem extreme, it is well within Tennessee DOT’s bridge
design policy statement regarding the length of integral bridges.
Seamless bridges are another type of jointless decks introduced by SHRP R19A for
U.S. practice. The seamless bridge system was first introduced by Russell Bridge in
Australia for continuously reinforced concrete pavement. Most commonly used
pavements in the U.S. are either jointed plain concrete (JPCP) or flexible pavement.
Seamless bridges do not have any joints, even at the ends of a transition slab (hence
seamless). Instead, a pavement transition zone is used to dissipate the thermal
displacements of the bridge. Although seamless, the transition zones can be rather
lengthy, relative to the bridge. The benefit is that movements at the end of the transition
zone are very small.

C3.

Types of Jointless bridges
Three main types of jointless bridges are described in this chapter. The integral and

semi-integral jointless bridges are commonly used in practice. A new class of jointless
bridges, referred to as seamless jointless bridges is also introduced in this chapter. The
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main characteristic of this system is that expansion joints are eliminated altogether and
the bridge deck is connected to the road pavement with no joint.
Figure C1 shows a rendering of a typical layout of a jointless bridge, shown with the
superstructure cast in an integral abutment.

Figure C1- Elements of jointless integral bridges

C3.1. Integral Bridges
Integral bridges are defined as a superstructure constructed monolithically with the
abutments, encasing the ends of the superstructure within the backwall. The system is
structurally continuous and the abutment foundation is flexible longitudinally. The
movement of the superstructure is accommodated by the foundation.
Figure C1 shows, schematically, the main elements of an integral bridge system. The
main elements of the system consist of bridge deck, integral cast abutments, and
approach slabs. The bridge movement is accommodated at the ends of the approach slabs.
Also, sleeper slabs are commonly used to provide vertical support for the ends of the
approach slab where the slabs abut the pavement (not shown in Figure C1). In addition,
jointless integral bridges can be continuous multi-span structures with intermediate piers
(also not shown in Figure C1). Various details are described in greater detail in Section
C7.
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C3.2. Semi-Integral Bridges
Semi-Integral bridges are defined as having an end diaphragm serving as the
backwall stem and it is cast encasing the superstructure ends. In this system, the
superstructure rests on bearings and the end diaphragm is not restrained longitudinally
with respect to the pile cap. The deck may be sliding, or cast monolithically with the
backwall stem, but does not have a joint above the abutment. The foundation is rigid
longitudinally, where superstructure movement is accommodated through providing
bearings.
Figure (XX) shows, schematically, the main elements of a semi-integral bridge
system. The main elements of the system consist of bridge deck, pier cap and bearing
seat, integral cast diaphragm backwall, approach slab, and sleeper slab. The bridge
movement is accommodated at the ends of the approach slabs. The various details are
described in greater detail in Section C7.

C3.3. Seamless bridges
The seamless bridge system is characterized by eliminating the need for expansion
joints, even at the ends of the approach slabs, while allowing the longitudinal expansion
and contraction of the bridge superstructure. The foundation requirements are very
similar to those of Integral abutments. A seamless bridge system, for the types of
pavements used in the U.S., is developed by SHRP2 R19A project.
Figure C2 shows, schematically, the main elements of seamless bridge system. The
main elements of the system consist of bridge deck, transition zone and pavement. The
bridge movement is accommodated within the transition zone and the movement at the
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end of transition zone is very small (less than 0.1 inches). The thickness of the transition
zone near the abutment is increased to account for lack of support from soil below
(approach slab). The details of the transition zone and design provisions for the seamless
bridge system are provided in Section C7.

Figure C2- Seamless bridge system

C3.4. Advantages of Jointless Bridges
Henry Derthick, former engineer of structures at the Tennessee Department of
Transportation, once stated, ―The only good joint is no joint.‖ In keeping with this
statement, known advantages of the jointless bridge systems include:


Lower initial cost



Lower maintenance cost



Longer service life



Preventing leakage of moisture to bridge elements below deck



Improved ride quality



Easier and faster construction



Easier inspection
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Simplifying bridge details



Elimination of bearings (except for Semi-integral)



Ideal for bridges with skew and curvature or located in high seismic areas



Enhancing the buoyancy characteristics of the bridge.
Because of these advantages, many DOT’s have started using jointless bridges.

However, the design provisions vary significantly from one State to another.

C3.5. Cost effectiveness of Jointless Bridges
Jointless bridges have a significant cost savings advantage as compared to traditional
bridges with expansion joints. As mentioned above, cost savings are realized both during
initial construction and throughout the life of the bridge with reduced maintenance. This
is particularly true for bridges with integral abutments.
Most components of typical bridges with joints and jointless bridges are similar in
construction and cost (deck, beams, cross frames, etc.). Thus, a comparison is made
relative to the different components that distinguish each type of construction, e.g. the
costs of the abutments and expansion joints. Additionally, since per unit pricing of each
item is not consistent from region to region nor over time, a qualitative comparison is
made using relative costs.
It is recognized that different states and municipalities have different specifications
and construction techniques; however, initial construction of a typical abutment with an
expansion joint will most often include the following:


Excavation
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2 rows of Piling



Concrete cap, stem, diaphragms and backwall with reinforcing (3 pours)



Elastomeric bearings, per beam



Expansion joint



Porous Backfill
Similarly, with an integral bridge the typical construction includes:



Excavation



1 row of Piling



Concrete cap, integral backwall and diaphragm (2 pours)



Integral abutment joint seal



Sleeper slab with reinforcement



Porous Backfill
The important differences between an integral abutment and a standard jointed deck

include a lack of expansion joint, no bearings, reducing the number of required piles,
reducing the number of concrete pours, and inclusion of a sleeper slab. Taking these into
consideration, the cost savings are readily apparent. The sleeper slab will add a few cubic
yards of concrete and an extra detail to the cost, but removal of the expansion joint,
removal of the second row of piling (overall reduced number of piles), reducing the
required concrete and reinforcing in the stem/backwall unit, and elimination of beam
bearings at the abutment greatly reduce the cost relative to adding the sleeper slab. The
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overall reduction in initial construction cost can be over 40% for each abutment (%
difference was estimated using Ohio 2010 bid planning costs for a typical 32’ wide
bridge).
The life cycle cost of the two types of abutments differs as well. A design life of 100
years is used for the comparison, although it is acknowledged that differences in
estimated designs life can affect the parameters. For standard jointed bridges, common
armored expansion joints typically require gland replacement on the order of 8-12 years
depending on condition severity. Additionally, the entire joint including armor will need
to be replaced along with the deck at least once (based on an estimated life of a deck
between 30-50 years). Again, this depends on the severity of the conditions. It is also
expected that the bearings will need replacing at least once over the life of the bridge, the
cost of which includes jacking of the bridge.
Similar to expansion joints, the integral abutment joint seal will require replacement
on the same (or at least similar) schedule. Likewise, the deck will need replacing on a
similar schedule. Deck replacement of an integral bridge does require additional
consideration of certain construction items, but does not require a significant increase in
construction cost as compared to traditional deck replacement.
So, for comparative purposes, consider that a typical bridge abutment with expansion
joints will require:


Expansion gland replacement every ~10 years



Deck replacement every ~50 years



Expansion joint replacement every ~50 years
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Bearing replacement every ~50 years
A typical Jointless bridge abutment will require:



Joint seal replacement every ~10years



Deck replacement every~50 years
Cost is similar for deck replacement, and gland and seal replacement. There is a

significant increase in cost when replacing the expansion joint, however.
A qualitative cost comparison is presented in Figure C3 and Figure C4. Both Figures
consider the difference in the initial cost at year 0, and the accumulated cost difference
over the life of the bridge. The figures show the difference in costs, that is, similar costs
have been removed from the equation (i.e. the cost of replacing the deck itself is removed
from the equation since it is similar). Figure C3 shows the estimated cost comparison
through the 100 year life of the structure overtime. Figure C4 shows the cost comparison
differentiating the initial difference in the construction costs, the lifetime maintenance
costs, and the overall total difference over the life of the bridge.

Relative Total Cost

Expansion Joint Replacement,
50yr cycle
Joint Repair,
10yr cycle

Cost difference

Jointless

Abutment Construction
0

20

40

With Exp. Joints
60

80

Life of Bridge (yr.)

Figure C3- Life-time cost analysis of jointed vs. jointless bridge over time

100
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Relative Cost

Jointless
With Exp. Joints

Abutment
Construction

Joint Maintenance

Total Difference

Difference in Costs Reletive to Abutment Construction
and Joint Maintainance

Figure C4- Life-Time cost differential analysis of jointed vs. jointless bridge

C4.

Factors Affecting Performance of Jointless Bridges

C4.1. Curvature
Horizontal curvature changes the internal forces of the integral abutment bridges.
These changes are more profound when the length over radius ratio of the bridge exceeds
0.5 or the radius of curvature the bridge is less than 1000 feet. For bridges which the
length over radius ratio is less than or equal to 0.5 and the radius of curvature is larger
than 1000 feet, the response of the curved bridge can be estimated by the response of a
straight bridge of the same length. This estimation is not valid for the internal forces
during construction.

C4.2. Skew
Theoretically, a bridge with a skew angle of   20o may rotate in the plane of the
superstructure because of the transverse component of the passive soil pressure resisting
thermal expansion. Therefore, in heavily skewed bridges, abutment will move in the
transverse direction because of longitudinal expansion, unless this movement is
restrained (Oesterle, Tabatabai, Lawson, Refai, Volz and Scanlon, 2005).

C4.3. Bearing
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In the case of integral bridges with rigid piers, superstructure seats on piers by means
of bearing devices. In curved bridges or wide straight bridges, fixed disc or pot bearings
are not recommended except at the points of zero movement. In curved bridges, there
may be no point of zero movement throughout the bridge. Also, guided disc or pot
bearings are not recommended for curved and wide straight bridges because the
displacements do not happen just in a particular direction. In such cases, guided bearing
behave like a fixed bearing, creating large internal forces in the piers.
Elastomeric and sliding bearings are the proper types of bearings for integral bridges.
If such bearings are used, the superstructure movement is mainly controlled by the
integral abutments. Stop blocks may also be employed to limit the movements in extreme
event limit states.

C4.4. Connection between Superstructure and Substructure
The choice of how the superstructure is connected to the substructure has a
significant impact on how the bridge will behave. The types of jointless bridges were
presented in Section C3 noting the associated abutments, and the methodology for
designing the abutments is presented in Section C6. Choosing the abutment type sets the
major design considerations for the bridge with respect to jointless behavior.
Equally important, however, is the consideration for the connection to the piers. The
superstructure can be made integral with a pier or designed to transfer loads to the pier
with more traditional assumptions. What is important to note in the planning stages is
how the pier will react as the bridge expands and contracts. Piers must be sufficiently
designed, whether it is intended to flex with the structure (slender piers), or if it is design
to resist the movement (stout piers). The latter case is generally not preferable as it often
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leads to overdesigned substructures since the movement from the continuous deck
superstructure can generally be accommodated by simply using an expansion bearing to
accommodate the movement. Overall, design using an integral pier has advantages and
disadvantages that are discussed in more detail in Section C6.2.10.

C4.5. Other Considerations
There are other factors that can affect the performance of jointless bridges, primarily
associated with the conditions of the foundation.
C4.5.1.

Site Condition

Integral abutments for jointless bridges are usually supported on a single row of piles
to provide flexibility.

Also, piles are typically used to minimize settlement of the

abutment and differential settlement within the superstructure. However, when rock is
close to surface, a different type of type of foundation may be required. One solution is to
use semi-integral abutments as described in Section C3.2. The abutment foundations are
keyed into the rock. The end diaphragm serving as the backwall stem and encasing the
superstructure ends rest on bearings supported by the abutment foundations. The deck
and approach slabs are cast monolithically with the backwall stem. The abutment
foundations are rigid and the longitudinal movement of the superstructure is
accommodated through the bearings.
As an alternate to the semi-integral abutments, spread footings may potentially be
appropriate for integral abutments when rock is close to the surface, or even when
competent soil is near the surface, particularly for single-span bridges. Differential
settlement would be a concern for use of spread footings on soils to support abutments
for multi-span continuous bridges. There is however, some evidence that differential
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settlement may not be significantly increased by using spread footings. With respect to
differential settlement within the superstructure, Moulton et al. (1985), and Hearn(1995)
indicate that there is essentially no difference in the settlement magnitude between the
abutments on piles and the abutments on spread footings.

Therefore, it should be

possible to use spread footings under integral abutments for multi-span bridges.
However, there is very little experience with the actual use of spread footings for integral
abutments either on rock or on competent soil near the surface.

Hence, it is

recommended that experience be gained by starting with relatively short simple-span
bridges. Use can then progress to longer structures and multispan structures as successful
experience is gained.
The following recommendations pertain to the abutments supported by relatively
shallow spread footings, where end movement may be accommodated by sliding:
1. For footings founded on rock, a layer of granular fill should be used (on top of a
leveling layer of fill concrete, as needed) between the footing and rock to
facilitate sliding. Do not key the footing into rock.
2. For footings founded on soil embankments, steps should be taken to minimize
abutment settlement, such as allowing the maximum time feasible for
embankment settlement before completing construction and establishing
superstructure continuity or preloading the embankment to accelerate settlement.
Also, with conditions susceptible to scour, footing should not be founded on soil
above the scour line.
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3. Design forces for the spread footing abutment should consider passive pressure
similar to an abutment on piles. However, design forces should also include
sliding friction on the bottom of the footing. For multispan continuous
superstructures, friction should be calculated using a normal force that includes
additional vertical load resulting from the negative moment on the girder related
to these soil forces.
4. The abutment wall should be designed for shear and moments resulting from both
expansion and contraction movements. The resistance to contraction should
include friction on the bottom of the footing and soil pressure from the berm soil
on the front face of the abutment.
5. Sufficient drainage, distance from the face of the slope, and slope protection are
essential to keep soil from washing out below the footing. For footings supported
on a layer of granular soil for sliding on rock, use of geotextile material may be
considered to contain the granular soil. For footings supported on soil, mechanical
stabilization of the soil below the footing may be appropriate.
Another possible solution for conditions when rock is close to surface is to drill large
diameter holes in the rock and use piles, which would consequently allow use of typical
integral abutment construction.
It must be noted that the concepts of integral abutments supported on spread footings
or supported of piles placed in holes drilled into rock are not common practice. These two
concepts are suggested for consideration when site conditions that may otherwise inhibit
use of typical jointless construction.
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C4.5.2.

Deterioration of Piling

Accelerated pile deterioration is generally not considered except in specialized
corrosive locations. Designers should consult with either a geotechnical engineer or
geologist to mitigate possible impacts for this condition. More commonly, corrosion is
generally thought of as a minimal concern for piles but it has been recorded (Beavers and
Durr, 1998) and more recently evaluated (Decker, Rollins and Ellsworth, 2008).
Additionally, the State of Iowa has been investigating deterioration of piles just below the
pile cap of integral abutments (reference: Wade, C., 2011). Initial results note that the
State has discovered corrosion immediately below abutment footings of what would be
considered normal conditions.
Piling deterioration is of increased importance for integral abutments due to the
additional strains placed on the substructure from the longitudinal expansion of the
superstructure.

The potential for section loss based on soil conditions should be

accounted for as presented by AASHTO 10.7.5 which states minimum considerations for
the effects of corrosion and deterioration of piling. Adhering to these guidelines should
provide sufficient protection against advanced corrosion and thus failure of the integral
abutment system.
C4.5.3.

Jointless Bridge Abutments with MSE Walls

For locations where it is impractical to set the abutment on top of an embankment
slope or to reduce the total bridge length, full height abutments with mechanically
stabilized earth (MSE) retaining wall may be considered in the design of jointless
bridges. When MSE walls are used, steps must be taken to prevent excess pressure on the
retaining wall introduced by the movement of the backwall and pile.
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For integral abutments, per FHWA Demonstration Project 82 (Elias, Barry and
Christopher, 1997) the horizontal force and its distribution with depth may be developed
using pile load/deflection methods (p-y curves) and added as a supplementary horizontal
force to be resisted by the MSE wall reinforcements. This force will vary depending on
the level of horizontal load, pile diameter, pile spacing, and distance from the pile to the
back of the panels.
Per the FHWA Demonstration Project, the following additional design details have
successfully been used:


Provide a clear horizontal distance of 0.5m between the back of the panels and the
front edge of the pile



Provide a casing around piles, thru the reinforced fill, where significant negative skin
friction is anticipated
Where pile locations interfere with the reinforcement, specific methods for field

installation must be developed. Simple cutting of the reinforcement is not permissible.
Alternatives for use of MSE walls with jointless bridge abutments suggested by
Nicholson (1997) are shown in Figure C5. Figure C5a illustrates use of a semi-integral
abutment or stub integral abutment on spread footings. In this approach, the MSE
reinforcement should be designed for the sliding forces in the bearings of the semiintegral abutment or the frictional sliding forces of the spread footings.
Figure C5b illustrates use of pile encased in a pressure relieving sleeve that isolates
the pile movements from the surrounding soil. Hassiotis (2007) has reported tests with an
integral abutment supported on pile encased in corrugated steel sleeves backfilled with
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sand. Lui et al. (2005) indicate Iowa DOT criteria for use of MSE walls with integral
abutments requires each pile to be encased in a corrugated metal sleeve. The reinforced
earth should include sand up to the bottom of the sleeve and the remainder is to be filled
with bentonite to the top of the sleeve.
Figure C5c illustrates use of a semi-integral abutment supported on a pier in front of
the MSE wall. No additional considerations are necessary for semi-integral abutments
since the lateral movement is dissipated through the bearings. For integral abutments and
for seamless bridges, MSE walls can still be used, but they must be sufficiently isolated
from the soil movement caused by the movement of the piles. One strategy that has been
suggested by Nicholson (1997) is shown in Figure C5. The piles are encased in a
pressure relieving sleeve that isolates the pile movements from the surrounding soil. This
procedure can be used where full height abutments are necessary.
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Figure C5- Alternatives to integral full-height wall abutments using reinforced soil retaining
structure (Nicholson, Barr, Cooke, Hickman, Jones and Taylor, 1997)

C5.

Strategy Selection Process

Each type of jointless construction has a range of parameters that suits particular
bridges or provides various advantages over another type of system. The following
Tables help to guide the proper selection of bridge type based on limiting parameters
Table C1 assists in the selection of the primary system.
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Section C7

Integral

800’

SemiIntegral

1500’

Figure C53,
Figure C54,
Figure C55

Section C7
Figure C56,
Figure C57

Section C7

Seamless

infinite

Figure C45,
Figure C46

Applicability to
Existing Bridges

Qualitative
maintenance
ranking

Qualitative
longitudinal
movement demand

Disadvantages

Advantages

Typical Details

Maximum Bridge
Length Used

Strategy

Table C1- Strategy table for abutment in jointless bridges- straight bridges

Eliminates
need for
bearings

Difficult to inspect
damage to piles due
to pile movement

Low

Low

Yes

No
longitudinal
force transfer
to piles

Needs bearings

Mediu
m

Medium

Yes

Eliminates
need for any
expansion
joints
anywhere.
Eliminates
concerns
when there is
skew or
curvature.
Eliminates
need for
bearings; no
need for
sleeper slab

Possible, initial
higher cost.
Difficult to inspect
damage to piles due
to pile movement;
long transition zone
off bridge

Low

Low

Yes
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Table C2 provides further guidance on the substructure type that is appropriate for
use with each type of jointless bridge.

Strategy 1H-pile

Integral
Abutment

Strategy 2Pre-stressed
Pile

Strategy 3Concrete
Filled Tube
(CFT) Pile

Section C7
Figure C53

Section C7
Figures X,
Y, Z

Section C7
Figures X,
Y, Z

Potential for
achieving 100 plus
years of service life

Qualitative
longitudinal
movement demand

Disadvantage

Strategy

Advantage

Typical Details

Table C2- Strategy table for foundation at abutment in jointless bridgesstraight bridges

Economical
for small
movements.
Easy to
construct

Relatively
Low strength,
ductility and
buckling
capacity

Low

Medium

Very stiff and
high axial load
capacity

Prone to
concrete
deterioration
and corrosion
of strands

Medium

Medium

CFT has high
strength and
ductility and
higher
buckling
capacity,
which will use
much larger
bridge length

Higher initial
cost

High

High

SemiIntegral
Abutment

Any foundation type could be used with the semi-integral abutment.

Seamless

Strategy for selection of seamless foundations is the same as those for integral abutments. The
detailing for seamless bridges is primarily in the transition zones at the ends of the bridge as
detailed in page 312.
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Table C3 provides guidance on the types of connections and bearings used at the
piers when used in a jointless bridge.

Girders
continuous
over pier

Girders not
continuous
over pier

C6.

Strategy 1IntegralFrame
Action

Section
C7

Strategy 2Fixed
Bearing(
Rotational
Movement
Allowed)

Section
C7

Strategy 3Expansion
Bearing

Section
C7

Strategy 4Simple for
Dead and
Continuous
for Live
Load

Section
C7

Strategy 5Link Slab

Chapter 7

Figure
C47a,
Figure
C49

Figure
C47b

Figure
C47c

Figure
C47b,
Figure
C47c,
Figure
C50

Figure
C47d,
Figure
C51

Potential for
achieving 100 plus
years of service life

Degree of difficulty
to apply to existing
bridges

Qualitative
maintenance ranking

Qualitative
longitudinal
movement demand

Disadvantage

Advantage

Strategy

Detail Figure

Table C3- Strategy Table for Connection Between Piers and Superstructure in Jointless BridgesStraight Bridges

Eliminates
need for
bearings
over pier

May cause
transverse
cracking in
the pier

Low

Low

Medium

High

No
longitudinal
movement
requirement
for bearing
over pier

May cause
transverse
cracking in
the pier

Low

Mediu
m

Medium

Medium

No bending
of pier
column

Bearing
designed for
both rotation
and
longitudinal
movement

High

Mediu
m

Low

Low

Eliminates
joints and
protects
girder ends;
viable option
for seismic
retrofit

Restraint
moments and
cracking in
diaphragms.

Varies
with
bearing
type

Low

Low

High

Low cost

May crack
and cause
leakage over
joint

Varies
with
bearing
type

High

Low

Medium

Design Provisions for Jointless Bridges
Two design approaches are presented in this section. Method A is a simple approach

and is applicable to bridges meeting the limitations stated in Table C4. Method B is a
detailed design approach and is applicable to all bridges. Many of the design provisions
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stated in Method B is automatically satisfied, when limitations of Table C4 are met and it
is sufficient to use Method A design approach (Doust and Azizinamini, 2011).
Table C4- Requirements for Using Method A
Requirement
Skew
Total Bridge Length and Curvature

Limitations
Method A
Method B
<20 deg.
>=20 deg.
L/R<1/2 and
L/R>=1/2 or
L<400’
L>=400’

C6.1. Method A
When Method A is selected to design a bridge, the designer can ignore the secondary
load effects and use a conventional two dimensional analysis method which can be either
hand calculations or finite element modeling. When Method B is chosen, all loads and
load effects including secondary effects should be considered. In the latter case, a three
dimensional finite element analysis is preferred.

C6.2. Method B
Method B is a general approach to design jointless bridges. There are no limitations
on total bridge length, skew, or curvature, for using Method B. Method B uses more
detailed design process, accounting for the effects of exceeding the limits of Table C4.
Many of the Method B design provisions are met, when Table C4 limitations for Method
A are satisfied. Method A design provisions are small subset of Method B design
provisions.
C6.2.1.

Loads

C6.2.1.1.

Dead Loads

Dead loads include the weight of all components including superstructure and
substructure elements and need to include all permanent loads according to AASHTO
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LRFD Article 3.5. The dead loads are distributed to the foundation through traditional
assumptions or in accordance with the owner’s bridge design provisions.
C6.2.1.2.

Live Loads

Live Loads and the associated impact are applied in accordance with AASHTO
LRFD (2010) Article 3.6, or in accordance with the owner’s bridge design provisions.
Note that for integral abutments and piers, application of live loads will cause rotation
and induce moments that will need to be considered in the design.
Horizontal live load (braking force and centrifugal force) are subject to distribution
with respect to the stiffness of the integral and semi-integral abutments. In traditional
design, longitudinal forces are distributed to the substructure based on bearing fixity
(expansion vs. fixed against horizontal movement) and relative substructure flexibility.
For jointless bridges, the backfill is in full contact with the end diaphragm (backwall) and
provides a great amount of stiffness relative to the other substructure components. In
particular for integral abutments, where the bearing condition is fixed, it is acceptable to
assume for bridges with one to three spans that the longitudinal forces are absorbed by
the passive pressure and stiffness provided by the backfill soil. This should be verified
by a geotechnical engineer. As bridges get longer and more substructure units are
introduced, a relative stiffness analysis should be performed.

However, even with

multiple piers with some having fixed-expansion bearings, integral abutments can still be
expected to absorb as much as 80% of the longitudinal force.
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C6.2.1.3.

Soil Loads

C6.2.1.3.1.

Soil Load on Abutment

The magnitude of soil pressure behind the abutment wall and the nonlinear
distribution of this pressure depend on wall displacement, soil type, depth, piles stiffness,
and also direction of the displacement (Faraji, Ting, Crovo and Ernst, 2001). As a wall
moves toward the backfill, passive pressure is engaged, and when it moves away from
that, active pressure and surcharge pressure may be generated. Studies show that a
minimum movement is required to reach the extremes for each of these types for
pressure.
Full passive pressure builds up for relatively long bridge lengths. For shorter bridge
lengths, only part of the passive pressure is developed for expansion as thermal expansion
is limited. For all bridges, the maximum passive pressure force, Pp is calculated as
Pp 

1
K p H 2
2

Eq. C1

Where,

Kp =

the passive pressure coefficient

K p is not necessarily the maximum K p associated with full passive pressure. The
value of K p should be calculated using Figure C6 and Figure C7 (Clough and Duncan,
1991). The extreme values for expansion and contraction are proportional to the height of
the wall. The movement required to reach the maximum passive pressure is on the order
of ten times the movement required to reach the active soil pressure. The movement
required to reach the extreme pressures are larger for loose soils than that for dense soils
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(Figure C6 and Figure C7). Table C5 highlights the required movements necessary to
achieve maximum pressures.
The force-deflection design curves (Barker, Duncan, Rojiani, Ooi and Tan, 1991)
shall be based on Figure C6 and Figure C7 (Clough and Duncan, 1991). The stiffness of
the springs behind the abutment wall is nonlinear and depends on the type of the soil.

Figure C6- Relationship between wall movement and earth pressure (Clough and Duncan, 1991)
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Figure C7- Relationship between wall movement and earth pressure for a wall with compacted
backfill (Clough and Duncan, 1991)

Table C5- Approximate magnitudes of movements required to reach extreme soil pressure
condition (Clough and Duncan, 1991)
Values of Δ/H(a)
Type of Backfill
Active
Passive
Dense Sand
0.001
0.01
Medium-Dense Sand
0.002
0.02
Loose Sand
0.004
0.04
Compacted Silt
0.002
0.02
Compacted lean clay
0.01(b)
0.05(b)
Compacted fat clay
0.01(b)
0.05(b)
(a) Δ=movementof top of the wall required to reach extreme soil pressure, by tilting or lateral
translation, H = height of the wall
(b) Under stress conditions close to the minimum active or maximum passive pressures,
cohesive soils creep continually. The movement shown would produce temporary passive pressures.
If pressures remain constant with time, the movements shown will increase. If movement remains
constant, active pressures will increase while passive pressures will decrease.

C6.2.1.3.2.

Soil Load on Piles

Design of piles shall consider soil-structure interaction using p-y curves (Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) and also American Petroleum Institute (API, 1993)).
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Soil-structure interaction analysis of piles can be carried out using available software
(LPILE, COM624P, FB-MultiPier) utilize this approach. Further information on this
topic is provided in Article 10.7 of AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications
(2010).
C6.2.1.4.

Thermal Loads

In order to account for the effect of temperature changes in design of jointless
bridges two different effects should be considered: the effect of uniform temperature
change and the effect of temperature gradient within the structure. These two effects are
explained in the following subsections.
C6.2.1.4.1.

Uniform Temperature Change

The calculation of uniform temperature changes should be in accordance to Article
3.12.2 of AASHTO LRFD (2010). In those specifications, two procedures are
recommended: Procedure A and Procedure B. Both procedures may be used for concrete
deck bridges having concrete or steel girders. For all other types of bridges, Procedure A
should be employed.
C6.2.1.4.1.1.

Procedure A

Table C6 presents the temperature ranges to calculate the design thermal movements.
The difference between these values and the base construction temperature should be
used to calculate thermal movements.
Table C6- Procedure A Temperature Changes (Table 3.12.2.1-1 of AASHTO)
Climate
Steel or Aluminum
Concrete
Wood
o
o
Moderate
0 to 120 F
10 to 80 F
10 to 75 oF
Cold
-30 to 120 oF
0 to 80 oF
0 to 75 oF
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C6.2.1.4.1.2.

Procedure B

The range of temperature change is the difference between maximum design
temperature and minimum design temperature. In concrete girder bridges with concrete
decks, the maximum design temperature is given in Figure C8 and the minimum design
temperature is given in Figure C9. In the case of steel girder bridges, the maximum and
minimum design temperatures are given Figure C10 in Figure C11 and, respectively.

Figure C8- Maximum design temperature for concrete girder bridges. (figure 3.12.2.2-1 from
AASHTO)
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Figure C9- Minimum design temperature for concrete girder bridges. (figure 3.12.2.2-2 from
AASHTO)

Figure C10- Maximum design temperature for steel girder bridges. (figure 3.12.2.2-3 from
AASHTO)
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Figure C11- Minimum design temperature for steel girder bridges. (figure 3.12.2.2-4 from
AASHTO)

C6.2.1.4.2.

Temperature Gradient

The effect of temperature gradient may be ignored. But if the designer decides to
consider the effect of temperature gradient the following provisions are recommended.
To account for temperature gradient, country is divided (Chapter 3 of AASHTO LRFD)
into 4 zones as illustrated in Figure C12. Positive temperature values shall be taken from
AASHTO (2010). Negative temperature values shall be obtained by multiplying the
values from the same table by -0.3 for plain concrete decks and by -0.2 for decks with
asphalt overlay.
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Figure C12- Solar radiation zones for the united states. (figure 3.12.3-1 from AASHTO)
Table C7- Basis for temperature gradients (table 3.12.3-1 from AASHTO)
Zone

T1 (oF)

T2 (oF)

1

54

14

2

46

12

3

41

11

4

38

9

The profile of the temperature in steel and concrete girder bridges may be taken as
shown in Figure C13 in which t is the thickness of concrete deck. Dimension A in this
figure shall be taken as:


12.0 in. for concrete superstructures deeper than 16 in,



(Depth-4.0in. ) for concrete superstructures shallower than 16 in,



12.0 in. for steel superstructures.



This article also specifies that the value T3 shall be taken zero, unless a specific field
study is carried out to determine this value. In this case T3 should not exceed 5oF.
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Figure C13- Positive vertical temperature gradient in concrete and steel superstructures (figure
3.12.3-2 from AASHTO)

When considering temperature gradient in the section profile, the analysis should
consider axial extension, flexural deformation, and internal stresses (section 4.6.6 of
AASHTO LRFD). The response of the structure to temperature gradient can be divided
into three parts as follows:


Axial Expansion: This component is due to the uniform part of the temperature
gradient and can be calculated as (equation C4.6.6-1 from AASHTO):

TUG 

1
Ac

  TG dw. dz

Where,

TG =

temperature gradient (Δ°F),

TUG =

temperature averaged across the cross-section (°F),

Ac =

cross-section area—transformed for steel beams (in2),

w =

width of element in cross-section (in),

z =

vertical distance from center of gravity of cross-section (in).

Eq. C2
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The corresponding uniform axial strain shall be taken as (equation C4.6.6-2 from
AASHTO):

 u   TUG  TU 

Eq. C3

Where,
α= coefficient of thermal expansion (in./in./°F),

TU =


uniform specified temperature (°F).

Flexural Deformation: The consequence of temperature gradient is the development
of curvature over the cross section. The rotation per unit length corresponding to this
curvature may be determined as:





1

TG z dw . dz 
Ic  
R

Eq. C4

Where,



Ic =

inertia of cross-section—transformed for steel beams (in4),

R=

radius of curvature (ft).

Additional stresses because of curvature, created by thermal gradient shall be
calculated as:

 E  E TG  TUG   z 
Where,

E =

modulus of elasticity (ksi).

Eq. C5
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C6.2.1.5.

Creep

Concrete creep strains shall be calculated using Article 5.4.2.3.2 of AASHTO LRFD
Spec. Time dependence and changes in concrete strength shall be taken into account in
determining the effect of concrete creep. Creep coefficient shall be determined using
equation 5.4.2.3.2-1 of AASHTO LRFD spec.

(t , ti )  1.9ks khc k f ktd ti0.118

Eq. C6

In which,

ks  1.45  0.13

V
S

khc  1.56  0.008H
kf 

5
1  f ci'

Eq. C7
Eq. C8
Eq. C9



t
ktd  

'
 61  4 fci  t 

Eq. C10

Where,

H=

relative humidity (%). In the absence of better information, H may be

taken from Figure C14,

ks =

factor for the effect of the volume-to-surface ratio of the component,

kf =

factor for the effect of concrete strength,

khc =

humidity factor for creep,

ktd =

time development factor,
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t = maturity of concrete (day), defined as age of concrete between time of loading for
creep calculations, or end of curing for shrinkage calculations, and time being considered
for analysis of creep or shrinkage effects,

ti =
V

S

age of concrete at time of load application (day),
=

f ci' =

volume-to-surface ratio (in.),

specified compressive strength of concrete at time of pre-stressing for pre-

tensioned members and at time of initial loading for non-prestressed members. If
'
concrete age at time of initial loading is unknown at design time, f ci may be taken as 0.80

f c' (ksi).

Figure C14- Annual average ambient relative humidity in percent. (figure 5.4.2.3.3-1 from
AASHTO)
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C6.2.1.6.

Shrinkage

Concrete shrinkage should be calculated in accordance with the provisions of Article
5.4.2.3.3 in AASHTO LRFD where appropriate. For concrete elements, shrinkage strain

 sh shall be calculated as (equation 5.4.2.3.3-1 from AASHTO)
 sh  ks khs k f ktd 0.48 103

Eq. C11

In which,

khs  (2.00  0.014H )

Eq. C12

Where,

khs =

Humidity factor for Shrinkage.

This article states that if the concrete is exposed to drying before 5 days of curing
have elapsed, the shrinkage as determined in Eq. 11 should be increased by 20 percent.
C6.2.1.7.

Settlement

Settlement is not a deterrent to the use of jointless bridges if sufficiently accounted
for in the design of the effected components. AASHTO provided guidance on estimating
settlement for structures in Article 10.7.2.3.
It must be recognized that bridges with simply spans and simple abutment bearings
are able to accommodate the shifting and the associated rotation of the end spans with
flexibility of the bearings. With continuous jointless superstructures and integral
abutments, vertical or longitudinal movement of the foundation will introduce additional
stresses in the superstructure, deck, or both. Also with semi-integral abutments, vertical
movement of the foundation will introduce additional stresses in the superstructure, deck,
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or both. Figure C15 demonstrates this concept with an exaggerated illustration showing a
settlement, . Where traditional bearings are used, the superstructure is free to rotate to
accommodate the movement. Contrastingly, when the superstructure is integral with the
substructure, the superstructure is not permitted to rotate or shift and thus forces are
introduced from the fixed end displacement.
One of two strategies can be used to reduce or eliminate the effect of settlement on
integral abutments. One option is to evaluate the anticipated settlement and account for
the resulting forces in the design.

The second option would be to determine the

maximum permissible displacement allowable by design and take measurements to insure
that that settlement limit is not exceeded. There are various strategies for reducing or
minimizing settlement of foundations.




V

M
M

V

(Not to Scale)
Figure C15- Illustration comparing of settlement effects on the superstructure

C6.2.1.8.

Wind

Wind Load need to be considered in accordance with AASHTO Article 3.8. As with
braking and centrifugal forces, longitudinal and transverse forces resulting from wind
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loads also should take into consideration the considerable stiffness of the integral
abutments (see Section C6.2.1.2).
C6.2.1.9.

Other Loads

All other AASHTO loads such as collision forces and water and ice loads need to be
applied to jointless structures in the same manner as other structures. As with all designs,
it is the engineers responsibility to appropriately determine and apply the necessary load
conditions appropriate for each jointless bridge’s unique situation.
C6.2.2.

Load Combinations and Limit States

This chapter will provide summary of available information in AASHTO and those
to be developed under R19A as related to load combinations and limit states to be
considered. This chapter will also provide explanations and discussions for many
parameters included in the load combinations associated with sub-structure.
C6.2.2.1.

Load Combinations

C6.2.2.1.1.

Load combinations are prescribed per AASHTO procedures.

C6.2.2.1.2.

Loads and Load Designations

The following loads shall be considered for jointless bridges:
DC =

dead load of structural components and nonstructural attachments,

DW =

dead load of wearing surfaces and utilities,

EH =

horizontal earth pressure load,

LL =

vehicular live load,

WS =

wind load on structure,
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WL =

wind on live load,

TU =

uniform temperature,

CR =

creep,

SH =

shrinkage,

TG =

temperature gradient,

SE =

settlement.

C6.2.2.1.3.

Load Factors and Combinations

Table C8

-

lists all load combinations required in the design of jointless bridges

based on AASHTO LRFD.
Table C8 - Load combinations and load factors (from table 3.4.1-1 in AASHTO LRFD)
DC
TU
Load Combination
DW
CR
Limit State
EH
LL
WS
WL
SH
TG
SE
Strength I

p

1.75

-

-

0.50/1.20

 TG

 SE

Strength II

p

1.35

-

-

0.50/1.20

 TG

 SE

Strength III

p

-

1.40

-

0.50/1.20

 TG

 SE

Strength IV

p

-

-

0.50/1.20

-

-

Strength V

p

1.35

0.40

1.00

0.50/1.20

Service I
Service II

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.30

0.30
-

1.00
-

1.00/1.20
1.00/1.20

 TG
 TG

 SE
 SE

-

-

Service III
Service IV

1.00
1.00

0.80
-

0.70

-

1.00/1.20
1.00/1.20

 TG

 SE

-

1.00

Table C9- Load factors for permanent loads,

 p (from table 3.4.1-2 in AASHTO LRFD)

Type of Load and Foundation Type
DC: Component and Attachments
DC: Strength IV only
DW: Wearing Surface and Utilities

Load Factor
Maximum
Minimum
1.25
0.90
1.50
0.90
1.50
0.65
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Type of Load and Foundation Type

Load Factor
Maximum
Minimum

EH: Horizontal Earth Pressure
Active
At-Rest

1.50
1.35

0.90
0.90

AASHTO specifies that the load factor for temperature gradient,  TG , should be
considered on a project-specific basis or may be taken as:


0 at the strength limit states,



1.0 at the service limit states where live load is not considered,



0.50 at the service limit state when live load is considered,
Since effects of  TG are typically self-limiting and do not significantly affect

strength or ductility at strength limit states for the types of bridge girders typically used in
jointless bridges,  TG can commonly be taken as 0.
Similarly, the load factor for settlement,  SE , should be considered on a projectspecific information or may be taken as 1.0. Load combinations which include settlement
should also be applied without settlement.
C6.2.3.

Bridge Movement

Three methods are provided for calculation of bridge maximum end displacements.
The first one is applicable to straight bridges and the second addresses transverse
movement of skewed bridges and the third one is a general method for curved bridges.
C6.2.3.1.

Displacement of Straight Bridges (Non-Skew)

Bridges expand and contract because of temperature changes and time-dependent
volume changes associated with concrete creep and shrinkage. In jointless bridges, it is
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important to estimate the maximum expansion and contraction at each end of a bridge to
determine the longitudinal displacement expected for the abutment piles. It is also
important to predict the movement at each pier and the joint width needed between the
approach slab and the pavement. Another important movement is the maximum total
thermal movement at each end resulting from the total effective temperature range. The
starting point to determine the maximum passive pressure should conservatively be at the
maximum contraction (Oesterle, et al. 2005). The maximum passive pressure is related
to the end movement, with re-expansion for the full effective temperature range.
Calculation of the length change for a prestressed concrete bridge can be
accomplished through use of typical design values for the coefficient of thermal
expansion combined with creep and shrinkage strains. However, the overall variability of
these factors adds uncertainty to the calculated end movements. Although a coefficient
of thermal expansion for concrete is typically assumed to be 5.5 to 6.0 millionths/°F, it is
known that this value can range from approximately 3.0 to 7.0 millionths/°F (Kosmatka
and Panarese, 1988). Also, the variability of creep, shrinkage, and modulus of elasticity
of concrete is known to be significant (Bazant and Panula, 1980). In addition, resistance
to length change from abutments and piers, combined with the variability of the restraint
(primarily caused by the variability of the soil), leads to unequal movement at each end of
a bridge (even in theoretically symmetrical bridges) and uncertainty as to the magnitude
of the movement at each end. Finally, the effective setting temperature of the bridge and
the age of concrete girders at completion of the superstructure are typically unknown,
making the relative magnitude of expansion and contraction and the starting point for
temperature, creep, and shrinkage calculations uncertain.
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To investigate the effects of the variability of the parameters and to provide guidance
in formulating recommendations for design calculations, Monte Carlo studies were
carried out for calculation of bridge movements to generate a large number of computer
analyses using the statistical variation of material parameters affecting the movement
(Oesterle, 2005, Oesterle and Volz, 2005). Within each analysis, values for the
coefficient of thermal expansion, temperature at construction, creep and shrinkage
parameters of concrete, modulus of elasticity of concrete, and soil stiffness were selects
based on statistical distributions of the values of these parameters. The variations in
calculated bridge end abutment movements are then used to determine a 98 percent
confidence interval for the maximum calculated movements. These maximum values
were used to determine magnification factors, referred to as  factors, for modification of
calculated values to account for uncertainty in the various parameters affecting results.
Procedures are presented in the following sections for determining the maximum end
movements of jointless bridges including use of these  factors. In these calculations, it is
assumed that the bridge has unknown construction timing and that no specific data on
material properties are available.
C6.2.3.1.1.

Prestressed Concrete Bridges



Determine the average construction temperature using Section C6.2.1.4.1.



Determine the maximum and minimum effective bridge temperatures based on the
recommendations of SectionC6.2.1.4.1.2.



Assume the following parameters for concrete:
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Table C10- Concrete parameters (Oesterle, Tabatabai, Lawson, Refai, Volz and Scanlon, 2005)
Coefficient of
Modulus of
Expansion
Elasticity
Value (English)
6.0x10-6/oF
57000 fc'
(psi)
Value (Metric)
10.8x10-6/oC
4700 f c'
(MPa)



Determine point of zero movement of fixity point of the bridge based on the stiffness
of the piers and the abutments. Use section C6.2.1.3.1 provisions (Clough and
Duncan, 1991) to estimate the backfill passive pressure and p-y method to evaluate
the nonlinear behavior of the soil surrounding the piles. It should be noted that for
symmetric bridges, fixity point of the bridge will be in the middle of the bridge.



Use the following equations to calculate the strain values in the bridge:

 th   T

Eq. C13

 sh   sh, girder 

 sh,deck   sh, girder
1

( EA) girder

Eq. C14

( EA)deck



1
 cr   cr , girder 
 ( EA) girder
1  ( EA)
deck

   total 








Where,

 th =

thermal strain,

 sh =

shrinkage strain,

 cr =

creep strain,

=

coefficient of thermal expansion,

Eq. C15

Eq. C16
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E=

modulus of elasticity,

A=

cross section area,

=

length from the point of fixity to the end of the bridge. Note that for un-

symmetrical bridge two different  are involved,

=

magnification factor to account for uncertainty listed in Table C11,

 total   th   sh   cr For expansion,

 total   th   sh   cr For contraction,
 =


maximum end movement.

For maximum expansion, which occurs shortly after construction, use the temperature
difference between the maximum effective bridge temperature and the mean
construction temperature for the location of the bridge from Technical Report No. 65
(1979). For creep and shrinkage calculations, assume the girders are 90 days old.
Based on Monte-Carlo simulation  should be 1.6 to account for uncertainties with 98
percent confidence that the movement will be less than the calculated value.



For maximum contraction which occurs after several years of service use the
temperature difference between the minimum effective bridge temperature and the
mean construction temperature. For creep and shrinkage, assume ultimate values with
the girder to be 10 days old at the time of casting the deck. Based on Monte-Carlo
simulation  should be 1.35 to account for uncertainties with 98 percent confidence
that the movement will be less than the calculated value.
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For maximum thermal re-expansion from a starting point of full contraction, use the
full effective bridge temperature range without any creep and shrinkage movements.
Based on Monte-Carlo simulation  should be 1.2 to account for uncertainties.



It should be noted that  values in the first two columns of Table C11 for maximum
expansion and maximum contraction are relatively large and possibly over
conservative because they are affected by the relatively large uncertainty of the
construction or ―setting‖ temperature. Further studies to include a more deterministic
method to incorporate the construction temperature for a given bridge may reduce
these magnification factors for a more efficient design approach.
Table C11- Summary of recommended magnification factors
Maximum Expansion
Maximum Contraction
Prestressed
Concrete Bridges

Maximum Thermal
Re-Expansion

  1.6

  1.35

  1.2

Creep+shrinkage+thermal

creep+shrinkage+thermal

thermal

Reinforced
Concrete Bridges

  1.6

  1.4

  1.2

shrinkage+thermal

shrinkage+thermal

thermal

Composite Steel
Bridges

  1.7

  1.5

  1.2

shrinkage+thermal

shrinkage+thermal

thermal

C6.2.3.1.2.

Reinforced Concrete Bridges

Same procedure as that used for prestressed concrete bridges shall be used to
calculate bridge end movements. Shortening caused by creep is not a factor.
Magnification factors for different cases are listed in Table C11.
C6.2.3.1.3.

Composite Steel Bridges

Same procedure as that used for prestressed concrete bridges shall be used to
calculate bridge end movements, except that the extreme effective bridge temperatures
should be calculated using the recommendations of Section C6.2.1.4.
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Other parameters needed are provided in Table C12.
Table C12- Recommended steel parameters (Oesterle, Tabatabai, Lawson, Refai, Volz and
Scanlon, 2005)
Coefficient of
Modulus of
Expansion
Elasticity
Value (English)
6.5x10-6/oF
2.9x107 (psi)
Value (Metric)
11.7x10-6/oC
2.0x105 (MPa)

The effective coefficient of thermal expansion for steel composite bridges can be
estimated as (Emanuel and Hulsey, 1977)

e 

 EA girder   EAdeck
 EA girder   EAdeck

Eq. C17

Magnification factors for different cases are listed in Table C11.
C6.2.3.2.

Displacement of Skewed Bridges

C6.2.3.2.1.

Background

A skewed bridge is a bridge with the longitudinal axis at an angle other than 90° with
the piers and abutments. The skew angle, , is shown in Figure C16. With skewed
integral abutment bridges, the soil passive pressure developed in response to thermal
elongation has a component in the transverse direction as illustrated in Figure C16.
Within certain limits of the skew angle, soil friction on the abutment will resist the
transverse component of passive pressure. However, if the soil friction is insufficient,
then, depending on the transverse stiffness of the abutment, either significant transverse
forces or significant transverse movements could be generated.
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Figure C16- Components of abutment soil passive pressure response to thermal elongation in
skewed integral abutment bridges.

Figure C17 shows a two-span bridge with a skew angle of 45° (Nicholson, Barr,
Cooke, Hickman, Jones and Taylor, 1997). This bridge was constructed in 1969 with
semi-integral abutments.

The semi-integral construction included an integral end

diaphragm that moves with the superstructure that slides longitudinally on and is guided
transversely by relatively stiff abutments.

Figure C17- Two-span semi-integral abutment bridge with an overall length of 89 m, width of
11.6 m, and a skew angle of 45° (Nicholson, Barr, Cooke, Hickman, Jones and Taylor, 1997).
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Figure C18 show cracking in the abutment wall near an acute corner of the
superstructure, presumably caused by transverse forces related to soil pressures.

Figure C18- Cracking in the abutment wall near an acute corner of the superstructure for the
bridge shown in Figure C17 (Nicholson, Barr, Cooke, Hickman, Jones and Taylor, 1997).

Figure C19 shows distress in an asphalt overlay at the skewed end of an approach
slab because of the transverse movement (Tabatabai, Oesterle and Lawson, 2005). Figure
C20 shows a closer view of the barrier wall joint at the end of the approach slab. The
expansion joint in the barrier wall was made perpendicular to the longitudinal direction
and therefore could not accommodate the transverse movement.
C6.2.3.2.2.

Design Recommendations for Transverse Response of Skewed Bridges

Because of potential problems and uncertainty related to the response of skewed
integral abutments, many State DOTs limit the skew angle. A typical limit for maximum
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skew angle for integral abutment bridges used by many States is 30°. However,
maximum skew angle limits in various States range from 0° to no limit (Chandra, 1995).

Figure C19- Asphalt overlay distress (west end) (Tabatabai, Oesterle and Lawson, 2005).
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Figure C20- Barrier distress at west abutment (Tabatabai, Oesterle and Lawson, 2005).

The following guidelines, based on studies were carried out in the FHWA Jointless
Bridge Project (Oesterle and Lotfi, 2005), are recommended for:
6. Maximum skew angle for limiting transverse effect due to abutment soil friction.
7. A relationship to estimate the magnitude of forces required to restrain transverse
movement in integral abutment bridges with large skew angles.
8. A relationship to estimate expected transverse movement for a typical integral
stub abutment with no special design features to restrain this movement.
These recommendations are based on analyses considering equilibrium and
compatibility equations for end abutment forces for various skew angles and bridge
length-to-width ratios for the case of a typical stub abutment.
C6.2.3.2.2.1.

Skew Angle Limit for Limiting Transverse Effects

Figure C21 shows the passive soil pressure response, Pp , due to thermal expansion
and soil/abutment interface friction, Faf , assuming no rotation of the superstructure. The
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bridge superstructure can essentially be held in rotational equilibrium until the skew
angle exceeds the angle of interface friction. Considering that integral abutments are
typically backfilled with granular material with a friction angle of 22° to 26° between the
soil and concrete abutment, a skew angle of  = 20° is recommended as a skew angle
limit below which special considerations for transverse forces or transverse movement
are not needed.
Pp

Lc

os

L

Faf

Ls

in

Faf

Pp
W

Figure C21- Soil pressure load, Pp, and soil abutment interface friction, Faf.

With larger skew angles, the integral abutment can either be designed to resist the
transverse force generated by the soil passive pressure in an attempt to guide the
abutment movement to be predominantly longitudinal or the abutment can be detailed to
accommodate the transverse movement.
C6.2.3.2.2.2.

Forces Required to Resist Transverse Movement

Figure C22 shows a relationship between Fa and Pp , assuming the interface friction
angle,  , to be 20° for the case of a typical stub abutment. As shown in Figure C22, the
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force required to resist transverse movement is a significant portion of the soil passive
pressure, Pp . It should be noted that Pp is not necessarily full passive pressure, but can
be determined for the end movement using relationships calculated by Clough and
Duncan (Clough and Duncan, 1991, Barker, Duncan, Rojiani, Ooi and Tan, 1991) shown
in Figure C20 and Figure C22. The end movement to consider in calculating passive
pressure is the end movement normal to the abutment, ln .
1.368
1.2
tan - tan
for = 20°

Fa
Pp

0.828

0.8

0.475
0.4
0.213

0
0

10
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50
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Skew Angle,

Figure C22- Relationship between force required for abutment lateral resistance, Fa, and
passive pressure response, Pp, to restrain lateral movement.

As illustrated in Figure C23, this end movement is:
ln  l cos 

Eq. C18

Where, l is the maximum expected end movement for thermal re-expansion from
the starting point of full contraction for the full range of effective bridge temperatures as
discussed in Section C6.2.3.1. From Figure C23, it can be seen that ln is reduced with
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respect to l as the skew angle,  , increases. This relationship helps offset the increase in
Fa

Pp

with increasing  . However, Fa will still be a sizeable portion of Pp .

n
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Figure C23- Relationship between end normal movement, n, and end thermal expansion, .

For relatively short bridges and/or bridges in locations with small effective
temperature ranges, it may be feasible to design the abutment substructure to resist Fa . It
should be understood though that for whatever means used to develop Fa (battered pile
and/or lateral passive soil resistance), lateral movements are required to develop the
resistance, Fa . Therefore, details anticipating some transverse movement should be used.
The expected movements are a function of the relative stiffnesses of response for Pp and

Fa . It should also be noted that adding battered piles to an integral abutment for lateral
loading will also increase the stiffness in the longitudinal direction, which induces more
demand on the superstructure and connections between the girders and abutments.
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C6.2.3.2.2.3.

Expected Transverse Movement with Typical Integral Abutment

A relationship between skew angle and expected transverse movement was
determined for a typical integral stub abutment based on equilibrium and compatibility of
end abutment forces in the plane of the bridge superstructure. For this analysis, the
superstructure is assumed to act as a rigid body with rotation, , about the center of the
deck (for a longitudinally symmetrical bridge). The rotation occurs to accommodate the
thermal end movement, l . Forces considered in response to this movement include soil
pressure on the abutment and wingwalls, wall-soil interface friction on the abutment, and
pile forces normal to and in line with the abutment and wingwalls. Details of the forces,
stiffness, and equations of compatibility and equilibrium are provided in the report on the
analytical work for the FHWA jointless bridge project (Oesterle, 2005).
Results of these analyses for the ratio of transverse movement to longitudinal
movement,

 t1

l

, for a l of 1 inch, are shown in Figure C24. The transverse

movement,  t1 , is the transverse movement of the acute corner of the bridge deck. This is
the corner that experiences the greatest transverse movement because of the skew angle.
Data in Figure C24 demonstrate the increase in the transverse movement with
increasing skew angle. The data in Figure C24

also demonstrate the increase in

transverse movement with decreasing L/W ratio where L and W are the length and width
of the bridge respectively.
The baseline abutment used in the analyses for the data in Figure C24 is a relatively
typical stub abutment (but also relatively deep, with an abutment height of 13.0 ft and
with strong axis pile bending for movement normal to the abutment versus weak axis
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bending for movement parallel to the abutment). Therefore, the data in Figure C24
represent a reasonably large estimate for the transverse movement of skewed abutments.
Although there is significant uncertainty for actual soil and pile stiffness, the maximum
expected end movement, l , discussed in Section C6.2.3.1 includes a multiplier to
account for uncertainty. Therefore, it is suggested that the data in Figure C24 can be used
by designers to determine an approximate estimate for expected transverse movement in
skewed integral abutments resulting from the restraint of longitudinal thermal expansion.
This transverse movement should be anticipated in the details for barrier walls, drainage
structures and the ends of the approach slabs. In addition, the transverse movements can
be used to estimate the transverse forces on the wingwalls resulting from passive soil load
and pile and to estimate longitudinal and transverse movement for the abutment pile.
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Figure C24- Relationship between transverse movement at the acute corner, t1, and thermal
expansion, , for an expansion of 1 inch with constant length bridge, L = 415.92 ft, and
varying L/W.
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Figure C25 shows the resulting total longitudinal restraint force for these analyses
and demonstrates the decrease in longitudinal restraint with increasing skew angle. The
relationships in Figure C25 can be used to estimate the relative decrease in restraint
forces in a skewed bridge. All of the other components of movement and forces can be
determined from t1 and l using equations presented in the full analytical report
(Oesterle, 2005). For more accurate estimates, the equations in the full report can be used
to analyze specific skewed abutments.
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Figure C25- Relationship between resultant longitudinal restraint force and skew angle for
thermal expansion, , of 1 inch with constant length bridge, L = 415.92 ft, and varying L/W.

C6.2.3.3.

Displacement of Curved Bridges

In this section, a numerical method is presented to calculate the end displacements of
a curved bridge. This method is based on finite element simulation of several curved
integral steel I-girder bridges (Doust and Azizinamini, 2011). There are some limitations
for the application of this method. These limitations include bridge symmetry in plan,
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non-skewed supports, length over width ratio larger than 3 and end span over middle
span ratio close to 0.8. To calculate the end displacements of a curved bridge, the
following step by step procedure should be taken.
1. Determine the point of zero movement for the bridge and therefore the length of
the bridge that participates in end displacement, Lo . For symmetric bridges, it can
be assumed to be equal to half of the length of bridge. Otherwise, more
sophisticated methods found in the literature can be employed.
2. Determine the effective coefficient of thermal expansion using:

 eq 

 EA deck   EA  girder
 EAdeck   EA girder

Eq. C19

3. Calculate the bridge shortening due to contraction using:
contraction   eq .T .Lo

Eq. C20

4. Find the modification factor for bridge shortening due to contraction using the
following figure:
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Figure C26- Modification factor for bridge contraction

5. Determine the equivalent shrinkage strain using:

 sh,eq   sh, girder   sh,deck   sh, girder 

 EAdeck
 EAdeck   EA girder

Eq. C21

6. Calculate the bridge shortening due to shrinkage using:
 shrinkage   sh,eq .Lo

Eq. C22

7. Find the modification factor for bridge shortening due to shrinkage using the
following figure:
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Figure C27- Modification factor for bridge shrinkage

8. Calculate the total bridge shortening using:
total  1.3  TUc thermal   sh  shrinkage 

Eq. C23

9. Calculated the bridge width effect factor using the following equations. These
factors are calculated for the inner and outer corners of the bridge separately.
w
Lc
w
kout  1  0.84
Lc
10. Find the direction of the bridge corners displacements using:
kin  1  0.84

Eq. C24
Eq. C25



 L 
Eq. C26
 


 L 
 out  kout 90o  11  
Eq. C27
 R 

11. Knowing the total bridge shortening found in step 8 and the direction found in

 in  kin 90o  11  
R

step 10, solve Eq. C28 through Eq. C34 to find the new location of the bridge
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corner. The corner of the bridge is assumed to be originally located at the
coordinates xA  RA and y A  0 in which RA is the radius of the bridge at that
specific corner.

 ab 


xA'

a 2b 2   b 2  R '2 1  a 2 

1  a2 



y A'  axA'  b

Eq. C28

Eq. C29

Where,
a   tan 

Eq. C30

b  R tan 

Eq. C31

 y A'
x'
 A





Eq. C32

L'  2R'     

Eq. C33

  tan 1 

In which,
L
Eq. C34
2R
12. Using the new coordinates of the bridge corner x A' and y A' , the components of



bridge corner displacement are found as follows:
 x  xA'  RA
 y  y A'

C6.2.4.

Restraint Moments
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C6.2.4.1.

Background

In simple-span non-composite bridges, time-dependent deformations result in little
or no change in the distribution of forces and moments within the structure. However,
continuous multiple-span composite bridges are statically indeterminate. As a result,
inelastic deformations that occur after construction is completed will generally induce
statically indeterminate forces and restraining moments in the girders.
Sources of inelastic deformation include concrete creep and shrinkage, and
temperature gradients. As an example, a common type of jointless bridge construction
consists of precast, prestressed girders connected with a continuous cast-in-place deck
slab as illustrated in Figure C28. The girders are simply supported for dead load but may
be considered continuous for live load. Continuity is established with deck steel as
negative moment reinforcement over the piers.

Commonly, a positive moment

connection is also provided in the diaphragms.

Deck Reinforcement

M

M = Positive Restraint
Moment

Positive Reinforcement

Figure C28- A typical precast prestressed bridge simply supported for dead load and made
continuous for live load.

It has long been recognized that positive secondary moments develop in the
connection at piers of continuous prestressed concrete bridges when the deck is cast at a
relatively young girder age (Freyermuth, 1969). Creep of the girder concrete under the
net effects of prestressing and self-weight will tend to produce additional upward camber
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with time. The piers prevent this upward movement. When girders are made continuous
at a relatively young age, it is possible that positive moments will develop at the supports
over time as shown in Figure C29.

M

M

Figure C29- Restraint against upward movement, positive secondary moment.

Conversely, differential shrinkage, with the newer deck slab concrete shrinking more
than the girder concrete, causes the continuous structure to bow download. Therefore,
differential shrinkage has a tendency to reduce the positive moment due to creep or result
in negative secondary moments at the supports.
In addition to creep and shrinkage of concrete, temperature gradients can play a
major role if the girders are made continuous. Solar heating of the top deck will tend to
produce upward camber adding to the positive restraint moment caused by creep. Large
restraining positive moment can cause cracking in the bottom flange near the pier
locations. Heat of hydration in the cast-in-place deck concrete can have a mitigating
effect on the development of positive restraint moment. The cast-in-place deck may be
heated to temperature that is higher than the supporting girder temperature by heat of
hydration during the initial hydration when the concrete is still plastic. Contraction of the
deck concrete with subsequent cooling after the concrete has hardened results in a
downward deflection thereby reducing the positive restraint moment caused by creep and
solar heating.
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Oesterle et al. (1989, 2004, 2004) presented the results of an experimental and
analytical research program, funded by NCHRP, and the Federal Highway
Administration, on the behavior of continuous and jointless integral abutment prestressed
concrete bridges with cast-in-place deck slab.
Results of analytical studies (Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai, Scanlon and Ligozio,
2004) showed that the age of the girder when the deck was cast was the most significant
factor in determining whether positive or negative restraint moments occurred at the
interior transverse joints over the piers due to the interaction of creep and shrinkage.
Results of analytical and experimental research (Oesterle, Glikin and Larson, 1989,
Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai, Scanlon and Ligozio, 2004, Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai,
Scanlon and Ligozio, 2004) indicated that the live load continuity of the bridge may be
reduced significantly with long-term and time dependent loading effects and with thermal
effects.
In the experimental part of the jointless bridge research (Oesterle, Mehrabi,
Tabatabai, Scanlon and Ligozio, 2004, Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai, Scanlon and
Ligozio, 2004), testing of materials, bridge components, and a full scale girder indicated
that:
1. Expected shrinkage of the deck concrete did not occur in the concrete in the
outdoor environment of Skokie, Illinois. Thus, the effects of deck shrinkage to
mitigate the effects of girder creep did not occur.
2. Heat of hydration effects in the cast-in-place deck concrete can have a mitigating
effect on the development of positive restraint moment.
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3. Daily temperature effects with heating and cooling of the deck with respect to the
girder have a significant effect on restraint moments. Solar heating of the deck
causes positive restraint moments of the same order of magnitude as the moments
due to girder creep and are additive to the moments caused by creep.
4. Tests on a full scale girder that was monitored and loaded periodically with
simulated live load on sunny days and on cloudy days during different seasons
over an 18 month time frame, demonstrated that positive restraint moment and the
resulting cracking at the transverse connection significantly reduced continuity for
live-load.
a. Using change in beam reactions under application of live load to assess
continuity, the lowest measured percentage of full live load continuity was
48% measured on a cloudy day in summer.
5. However, continuity induces restraint moments and effective continuity requires
assessment considering all loads. Effective continuity in the test girder was
assessed using the distribution of total reactions supporting the test girder that
included effects of dead load, live-load, and restraint moments. Effective
continuity is defined as 100% if the distribution of total reactions corresponds to
the combination of simply supported dead load reactions plus fully continuous
live load reactions. Effective continuity is 0% if the distribution of total reactions
corresponds to the combination of simply supported dead load reactions and
simply supported live load reactions. The measured effective continuity in two of
the live load tests in the jointless bridge study was in fact negative (i.e., less than
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0%). That is, the total midspan positive moment in the tested ―continuous‖ girder
was slightly higher than the anticipated positive moment if the girder was a
simply supported girder for both dead and live load.
6. The positive moment due to combined creep and temperature effects in the test
girder resulted in stresses in the positive moment reinforcement in the connection
over the pier that reached or exceeded yield stress.
Results of this research indicated that use of a positive moment connection in the
diaphragms is not beneficial in determining the net resultant midspan service level
stresses under dead, live, and restraint loads. Without a positive moment connection at
the supports, effects that would tend to produce a positive restraint moment (creep in the
prestressed girders and solar heating of the deck) will likely cause a crack to form at the
bottom of the diaphragm concrete between the ends of the girders. With application of
live load that would tend to produce a negative moment at the support, the crack at the
bottom of the diaphragm concrete has to close before full negative moment develops. The
net effect is that some live load continuity is lost. Depending on the parameters, the loss
can range from 0 to 100% of live load continuity. If effects that would tend to produce a
positive restraint moment are large enough, the crack at the bottom of the diaphragm can
remain open under live load and the girder acts as if it is simply supported.
If a positive moment connection is provided, a crack will still likely form at the
bottom of the diaphragm concrete from effects that tend to cause positive restraint
moment. The positive moment connection will decrease the crack width but a positive
restraint moment will develop. The positive restraint moment superimposed on live load
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negative moment will negate, at least in-part, the beneficial effects of the negative
moment continuity connection over the piers (for service load stresses). Studies (Oesterle,
Glikin and Larson, 1989, Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai, Scanlon and Ligozio, 2004,
Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai, Scanlon and Ligozio, 2004, Mirmiran, Kulkarni,
Castrodale, Miller and Hastak, 2001) have shown that the effect of the crack at the
bottom of the diaphragm that would form without the positive moment connection is
essentially equivalent to superposition of a positive restraint moment that would form if a
positive moment connection is provided (assuming the amount of positive moment
reinforced provided is not excessive).
If effects that tend to cause negative restraint moments in the connection over the
supports predominate, positive moment reinforcement is not needed. Therefore, these
studies indicated that there is no net benefit, in terms of service level stresses in the
prestressed girder, by providing positive moment reinforcement in the transverse
connections. It is understood, however, that there may be benefit, in terms of structural
integrity, for providing the positive moment reinforcement.
Recently, NCHRP Project 12-53 was completed and results are included in NCHRP
Report 519 (Miller, R., Mirmiran and Hastak, 2004). This project was carried out to
further examine the behavior of simple-span precast/prestressed girders made continuous
by connections at the transverse joints over the piers. The focus was on the effectiveness
of the positive moment connection and on design criteria for this connection. Results of
analytical studies (Mirmiran, Kulkarni, Castrodale, Miller and Hastak, 2001) were similar
to those reported in the previous NCHRP study (Oesterle, Glikin and Larson, 1989).
That is, if positive restraint moments develop, these restraint moments must be added to
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the moments caused by dead and live load, and that the net positive moment at the
midspan is essentially independent of the amount of positive moment reinforcement
provided in the transverse connection (assuming the amount of positive moment
reinforced provided is not excessive).

In addition, analytical studies indicated that

cracking in the transverse joint decreases live-load continuity.
NCHRP Project 12-53 also included experimental studies.

Live load testing

indicated that, contrary to analyses results, the continuity with application of live load
was near 100% unless the positive moment crack at the connection became very large.
The full scale testing result in the NCHRP 12-53 study, with essentially no live-load
continuity lost due to positive moment cracking, differed from the analytical results in the
NCHRP studies (Oesterle, Glikin and Larson, 1989, Mirmiran, Kulkarni, Castrodale,
Miller and Hastak, 2001) and the result of full-scale testing in the jointless bridge study
(Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai, Scanlon and Ligozio, 2004, Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai,
Scanlon and Ligozio, 2004). However, live load continuity in the NCHRP 12-53 study
was assessed using change in reactions with application of live load. It is not clear how
restraint moment present in the test specimen connection was considered.
Also, a reason provided in the NCHRP Report 519 for the difference between the
analytical studies and the experimental studies was that the observed positive moment
cracks did not extend into the top flange until the crack was very large whereas, in the
analytical model, the crack extents into the top flange as soon as it forms. In the NCHRP
12-53 experimental beams however, effects of concrete creep were simulated by applying
post-tensioning near the bottom flanges after the diaphragm concrete was cast. Posttensioning rods were dead- headed at the ends of the girders on each side of the
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diaphragm and used to apply a relatively concentrated load near the bottom flanges at the
end of the girders. The additional compressive strain due to the post-tensioning was
intended to simulate the creep strain in the girders due to the pre-tensioned prestress and
produce simulated positive moment cracks in the bottom of the diaphragm concrete.
Applying the post-tensioning forces concentrated near the bottom at the ends of the
girders however may have distorted the plane of the ends of the girders so that the change
in crack width over girder depth did not simulated an expected positive moment crack in
an actual bridge. Experimental tests in the jointless bridge study (Oesterle, Mehrabi,
Tabatabai, Scanlon and Ligozio, 2004, Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai, Scanlon and
Ligozio, 2004) were carried out with full scale girders with positive moment cracks in the
diaphragm that were primarily the result of actual long term creep in the girders due to
the original pre-tensioned prestress combined with temperature gradient caused by actual
solar heating.
Several results from the NCHRP 12-53 full-scale tests though were similar to those
observed in the jointless bridge study including:
1. The shrinkage strains in the deck concrete were significantly less than expected.
2. The effects of heat of hydration in the deck concrete were significant.
3. Daily thermal effects were significant.
Based on the analyses and testing, recommendations for the positive moment
connection in NCHRP Report 519 included:
1. The positive moment connection should be provided and designed for the
calculated moment due to dead, live and restraint moment. At least minimum
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reinforcement should be provided for a moment equal to 0.6 Mcr where Mcr is the
cracking moment of the connection. Also, the design moment should not exceed
1.2 Mcr because providing more reinforcement is not effective. If the design
moment exceeds 1.2 Mcr, design parameters should be changed. The easiest
change to reduce the positive moment is to specify a minimum age of the girder at
the time of making the continuity connection.
2. If the contract documents specify that the girders are a minimum age of 90 days
when continuity is established, the restraint moment does not have to be
calculated. This is based on the observation from surveys and analytical work
that, if the girders are more than 90 days old when continuity is formed, it is
unlikely that time-dependent positive restraint moments from concrete creep and
shrinkage will form.
3. The transverse connection can be considered fully effective if, ―… the calculated
stress at the bottom of the continuity diaphragm for the combination of super
imposed permanent loads, settlement, creep, shrinkage, 50% live load and
temperature gradient, if applicable, is compressive.‖
Results presented in NCHRP Report 519 were used to provide extensive and
comprehensive revisions and additions to AASHTO LRFD (4th edition)(2007) Article
5.14.1.4 for Bridges Composed of Simple Span Precast Girders Made Continuous. Based
on Article 5.14.1.4.1, the connections between girders shall be designed for all effects
that cause moments at the connections, including restraint moments from time dependent
effects. (Restraint moment due to thermal gradient is not specifically mentioned in
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Article 5.14.1.4.1 but should be included). However, Article 5.14.1.4 includes the
following two exceptions regarding the need to design for the restraint moments:
1. Per Article 5.14.1.4.1, multispan bridges composed of precast girders with
continuity diaphragms at interior supports that are designed as a series of simple
spans are not required to satisfy Article 5.14.1.4.
2. Per Article 5.1.14.4.4, if contract documents require a minimum girder age of at
least 90 days when continuity is established:
a. Positive restraint moments cause by girder creep and shrinkage and deck
slab shrinkage may be taken as zero.
b. Computation of restraint moments shall not be required.
c. A positive moment connection shall be provided as specified in
Article 5.1.14.4.9.
C6.2.4.2.

Design Recommendations

C6.2.4.2.1.

Restraint Moments in Prestressed Concrete Girders

In general, it is recommended that Article 5.14.1.4 should be followed in design of
jointless bridges constructed with precast prestressed girders made continuous for live
load. However, the following further considerations should be taken into account:
1. Thermal Effects - Calculated thermal gradient stress caused by the combined
internal restraint and secondary continuity moments can be very high, particularly
when combined with other secondary effects (Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai,
Scanlon and Ligozio, 2004, Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai, Scanlon and Ligozio,
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2004). NCHRP Report 519 stated that daily thermal effects were significant and
mentions that they should be considered in design. However, results of analyses
and example calculations included in the report to demonstrate that restraint
moment is near zero if the girder age is at least 90 days when continuity is
established did not include the effects of thermal gradient. Also, the commentary
to Article 5.14.1.4.2 mentions temperature variation as a cause of restraint
moments but Article 5.14.1.4 does not specifically address design considerations
for thermal effects. It is commonly considered that thermal effects are selflimiting for strength limit states and generally can be disregarded. However,
prestressed girders also have to be designed for service level stresses and thermal
stresses in continuous prestressed concrete bridges need to be considered.
2. Differential Shrinkage Effects – Results of the FHWA jointless bridge project
determined that expected shrinkage based on theoretical shrinkage models and on
laboratory shrinkage tests did not occur in the outside environment. NCHRP
Report 519 (Miller, R., Mirmiran and Hastak, 2004) included a similar
observation. However, analyses and example calculations included in the NCHRP
Report 519 to demonstrate that restraint moment is near zero if the girder age is at
least 90 days when continuity is established did include the effects of differential
shrinkage determined from a theoretical shrinkage model. It can be seen in the
results of the analyses presented in the report that early negative moment due to
differential shrinkage between the deck and the girder essentially offset the longer
term positive moment that developed due to creep in the prestressed girder.
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3. Combined Creep, Shrinkage, and Thermal Effects – The effects of creep in the
prestressed girders and solar heating of the deck are additive with respect to
inducing positive moment at the connection over the supports. When creep and
solar heating are combined with an absence of differential shrinkage, it is not
clear, even in bridges constructed with 90 day old girders, that positive moments
will not be significant.
4. Potential Negative Moments – Limiting construction to use of girders with a
minimum age of 90 days will increase the potential that factors that induce
negative restraint moments over the supports may predominate. Increasing the
potential for negative moment increases the risk of cracking in the deck over the
support regions. Deck cracking over the support regions may have a more
detrimental effect on long term durability of a bridge than positive moment
cracking in the diaphragm.
5. Uncertainties in Determining Restraint Moments - In addition to concrete creep,
shrinkage, and solar heating of the deck, a number of other effects can contribute
significantly to restraint moments. These include differential settlement of
supports; heat of hydration of the deck concrete during construction; variation of
the coefficient of thermal expansion between the girder and the deck; and
seasonal moisture changes in the concrete, causing shrinkage reversals. In
addition, in jointless bridges with integral abutments, additional forces may be
imparted on the positive moment connection by the restraint of the abutment to
longitudinal temperature movements. All of these factors contribute to restraint
forces within a continuous jointless bridge structure. In some instances, these
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factors are additive, while in others, they oppose one another. The magnitudes of
these effects to be considered in design and the critical combinations to be
considered are uncertain. Although there are methods available to estimate
restraint moments due to all these effects, the moments that actually occur may be
significantly different than the estimated values.
6. Effects of Excessive Positive Moment Reinforced – In spite of all the
uncertainties regarding magnitudes and combinations of restraint moments, there
have not been many cases of distress related to these secondary stresses. In
general, concrete cracking and reinforcement yielding will diminish the stresses
caused by the secondary effects. However, an overly strong connection combined
with effects of creep and thermal gradient may result in excessive positive
restraint moment (ENR, 1994, AL-DOT, 1994, Telang and Mehrabi, 2003). A
strong positive moment connection increases the positive moment along the span
and in some cases may result in cracking in the beams. Figure C30 shows an
example bridge (Telang and Mehrabi, 2003) with significant flexural cracking of
this type. The flexural crack occurred at the end of the embedment of the positive
moment connection bars near the ends of the prestressed girders with a large
quantity of positive moment reinforcement. On the other hand, Figure C31 shows
the end region of another girder in the same example bridge where cracking and
spalling occurred within the diaphragm. This diaphragm cracking and spalling
was associated with positive moment connection bars bent out of place during
erection (because of constructability issues) for several girders in the bridge such
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that the connection bars became ineffective. However, no flexural cracking
occurred within the span of these girders.

Figure C30- Cracks near girder supports

Figure C31- Crack and spall at diaphragm over pier support

Because of the uncertainty associated with calculations of positive continuity
moments resulting from the variability of the creep and shrinkage effects, temperature
gradient, differential coefficient of expansion effects, locked-in heat of hydration effects,
settlement, and cracking, calculations to determine restraint moments are complex and
probable unreliable. Therefore, in order to eliminate the need to attempt to calculate
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restraint moments and to simplify the design, the following recommendations for positive
moment connections were developed based on the work in the NCHRP projects
(Oesterle, Glikin and Larson, 1989, Mirmiran, Kulkarni, Castrodale, Miller and Hastak,
2001, Miller, R., Mirmiran and Hastak, 2004), the FHWA jointless bridge project
(Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai, Scanlon and Ligozio, 2004, Oesterle, Mehrabi, Tabatabai,
Scanlon and Ligozio, 2004) and on the AASHTO LRFD 4th Edition:
1. Option 1: Do not provide any positive moment connection reinforcement at the
piers. This approach prevents the development of significant positive restraint
moments in the pier diaphragms (and eliminates constructability issues with the
overlapping reinforcement). Analyze the girders as simply supported for dead
plus live loads at service levels. This is allowed by AASHTO Article 5.14.1.4.1;
eliminates the requirement to calculate restraint moments (without the need to age
girders prior to construction); and, as stated in the AASHTO commentary, has
been used successfully by several state DOT’s.
2. Option 2: If positive moment connections are used to improve structural integrity
and for some crack control, as recommended in the commentary of AASHTO
Article 5.14.1.4.1, it is suggested that the positive moment capacity, Mn, be
limited to the minimum moment of 0.6 Mcr recommended in AASHTO. Note that
Mcr should be determined using the properties of the diaphragm concrete. If
additional reinforcement is used to increase crack control, do not exceed the upper
limit recommended by AASHTO of Mn = 1.2 Mcr. To eliminate the need for
calculation of restraint moments, analyze the girders as simply supported for dead
plus live loads at service levels as allowed by AASHTO Article 5.14.1.4.1.
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However, consider that positive restraint moments may likely occur. In spite of
this, additional stresses in the girders due to positive restraint moment can be
minimized by limiting the capacity of the connection Mn so that the connection
acts as a fuse to yield prior to development of detrimental stresses. Therefore, the
girder service load stresses should be checked along the length of the girder under
simple supported dead and live loads plusMn of the positive moment
connections superimposed on the spans such that the allowable tensile stress in
the bottom of the beam of 0.19

f'
c

, ksi, (6

f'
c

, psi) is not exceeded. Particular

attention should be given to region of termination of the positive moment steel if
mild reinforcement is used for the connection.
The girder/diaphragm interface should consider details to allow relative movement
between the bottom of the girder and diaphragm concrete for girders partially embedded
in the diaphragm concrete. For the exterior surface of fascia girders, consider providing a
sealed crack control joint at the beam-to-diaphragm interface.
Negative moment reinforcement should be provided over the supports and
diaphragm concrete should be provided between the ends of the girder bottom flanges.
Negative restraint moments may develop (for example, when the deck and diaphragms
are cast when the concrete girders are older). However, parametric studies carried out in
the FHWA jointless bridge project indicate that, with high restraint moments, cracking
occurs in the deck and sufficient moment redistribution occurs to prevent the deck
reinforcement from becoming overstressed. Therefore, restraint moments do not have to
be calculated. Negative moment reinforcement in the deck can be designed for applied
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dead and live load moments calculated based on uncracked section properties. The girder
can be assumed to be simply supported for dead load and fully continuous for live and
superimposed dead loads (because of the parapets, barrier walls, wear surface, etc.).
Since the deck in the negative moment region is considered reinforced concrete, the
negative moment connection is only designed for strength limit states.
C6.2.4.2.2.

Restraint Moments in Composite Steel Bridge Beams

Temperature gradients and differential coefficients of thermal expansion in
continuous composite steel beams produce both positive and negative restraint moments,
while the shrinkage of deck concrete and the heat of hydration locked-in strains produce
negative restraint moments.

Deck slab cracking partially relieves negative restraint

moments.
The parametric studies in the FHWA jointless bridge project indicate that stresses in
both the concrete deck slab and steel beams are not excessive under the combination of
dead and live load forces combined with positive restraint moments. Therefore, explicit
calculations considering positive restraint moments are not necessary.
The analyses for effects of negative restraint moments in composite steel beams
indicated that, in general, if negative moments are high, deck cracking results in
redistribution and calculated stresses are not excessive. However, analyses were carried
out to include the effects of a negative temperature gradient (that produces negative
restraint moments) combined with dead and live load and restraint of longitudinal
expansion provided by passive pressure in backfill and the lateral force in the piles of
integral abutments. These analyses indicated that, under certain circumstances, calculated
compressive stresses in the bottom flange of the steel beams near interior supports may
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be excessive, even after allowance for redistribution of the stresses because of deck
cracking. Based on the parametric studies, the combination of loads described above
may become critical for larger beam spacing. Calculations indicate that, for stringer
spacing equal to or greater than 7 ft for Grade A36 beams, and 9 ft for Grade A572
beams, an explicit check of the effects of the combined load effects of dead and live
loads, negative temperature gradient, and restraint of longitudinal expansion may be
required to check for lateral torsional buckling of the bottom flange near interior
supports.
C6.2.5.

Design of Pile Foundation

Pile design requires following considerations (Barker, Duncan, Rojiani, Ooi and Tan,
1991):


Based on soil borings develop a soil profile for the site. Details of strength profiles,
compressibility characteristics, stress history, and geology of the soil should be
included. Further identify favorable and unfavorable zones in the subsoil.



Estimate the loads for the strength and the serviceability limit states.



Determine the water profiles for the site and the expected depth of scour during 100year flood.



Select candidate pile types and pile lengths and consider the strength and
serviceability limit states. Then eliminate the unsatisfactory alternatives.



Make a general comparison between the satisfactory candidate piles. Then design
with the most cost effective ones based on the following steps below.



Estimate the axial pile capacity considering soil and structural capacity.
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Determine the required number of piles and their spacing.



Estimate the capacity of the pile group based on pile group interaction. If the group
capacity is not sufficient, increase the number of piles or the pile spacing.



Check the possibility of punching of the pile into any weak stratum that may be
present beneath the bearing stratum.



Determine the tolerable settlement of the pile group and estimate its settlement. If the
settlement is greater than the tolerable settlement, increase the length of the piles or
number of the pile spacing.



If the pile group is subject to uplift, check its uplift capacity.



Check the lateral capacity of the piles under combined axial load and lateral
displacements determined from Section C6.2.3.



Determine the loads on top of pile under design lateral displacements to determine
design forces for interaction with the pile cap.



Determine whether pile load tests are needed to verify the design.

Table C13- Summary of strength and serviceability limit states that must be considered in the
design of pile foundations (Barker, et al. 1991)
Design Consideration
Strength Limit State
Serviceability Limit State
Structural capacity of single pile
Bearing capacity of single pile
Bearing capacity of pile groups
Punching into lower weak stratum
Settlement of pile groups
Tensile capacity of piles during uplift
Uplift capacity of single piles
Structural capacity of piles under lateral loading
Lateral movement of pile groups when subjected to
lateral loads
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C6.2.5.1.

Pile Orientation

C6.2.5.1.1.

Straight Bridges

Abutment piles of straight bridges should be oriented so that the strong axis of the
piles is perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the bridge. This orientation results
in strong-axis bending of the piles due to longitudinal movement of straight non-skew
bridges and to the combination of longitudinal and transverse movements in skewed
bridges.
C6.2.5.1.2.

Curved Bridges

In curved bridges, the optimum orientation of the piles depends mainly on the bridge
geometry. Therefore, in contrast to straight bridges, the optimum direction is not the same
for all curved bridges. In this section, a method is presented to find the optimum pile
orientation in a curved bridge. This method is based on finite element simulation of
several curved integral steel I-girder bridges (Doust and Azizinamini, 2011). The concept
employed for straight bridges is implemented to curved bridges; which is the piles should
be oriented so that the strong axis of their sections be perpendicular to the direction of
bridge maximum displacement. There are some limitations for the application of this
method. These limitations include bridge symmetry in plan, non-skewed supports, length
over width ratio larger than 3 and end span over middle span ratio close to 0.8. The
following steps should be taken to find the optimal abutment pile orientation:


Step 1- The critical load combination for design of the piles should be determined to
be either expansion based or contraction based. Figure C32 may help the designer to
determine the type of controlling load combination.
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Figure C32- Controlling type of load combination



Step 2- The direction of bridge maximum end displacement, as defined in Figure
C33, should be determined using the curves presented in Figure C34.

 U y  180

 Ux  

  tan 1 

Eq. C35

A'

u

y
x
Figure C33- Direction of bridge end displacement

A

ux

uy
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Figure C34- Angle of direction of bridge end displacement



Step 3- Orient the strong axis of the abutment piles perpendicular to the displacement
direction found in Step 2. If the type of critical load combination cannot be
distinguished for a specific bridge, the bridge should be analyzed for both expansionbased and contraction-based pile orientations from Step 2 and then the optimum one
should be chosen.

C6.2.5.2.

Pile Design

Design of pile should consider:


Strength



Ductility



Fatigue



Stability
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Pile group interaction
Minimum penetration length required to satisfy the requirements for uplift, scour,

down-drag, liquefaction, lateral loads, and seismic forces
C6.2.5.2.1.

Ductility

Compactness of steel sections is important factor in their ability to accommodate
large plastic deformations without local buckling (Dicleli and Albhaisi, 2004). Based on
article 6.10.8.2.2 from AASHTO LRFD (AASHTO, 2010) the limiting slenderness ratio
for compact flange is:

 pf  0.38

E
Fyc

Eq. C36

Since large inelastic deformations are required in piles undergoing lateral
deformations, piles should satisfy the compactness requirement. The following table lists
compactness of HP cross sections:
Table C14- Compactness of HP sections
Cross
bf
tf
Section
(in)
(in)
HP 8x36
HP 10x42
HP 10x57
HP 12x53
HP 12x63
HP 12x74
HP 12x84
HP 14x73
HP 14x89
HP 14x102
HP 14x117

8.16
10.1
10.2
12
12.1
12.2
12.3
14.6
14.7
14.8
14.9

0.445
0.42
0.565
0.435
0.515
0.61
0.685
0.505
0.615
0.705
0.805

bf

2t f

9.17
12.02
9.03
13.79
11.75
10.00
8.98
14.46
11.95
10.50
9.25

Fy  36 ksi

Fy  50 ksi

 pf  10.8

 pf  9.2

Compact
Compact

Compact

Compact
Compact

Compact

Compact
Compact

As shown in this table, only 6 and 2 HP sections meet the compactness requirement
for Fy  36 ksi and Fy  50 ksi respectively. The designer should select the pile cross
section among the compact ones; otherwise local buckling of the flanges may happen.
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C6.2.5.2.2.

Fatigue

Based on the method described in Chapter 0 the following figures summarize the
maximum allowable pile head displacement in soft and medium clay for 36 ksi steel
pipes (Sherafati and Azizinamini, 2011a).
HP10x57-Soft Clay

9

7

HP10x57-Strong
HP10x57-Weak
HP10x57-Strong-Pinned
HP10x57-Weak-Pinned

6
5

Disp. Capacity (in)

Disp. Capacity (in)

8

4
3
2
1
0

0

50

100

150

200

HP12x84-Soft Clay

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

HP12x84-Strong
HP12x84-Weak
HP12x84-Strong-Pinned
HP12x84-Weak-Pinned

0

250

50

Axial Load (kips)

100
150
Axial Load (kips)

200

250

(a)
(b)
Figure C35- Displacement capacity of compact HP sections in soft clay (cu = 2.9 psi) (a)
HP10x57 (b) HP12x84

HP10x57-Med Clay
HP10x57-Strong
HP10x57-Weak
HP10x57-Strong-Pinned
HP10x57-Weak-Pinned

5

Disp. Capacity (in)

Disp. Capacity (in)

6

4
3
2
1
0

0

50

100

150

200

250

HP12x84-Med Clay

5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

HP12x84-Strong
HP12x84-Weak
HP12x84-Strong-Pinned
HP12x84-Weak-Pinned

0

Axial Load (kips)

50

100
150
Axial Load (kips)

200

250

(a)
(b)
Figure C36- Displacement capacity of compact HP sections in medium clay (cu = 5.8 psi) (a)
HP10x57 (b) HP12x84

C6.2.5.2.2.1.1. Global Buckling of Partially Embedded Piles

Piles that extend above the ground level may buckle when subjected to axial loads,
and the possibility of buckling failure may control their structural capacity.
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C6.2.5.2.2.2.

Soil Capacity

The bearing capacity of a pile is sum of its tip and friction resistance minus the
weight of the pile.

Qult  Qs  Qt  W

Eq. C37

Where,

Qult =

ultimate bearing capacity of a pile

Qs =

ultimate load carried by the pile shaft ( As qs ),

Qt =

ultimate load carried by the pile tip ( At qt )

W=

weight of the pile

As =

surface area of the pile shaft

qs =

ultimate unit skin resistance of the pile

At =

area of the pile tip

qt =

ultimate unit tip resistance of the pile.

Most of the times (except for large concrete piles in bent piers), the weight of the pile
is small compared to the other terms and is usually disregarded.
C6.2.5.2.3.

Pile Group Interaction

Provisions of AASHTO 10.7.2.4 shall be used when p-y method of analysis is
utilized to evaluate pile group horizontal movement. The values of p should be multiplied
by p-multiplier values, Pm from Table C15 to account for group effect.
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Table C15- Pile P-Multipliers, Pm for multiple row shading (table 10.7.2.4-1 from AASHTO)

Figure C37 defines the loading direction and spacing. In jointless bridge the common
practice is to use one row of piles. A group reduction factor of less than 1.0 should only
be used if the pile spacing is 5B or less.

Figure C37- Definition of loading direction and spacing for group effects (figure 10.7.2.4-1 from
AASHTO)

C6.2.5.2.3.1.

Pile Spacing

The minimum spacing of piles shall be 3 times the pile diameter. Closer spacing in
dense sand and saturated plastic soils may cause heave, damage, or misalignment of
previously driven piles.
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C6.2.5.2.3.2.

Minimum Penetration Length

AASHTO LRFD Article 10.7.1.5specifies the provisions for the minimum
penetration length necessary to satisfy the requirements for uplift, scour, settlement,
down-drag, liquefaction, lateral loads, and seismic response.

This guidance is also

appropriate for the design of jointless bridges and the designer should follow the
provisions therein.
C6.2.5.2.3.3.

Uplift

Uplift of foundation may be caused by swelling soils, frost heave, buoyancy, lateral
loads, and upward lift. Piles subjected to uplift should be designed to withstand tensile
stresses and pullout from the soil.
Uplift is common for a foundation design and it is well covered in AASHTO LRFD
(5th edition), which provides guidance to design against uplift for both single piles and
pile groups. For Strength Limit Design, single pile, single drilled shaft, and single
micropile uplift are covered by Sections 10.7.3.10, 10.8.3.7.2, and 10.9.3.7, respectively.
Similarly, uplift resistance by pile groups, drilled shaft groups, and micropile groups are
covered by Sections 10.7.3.11, 10.8.3.7.4, and 10.9.3.8, respectively.
C6.2.5.2.3.4.

Scour

Scour around the foundation is an important issue that should be considered in the
design. In geotechnical analysis, it should be assumed that the soil above the scour line
does not exist to provide bearing or lateral support. Three possible scour effects should be
considered in design (Barker, et al. 1991):
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Aggradation and degradation which are long-term effects. Aggradation is defined as
the deposit of stream bed material eroded from other portions of a stream.
Degradation is the removal of stream bed material and thus lowering the bed
elevation.



General scour and contraction scour are distinguished by removal of bed material
across the entire width of the stream as a result of increasing flow velocities.



Local scour happens when bed material is removed from a small portion of the width
of the stream. Bridge piers and abutments induce acceleration of the flow because of
obstruction of the flow and cause vortices that wash away the bed material.
Scour is usually evaluated for a flood with a return period of 100 years (or more

depending on the importance of the structure). As recommended by FHWA, the top of
the pile cap should be located below the depth of contraction scour to reduce obstruction
to flow and to minimize local scour. Also to increase the safety against pile failure due to
scour, a few longer piles should be used rather than many short piles.
C6.2.5.2.3.5.

Settlement

Settlement is not a deterrent to the use of jointless bridges if sufficiently accounted
for in the design of the effected components (see Section C6.2.1.7). Minimum penetration
lengths with respect to settlement calculations for the foundation are not an additional
concern for jointless bridges.
C6.2.5.3.

Analysis Tools

This Section provides general discussion of different analysis approaches and
available tools that designers can use to analyze jointless systems.
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C6.2.5.3.1.

Simplified Analysis (p-y method)

The ability to estimate the response of laterally loaded piles is of great importance in
the design of jointless bridges. This problem is similar to beam-on-elastic foundation
problem. If the piles are deep enough, modeling soil with Winkler springs is a useful
method. Basically, in this method, the soil is considered as series of independent layers in
providing resistance ( p ) to the pile deflection ( y ). This resistance may be a highly
nonlinear function of the deflection. The proper form of a p  y relation is influenced by
many factors, including:


Variation of soil properties with depth,



The form of pile deflection



The state of stress and strain throughout the affected soil zone,



The rate sequence and history of load cycles.
Technically, to perform an analysis for a given design, the complex pile-soil

interaction is reduced at each depth to a simple p-y curve.
C6.2.5.3.2.

Finite element Analysis

Finite element modeling can be used as a robust method to analyze a jointless bridge.
There can be several different levels of finite element analysis for such a structure
ranging from a simplified analysis to a refined one.
In a simplified finite element analysis, different elements including composite
girders, abutment walls, piers and piles are modeled using frame elements. The modeling
can be 2D or 3D; however a 3D analysis is preferred. The soil-structure interaction
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should be modeled by means of springs. The springs load-deflection curve can be
assumed to be linear for a simplified model. In the case of 2D models, the girder
distribution factors should be calculated using AASHTO LRFD equations.
On the other hand, a refined finite element analysis is a 3D modeling of a jointless
bridge. In such a model, everywhere in the bridge that the 3rd dimension of an element
has a crucial structural role, the modeling should be done using the elements that can
include the effect of the 3rd dimension. For example, the web and flanges of steel girders
and also the concrete deck or abutment wall should be modeled using shell (or solid)
elements. 3D skeletal space frame models which are not able to account for the 3D action
of the deck slab or girder web/flanges are not considered refined finite element analyses.
The soil-structure interaction can be modeled using nonlinear springs. In abutments, the
created gap between the soil and abutment wall under specific loads like bridge
contraction should be taken into account.
Based on the impotrance and complexity, a bridge the finite element model can be
between the simplified and refined models explained in the above two paragraghs. For
example, it can be composed of some shell elements and can have linear soil springs or it
can consist just frame elements while having nonlinear soil springs.
C6.2.6.

Design of other Foundation Types

It is recognized that other foundation types may be appropriate depending on the
requirements for each individual bridge.
considerations for other foundations

Presented below are some additional
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C6.2.6.1.

Drilled Shafts

Drilled shaft should be designed considering the same design requirements as piles.
Note, however, that traditional Drilled shaft diameters of 30‖ and larger may prove to be
too stiff for longer bridge lengths. Semi-integral abutments may be designed using drilled
shafts with no additional consideration.
C6.2.6.2.

Spread Footings

Use of spread footing should with integral abutments is not common practice.
However, spread footings may potentially be appropriate for integral or semi-integral
abutments when rock is close to the surface, or even when competent soil is near the
surface, particularly for single-span bridges as discussed in Section C4.5.1.
C6.2.6.3.

Micro-piles

Micro-piles may be a viable option for jointless bridges. Note that micro-piles,
similar to regular piling should only be used in a single row for integral abutments.
Additionally, the micro-pile design must take into consideration the cyclic nature of the
bending load resulting from the integral abutment configuration. Multiple rows should
only be used for semi-integral abutments.
C6.2.7.

Design of Pile Cap

The pile cap for the foundations of jointless bridges may require special
consideration based on the selected jointless system. In particular for integral abutments,
the pile cap no longer serves solely as a transfer for gravity loads. The pile cap must
transfer longitudinal movements and other forces introduced by making the abutment
integral.
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Experience with integral abutments has demonstrated that no special exception is
required for concrete cover for reinforcing bars. Similarly, spacing of reinforcing should
follow existing AASHTO guidelines. Designs typically lead to increased confinement of
the pile ends.
C6.2.7.1.

Integral Pile Cap Design

Pile termination in integral abutments can take one of two forms. The first option is
to fix the pile tip against rotation. Alternately, as recently demonstrated by the University
of Nebraska, the pile tip can be fitted with an elastomer-based collar. This collar allows
for limited end rotation and displacements to occur which serve to alleviate some of the
stresses induced by the bending of the piles.
C6.2.7.1.1.

Encased Piles (Fixed condition)

The pile cap for integral abutments must take into account and be able to develop the
moment resulting from the restrain of the pile tips. Figure C38 illustrates how the shear
restraint develops as a moment over the length to fixity of the pile (assuming no soil
support) as the force couple develops. This force, in turn is resisted by the pile cap as
shown in Figure C39. Note that the shear ( V ) and bending resultant ( Cm ) will be
additive. Wasserman and Walker (1996) indicate that the depth of the stress block is:
 l pe 
a p  0.85  
 2 

Eq. C38

Where, l pe is the pile embedment length. It is of note that it can intuitively be seen
that increasing the embedment length will directly decrease the bending resultant stresses
on the cap, both by increasing the moment arm and the length of a p .
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Taking M p as the plastic moment of the pile, the force couple balance is represented
by:

M p  Cm D

Eq. C39

Or,

M p  a pb fcb 2 (l pe  a p )

Eq. C40

Where,

b =

the either the pile section depth (weak axis bending) or flange width

(strong axis bending), respective to pile orientation; or pipe diameter.

f cb 2 =

the bending resultant stress

It follows then that the maximum stress on the concrete cap is the combined resultant
of the bending and shear stresses ( f cb1 )
f cb1  f cb 2  V

a pb

Figure C38- Moment transfer from pile to cap

Eq. C41
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Figure C39- Moment transfer from pile to cap

C6.2.7.1.2.

Pin Head Piles (Flexible condition)

By providing rotational capacity at the pile head, the stiffness of the piling system is
reduced efficiently, and also the moments developed in the pile as a result of lateral
movement are decreased, since the pile will deform in a single curvature shape rather
than double. Since the major criterion limiting the application of jointless bridges is the
capacity of the piles in lateral movement, the proposed detail can allow the application of
jointless construction to longer bridge lengths (Sherafati and Azizinamini, 2011a).
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C6.2.7.1.2.1.

Pile Cap Detail

The proposed detail consists of elastomeric casing at the pile head. To alleviate the
stress concentration due to rotation steel plates that slide on each other are considered.
One of these plates is welded to the end of the pile while the other one is embedded in the
concrete by shear studs (Figure C40). Note that both Figure C40 and Figure C41 show
cylindrically shaped piles. This method can be adopted for H-piles as well, utilizing a
pile cap to accommodate uniaxial response.

Figure C40- Proposed detail

There are certain definable advantages using this system. Compared to other details,
this system will be able to provide much longer service life, and can be effectively used
for jointless skewed or curved bridges. Furthermore, the main advantage of this system is
that is allows construction of longer span jointless bridges. Since the lateral stiffness of
the pile is reduced, smaller forces are developed in the abutment. Similarly, the
transmitted forces back to the superstructure are highly reduced.

With respect to

construction, this system can reduce the time and labor costs during the construction, as it
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can be built using prefabricated caps with circular cutout holes. This prefabricated cap
can be placed on the pile heads with rubber casing around them (Figure C41).

(a)
Figure C41- Prefabricated pile cap

C6.2.7.1.2.2.

(b)

Design Considerations

The soft material is intended to have very small elastic modulus to provide rotational
capacity. Since the soft material for the detail experiences large strains, it should be able
to carry these strains while having minute damage in cyclic loading.
Elastomeric material, regularly used as bearing for girder bridges is recommended
for the detail (Sherafati and Azizinamini, 2011b). Enough thickness needs to be provided
to ensure the efficiency of the detail. Based on FEM analyses, 4‖ thickness is
recommended.
C6.2.7.2.

Semi Integral Pile Cap Design

Since a semi-integral abutment is used to support traditional loads, vertical gravity
loads from the superstructure and active pressure from the soil, termination of the piles
does not require special consideration. That is, traditional methods set forth by AASHTO
or other local agencies will continue to sufficiently perform following existing design
guidelines. The only exception that may be necessary is to check that the standard pile
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design can sufficiently carry the additional dead load introduced by supporting the
backwall (end diaphragm), as this can be significantly larger than a traditional end
diaphragm.
C6.2.7.3.

Seamless Details

The design of cap for a seamless bridge should follow the recommendations of
Section C6.2.7.1 for integral pile caps. The additional considerations for seamless bridges
are primarily associated with the approach slab, or transition, portion of the bridge and
are presented in Section ---.
C6.2.8.

End-Diaphragm (Backwall) Design

In addition to being integral with the superstructure, the end diaphragm acts as a
backwall for integral, and semi-integral jointless bridge abutments. As such, the end
diaphragm needs to be designed to resist forces resulting from soil loads and will
henceforth be referred to as the backwall. The soil loads includes the passive pressure
force (in additional to live load surcharges) that is created by thermal expansion. The
calculation of this passive pressure is shown in Section C6.2.1.3.
Similar to traditional back wall design, the soil pressure is resisted be the backwall.
For jointless bridges, however, the superstructure elements act as supports creating
―spans‖ of length S between the beams or girders and moments and shears along the
length of the backwall are introduced as shown in Figure C42. The moment should be
calculated so as to create the maximum bending effects on both the front face (positive
moment) and back face (negative moment) on the backwall. The bending resulting from
the pressure shown in Figure C42 is resisted by transverse reinforcing, while the shear at
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the face of the superstructure elements is resisted by dowels through the elements. The
dowels also provide additional continuity between the backwall and superstructure.
Experience with jointless bridge backwalls has demonstrated that no special
exception is required made for concrete cover for reinforcing bars. Similarly, spacing of
reinforcing should follow existing AASHTO guidelines.

P

S
p

Beam (typ.)
Figure C42- Lateral pressure restraint by superstructure (Oesterle, Tabatabai, Lawson, Refai,
Volz and Scanlon, 2005)

There are additional considerations that are slightly differing for each jointless bridge
type and those are discussed here.
C6.2.8.1.

Integral

The backwall for an integral bridge abutment must be designed to adequately
transfer forces across the construction joint and into the foundation cap for each direction
in which the pile bends. This transfer of forces is illustrated through an example strutand-tie model in Figure C43. In this figure, section A-A shows the local section
recommended for a local region ( d p  b ) over which the forces can be transferred and a
suggested reinforcing pattern. Length d p is the distance from the forward face of the pile
cap to the face of the pile.
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Figure C43- Lateral pressure restraint by superstructure (Oesterle, Tabatabai, Lawson, Refai,
Volz and Scanlon, 2005)
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C6.2.8.2.

Semi-Integral

Semi integral backwalls do not require additional considerations above what is
outlined in Section C6.2.8.1. The one item of note, however, is that if removable forms
are not used to form the backwall over the foundation cap, the joint fill material used
needs to be sufficiently stiff to support the concrete weight, yet flexible enough to not
interfere with the movement permitted by the bearings. This has been successfully
accomplished with expanded polystyrene filler.
C6.2.8.3.

Seamless

As with the design of the foundation cap, the backwall design for a seamless bridge
should follow the recommendations of Section C6.2.8.1 for integral abutments.
C6.2.9.

Approach Slab Design

Jointless bridges require approach slabs for two main reasons. First, the slab needs to
be positively attached to the deck and/or substructure to eliminate the joint over the
abutment. Second, the slab must span the area behind the abutment where the potential
for backfill settlement exists. Backfill settlement will occur and introduce voids
regardless of the degree of compaction due to the thermal movements of the bridge
superstructure (Schaefer and Koch, 1992)
C6.2.9.1.

Integral and Semi-integral

For both Integral and semi integral abutments, the length of the approach slab is
determined by the extent of the backfill. Gangarao and Thippeswamy (1996) determined
that the rate of backfill settlement decreased greatly once beyond 20ft from the back face
of the backwall. As it happens, this is a typical standard approach slab dimension for
several State standards. The study by Schaefer and Koch (1992) demonstrated that
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backfill movements are recorded within a 1.5 horizontal to 1.0 vertical line from the
bottom of the abutment for integral abutments. A general recommendation for the design
length of the approach slab is therefore set at a line of 2.0 horizontal to 1.0 vertical from
the bottom of the abutment but with a minimum of 20ft, for both integral and semiintegral abutments as shown in Figure C44.
Additionally, experience from several States has found that the approach slab should
be positively attached to the backwall by at least No. 8 reinforcing bars anchored with a
hook as shown in Figure C44. The condition shown in the figure allows for a separate
pour of the approach slab and design as a simple span. It is not recommended to create a
moment connection between the approach slab and the deck slab. The connection should
be detailed to act as a pin with tension steel transferred across the approach span in to the
backwall for integral and semi-integral abutments. If a moment connection is desired, it is
recommended to use a seamless deck transition for the design. (See Section C6.2.9.2)
A final consideration for the approach slab is the development of compression
forces. Sufficient allowance for expansion of the superstructure must be accommodated
in the sleeper slab. Otherwise, compression can be introduced into the slab resulting from
closing the expansion gap and then activating the passive pressure behind the sleeper slab
or contact with the adjacent roadway pavement.
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Figure C44- Determination of Approach Slab Length

C6.2.9.2.

Seamless Deck Transition Zone

A transition that has been proposed introduces simplicity and ease of construction
(Jung, Zollinger and Tayabji, 2007). The concept slowly transitions from a heavily
reinforced region to a plain jointed condition over an extended transition length. Within a
heavily reinforced region, crack spacing is quite small. As the level of reinforcement is
reduced, the crack spacing increases. These cracks may be allowed to occur naturally or
may be forced by saw cutting.
The system is shown in Figure C45 and Figure C46. Immediately adjacent to the
bridge is a thickened and reinforced approach zone. The approach zone behaves similar
to a reinforced concrete slab bridge and is intended to carry flexural forces that may arise
as a result of settlement.
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The design of this system is based on the design of an approach slab for an integral
or semi-integral bridge. The difference is that beyond the approach zone is the transition
zone. Within the transition zone, the level of reinforcement is slowly reduced and the
crack spacing increased as the zone progresses further from the bridge. Jointed plain
concrete pavement continues beyond a final transverse joint. The transition zone is not
designed, per se, but the reinforcing step down is specified at the appropriate locations.
This transition is shown in Figure C45 and Figure C46.

Figure C45- Seamless paving over bridge transitioning to jointed pavement
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Figure C46- Continuously reinforced to jointed pavement (Jung, Zollinger and Tayabji, 2007)

C6.2.10.

Design of Superstructure-Pier Connection

By the definition, the bridge decks in jointless bridges are continuous. This includes
over the piers. The connection between the piers and the bridge deck could be integral,
pin or expansion types, or connected with a link slab. Figure C47 shows these different
configurations conceptually.

Figure C47- Integral, pinned, and expansion type bearings for jointless bridges
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In integral type connections (Figure C47a), the pier and superstructure are
monolithic and frame action is developed between the superstructure and substructure.
The advantage of this type of connection is the elimination of any bearings. Further, the
system provides higher levels of redundancy, especially in highly seismic areas. The
longitudinal movement of the bridge superstructure is not affected by making the piers
integral with superstructure. However, the longitudinal expansion of the deck must be
considered in the design of the pier columns and foundations.
In pin type connection between pier and superstructure (Figure C47b), bearings
restricting longitudinal movement are used. Rotation at the bearing is allowed. Although
designated a pin type connection, typical bridge terminology where a bearing is not
permitted to move longitudinally is designated a fixed joint, commonly denoted as ―F‖
(Fixed) in traditional design plans, For this connection, the longitudinal movements
between superstructure and pier are not permitted. Similar to integral type connections,
the longitudinal expansion of the deck must be considered in the design of the pier.
In expansion type connection between pier and superstructure (Figure C47c),
bearings are necessary and are required to accommodate both rotation and longitudinal
movements. This detail uses traditional expansion or type bearings as determined by the
design requirements for the bearings.
In the three connection types (a), (b), and (c) shown in Figure C47, the superstructure
is made continuous over the pier. This can be accomplished in one of two ways. One
option is to shift the location of the superstructure splice location so that the splices are
made at or near the dead load inflection points for the continuous bridge. The other
method is to use a continuity splice over the pier. This second option, where the splice is
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placed over the piers itself, is commonly referred to as simple-for-dead-load, continuousfor-live-load. This is constructed is shown conceptually in Figure C48 for an integral
pier. The beams are placed as simply supported over the pier. The beams are either
spliced mechanically or additional reinforcing is provided for the diaphragm. Finally, a
closure pour is made.
Cope Top Flange

Longitudinal
Reinforcement
Deck

Girder
Bearing Blocks

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure C48- Simple for dead and continuous for live pier detail after the placing of girders (b), and after
the closure pour (c)….

The last construction option is the expansion condition using a link slab (Figure
C47d). A linkage slab is used where the beams are not positively connected, as is the
case with the other types (a), (b), and (c) as shown in Figure C47. For this condition, the
superstructure is designed and constructed with traditional bearing considerations.
The design considerations for each of these types of pier cap connections are
provided in the following sections.
C6.2.10.1.

Integral Pier Cap

When making the superstructure truly integral with the pier cap it must be
recognized that both positive and negative moments will be introduced to the cap from
live loads. As such, sufficient strength needs to be provided through the deck, integral
diaphragm, and pier cap. This type of connection eliminates the need for bearings at the
piers and can increase clearance, but introduce more complex forces in the superstructure
and the piers (see Figure C49).
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Figure C49- Integral cap as completed

The total longitudinal movement expected at the top of the integral piers is
accommodated by the longitudinal deflection movement of the foundation and the pier
(see Section C6.2.11 for more information). When designing the integral cap, the
connection between the beams, continuity diaphragm, pier cap, and pier column must be
sufficient to transfer the moments developed resulting from this deflection. Resolution of
these forces should be computed by an analytical method or structural model with the
capacity to properly capture the behavior of the whole bridge system.
C6.2.10.2.

Fixed (pinned) and Expansion Pier Caps

Similar to the Integral cap, the superstructure is made continuous over the pier for
both fixed (pinned) and expansion pier caps. The difference being that it is not made
integral with the pier caps. The connection between the superstructure and the pier is
treated with traditional bearings.
Various details are used over the interior supports of multi-span bridges to eliminate
joints. One of the concepts implemented by a number of owner agencies for concrete
bridges has been the use of simple spans for dead load made continuous for live load
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(Freyermuth, 1969, Oesterle, Glikin and Larson, 1989) The girders are simply-supported
for dead load, but continuity is achieved with deck steel as negative moment
reinforcement over the piers. Also, the girders are made integral with the interior pier
diaphragms and commonly positive moment reinforcement is included as shown in
Figure C50.
Badie et al. (2001) discussed the alternate use of an interior steel pier diaphragm with
prestressed girders to speed the construction and achieve better overall design economy.
The concept of a simple span made continuous also has been applied to eliminate interior
joints and improve the construction speed and design economy for short- and mediumspan steel girder bridges (Azizinamini, et al. 2008). The concept of a simple span for
dead load and continuous for live load for steel bridges has many advantages, among
them completely eliminating joints and accelerating construction.
Deck Reinforcement

Positive Moment
Reinforcement

Figure C50- Precast, prestressed girders connected with live load continuity

As discussed in Section C6.2.4, attention must be paid to the effects of providing
positive moment restraint at the diaphragms. Some simple-made continuous prestressed
concrete girder bridges have experienced severe cracking in the girders near the interior
diaphragms. One example that has been studied extensively was on the Francis Case
Memorial Bridge spanning the Washington Channel of the Potomac River in the District
of Columbia (Telang and Mehrabi, 2003). The prime cause of this distress was the
restraint of upward camber of the prestressed girders under the influence of prestressing
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and temperature gradient. According to Telang and Mehrabi (2003), ―By providing a
large amount of positive moment reinforcement at the diaphragms, designers
inadvertently make the diaphragm area stronger than the adjacent girder sections, thereby
forcing the cracking to occur in far more critical but weaker areas of the girder span.‖
The article states, ―In closing, it is important to note that this seemingly simple
transformation of simple-span prestressed girders to continuous spans should be
attempted with caution, and significant attention must be paid during analysis and design
to include loading conditions that can cause counterintuitive behavior such as secondary
positive moments at the piers. Most importantly, positive moment reinforcement should
be designed and detailed such that any cracking, if it occurs, should be limited to the
relatively less critical diaphragm region of this type of structural system.‖ Further
discussion of this problem and solutions to avoid it have been published by Oesterle et al.
(2004) and Arockiasamy and Sivakumar (2005) and are discussed in Section C6.2.4.
C6.2.10.3.

Link Slab Expansion Pier Cap

Link slab is a type of detail that is used in conjunction with existing or new bridges
having girders that act as simple beams for both dead and live loads. In this type of deck
detail, the slab spans continuously over the length between the adjacent girders while the
adjacent girders are kept as simple-spans. The length of the deck connecting the two
adjacent simple-span girders is called the link slab (Caner and Zia, 1998). Link slabs
generally require less deck reinforcement, but have more girder positive moment
demands than simple-made-continuous designs. It is believed that Caner and Zia (1998)
are the first to develop the link slab idea. Limited analysis and laboratory experiments
were carried out and design recommendations are provided (Caner and Zia, 1998). The
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use of this promising detail has been very limited due to field observed cracking. In fact,
link slabs are not common in the snow belt states. A crack is invariably formed due to
deck slab rotation as the bridge is loaded with live loads.

Figure C51- Conceptual detail for link slab

Research on the link slab indicated that it offered negligible rotational end restraint
to the bridge girders and that the link slab can be analyzed as a beam subjected to the
same end rotations as the adjacent girders. The researchers found that under service-load
conditions, the link slab would crack primarily due to bending. In addition, the authors
found that prior programs developed by Gastal (1989) and El-Safty (1994) were capable
of predicting the forces, stresses and crack widths in the link slab due to thermal and
creep and shrinkage effects. Caner (1996) modified the programs developed by Gastal
and El-Safty to properly capture the link-slab actions. All of the solutions were based on
beam theory. The reinforcing bar stresses compared reasonably well with the data
measured from the experimental tests. The predicted crack widths were somewhat larger
than the measured crack widths. The researchers concluded that bending and cracking
under live load plus impact are the governing factors that must be considered in the
design of the link slab.
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Caner and Zia (1998) suggested design of the link slab using only one layer of rebar
placed near the top of the deck, but suggested that two layers could be used to improve
performance in bridges having horizontal restraints.
C6.2.11.

Design of Integral Piers

As mentioned in the design of integral pier caps, the total longitudinal movement
expected at the top of the integral piers is accommodated by two modes of deformation:
longitudinal movement via rotation of the foundation system; flexural deflection of the
pier. Pier deflection can be both elastic and inelastic in response.
C6.2.11.1.

Foundation Rotation

For spread footings, Zederbaum (1969) provides an equation to estimate the
rotational stiffness of the soil or rock responding to an applied moment:

K 

3Es I f

Eq. C42

b

Where,

K =

rotational stiffness of the foundation

b=

one-third of the spread footing width

Es

=

compression modulus of the soil or rock

If

=

the moment of inertia of the footing base

For pile supported and drilled shaft supported foundations, the rotational stiffness is
estimated from the elastic stiffness of the pile or shaft group. Rotation of the foundation
can be attributed to the elastic shortening and elongation of the piles or shafts for multiple
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rows. Note that the elongation and shortening in the pile groups add additional up uplift
and downward forces, respectively, that must be accounted for in the foundation design.
For a single row of piles or drilled shafts, the rotational stiffness is based on the
cantilever response of the single row. The length of the cantilever is based on the soilstructure interaction at the foundation and can be based on the assumed or calculated
point of fixity for the pile or shaft.
C6.2.11.2.

Pier Displacement

The differential between the pier displacement at the integral cap and the rotation of
the foundation is accommodated by the modulus of the pier column. The resulting design
moment can be estimated by the following. First, calculate the expected movement of the
superstructure at the pier cap as outlined in Section C6.2.3 . Alternately, this can be
sufficiently approximated by determining the point of zero movement on the bridge and
multiplying the end displacement by the ratio of the distance from the fixed point to the
pier to the distance from fixity to the end support. Second, assume that 30 percent of the
expected lateral deflection is accommodated by the foundation rotation. 30 percent is
based on a parametric study that demonstrated foundation rotation can vary from 30 to 80
percent with an average close to 45 percent. Third, calculate the anticipated bending
moment with the equation:
M

6 EI e b
H2

Eq. C43

Where,

E=

concrete modulus

Ie =

effective section modulus (ACI 318-08 Eq. 9-8)
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b =

lateral deflection at pier cap

Note that I e in ACI 318-05 Equation 9-8 is based on the design moment and thus the
two equations need to be solved simultaneously or iteratively.

For fixed (pinned)

continuous piers, divide Eq. C43 by a factor of 2 (fixed end moment for a fixed-guided
beam is one half that of a fixed-fixed beam).
C6.2.12.

Design of Wing Walls

The design of wing walls depends on their orientation relative to the abutment stem,
their method of support, and the abutment skew.

There are various possible

configurations for wingwalls, but the traditional configurations include the U-shaped,
straight, or flared. The latter being some degree of angle between the other two.
Oesterle et al. (2005) indicates that the U-shape configuration is preferable for
wingwalls in that this configuration inherently reduces the passive pressure introduced by
the longitudinal movement of the abutment end diaphragms. Additionally, they note that
the U-shape configuration conveniently contains the soil behind the abutment and
decreases bulging of the embankment soil.
Use of both straight and flared walls leads to the development of passive pressure on
the wing walls as the jointless abutment moves. Oesterle et al. (2005) note that this
pressure can be expected to decrease as the distance from the abutment increases, but that
the degradation cannot be effectively predicted. Thus, the wingwalls need to be designed
for the same passive pressure as that of the abutment end diaphragm across the length.
For integral and seamless bridges, additional considerations for wingwalls include
the loading effect they have on the bridge structure.

When cantilevered from the
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abutment stem, the weight of the wingwalls will create additional torsion and/or bending
along the length of the abutment. These forces are resisted by a counteracting negative
moment at the end of the external beam or girder.
If wingwalls for integral abutments are placed on supports, such as piles or spread
foundation, the support must be able to accommodate the movements of the jointless
bridge as well. For this condition, Oesterle et al. (2005) note that the shear and moment
developed in the wingwall foundation must be transferred through the wingwall structure
to the abutment and superstructure. They also note that U-shaped wingwalls on piles
create significant resistance to abutment rotation which creates partial fixity for beam end
moments on the exterior beams or girders.

These additional moments need to be

included in the design of the connections of the exterior beams to the integral abutment.

C7.

Details
The introduction of different mechanisms for transferring force to the foundations

requires that additional details be considered when designing for jointless bridges. The
following chapter presents particular details associated with each jointless bridge type. In
this section, the term backwall will be used to describe the end diaphragm that resists soil
loads.

C7.1. General Abutment Details for Jointless Bridges
Various details that have been used in the past with success by various states are
presented along with general concepts. The figures presented represent recent research
efforts and the accumulated experience of several States that have used jointless bridge
technology.
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C7.1.1.

Integral Abutments

Figure C52 shows the overall concept for an integral bridge abutment. Shown in the
figure is the typical layout with the beam, end diaphragm (backwall) and pile cap all
integral. It is not necessary in all cases, but the beam shown in this figure is sitting on a
temporary pedestal to achieve proper alignment before being cast integral with the rest of
the abutment. Alternately, the cap can be stepped to accommodate elevations prior to
pouring the backwall. For proper alignment and to allow for rotations that occur when
placing the beam, at a minimum a small elastomeric pad should be placed at the girder
bearing even though each beam will eventually be cast composite with the abutment.
Note that the need to design the pads and for what capacity the need be designed has not
been thoroughly studied. Accepted as a temporary condition, the pads need not be
designed to meet the criteria for rotational capacity. The maximum rotation of the pad is
realized during placement of the beam. A reasonable assumption is to design the pad to
accommodate only non-composite bearing pressure.
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Figure C52- General integral abutment concept

Drainage is also important to avoid ice expansion and removal of backfill from
washout. A drain pipe needs to be placed at the appropriate location to properly remove
any water that might otherwise accumulate behind the backwall.
Within the end diaphragm, additional details on successful detailing strategies that
have been used are presented in Figure C53. Note that an H-pile foundation is shown in
the figure; however, each of the foundation types noted in the section strategy table in
Section C5 can be interchanged. The minimum embedment length of 2 ft. should be
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maintained for H-piles, prestressed piles, and CFT piles. Also shown in the figure is an
approximate cap height of 5 ft., which is typical of the cold weather regions where the 5
ft. dimension allows for embedment below the frost depth and to be 2 ft. below the
finished grade and the bottom of the beam. A depth of 3 ft. to 3.5 ft. is more comment
where frost depth need not be considered. Another alternate two what is shown in the
figure is to use threaded inserts instead of the through holes. Threaded inserts are
preferred by some precast concrete companies do to the ease of securing them in the
forms.

Figure C53- Integral abutment details

Figure C54 is an adaptation from an Ohio Department of Transportation standard
drawing showing a prestressed concrete beam.

Now a standard detail for most

prestressed girders, holes are provided through the beam for reinforcing. This reinforcing
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provides continuity though the backwall for bending and limits the differential deflection
between the superstructure and backwall where tension forces develop in the top portion
of the web.
In contrast to the design recommendations in Chapter 6, the state of Ohio, allows for
rotation in the backwall across the construction joint instead of designing rebar to transfer
the forces through the stem. The configuration is used to accommodate the rotation of
the superstructure as shown in Figure C54. At the centerline of bearing, reinforcing is
crossed at the bearing pivot location, and expansion joint material is placed so as to
permit a limited amount of rotation. Note that Ohio limits the expansion lengths of their
integral abutments to 250ft.

So consideration of this limit should be made before

adopting this detail for other bridges.

Figure C54- Integral abutment rotation detail

Figure C55 is presented as another standard integral detail drawing from the New
York State Throughway Authority which shows a steel beam connection. This detail is
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more typical of DOT design standards in that the reinforcing is made continuous across
the construction joint. Additionally, when comparing the details in Figure C53 and
Figure C55, although both details have had repeated success, there are two obvious
differences in how they approach the detailing. First, Figure C53 shows a bent hook bar
connecting the approach slab, whereas Figure C55 shows that continuity is maintained by
a straight bar connecting the approach slab to the deck. Second, the Figure C53 detail
utilizes a shear key, while the Figure C55 detail relies solely on the continuity of the
reinforcing across the construction joint.

Each detail has demonstrated success in

application and the designer should consider which option may be more appropriate for
each bridges unique situation.
For more information on backwall detailing see Section C7.2.
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Figure C55- Integral abutment details (NYSDOT)

C7.1.2.

Semi-Integral Abutments

Figure C56 shows the overall concept for a semi-integral bridge abutment. Shown in
the figure is the typical layout with the beam and end diaphragm (backwall) cast integral.
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(a) Section (showing pedestal)

1” PFJ

Expanded
Polystyrene

Elastomeric Bearing
(b) Elevation (with no pedestal)
Figure C56- General semi-integral abutment concept

Drainage and porous backfill are necessary for the same reasons as for integral
abutments, formation of ice and integrity of the backfill. For semi-integral abutments,
two bearing strategies have been used with success. First, the pile cap may be cast level
and the superstructure superelevation can be accommodated through the use of bearing
pedestals. The second method is to step the pile cap pour. In this case, the polystyrene
filler must be used on both the top of the cap and on the sides of the step to allow for
movement. Due to the nature of the superstructure movement it is recommended that the
first case with pedestals be used for locations of high skew (larger than 20°) and bridges
on a curve. If it is desired to inspect the bearings during the life of the bridge, removable
filler material can be placed in front of the bearings.
Figure C57 shows the successful detailing strategies that have been used in various
States. The foundation shown is for a drilled shaft, but other foundation types are equally
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applicable. Similar to integral abutments, dowel holes are placed through the beam or
girder.

Unlike, integral abutments, bearings are used to accommodate movement

between the superstructure and the foundation. Efforts must be made to seal the gap
between the cap and backwall yet still accommodate movement. This has traditionally
been accomplished with preformed filler surrounding the bearing area and a layer of
waterproofing applied to the rear face of the seam prior to placing the backfill. For more
information on backwall detailing see Section C7.2.
Other than the backwall and treatment of the bearing area, detailing for the rest of a
semi-integral abutment is the same as traditional design.

Figure C57- Semi-integral details

Figure C58, similar to Figure C57, shows an alternate detail that is used where the
diaphragm is extended and a lip is dropped down over the pile cap. This detail replaces
the neoprene sheeting that provided the barrier between the porous backfill and the
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expanded polystyrene filler surrounding the bearings. Preformed elastomeric material is
placed between the extended diaphragm and the abutment stem.

Figure C58- Semi-integral details with extended diaphragm

C7.1.3.

Seamless Abutments

Details recommendations for the transition zone are not well established and thus no
standard details are available for reference. However, the recommendations for the
abutment cap and backwall are the same as those presented in Section C7.1.1.

C7.2. Pile Cap and Backwall
In addition to the details presented in SectionC7.1, because of the concentrated beam
reactions, Oesterle et al. (2005) recommend that vertical reinforcement for the moment
from the soil load be distributed with 75% of the bars within 25% of the beam spacing on
either side of the beam. Furthermore, for crack control, they recommend the center-tocenter spacing of the flexural reinforcement not exceed (in inches):
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Eq. C44

Where,

cc =

clear cover from the nearest surface in tension

fs =

calculated stress (ksi) at service load, or alternately as 0.60Fy

This limitation is taken from ACI 318-05, section 10.6.4 rules for the distribution of
flexural reinforcing to control cracking in one-way slabs. Further commentary on this
requirement can be found there.

C7.3. Sleeper Slab
A sleeper slab is appropriate for any integral or semi-integral bridges and is placed at
the roadway end of the approach slab. The intent of the slab is to provide a relatively
solid foundation for the far end of the approach slab and to provide a location for limited
expansion and contraction. Although no formal design is suggested, a typical suggested
detail has been provided by Wasserman (1996).
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Figure C59- Suggested helper (sleeper) slab details (Wasserman and Walker, 1996)

The difficulty with Figure C59 is that it presents a likely weak detail and a site for
cracking where the approach pavement suddenly transitions to the thin piece above the
sleeper slab. Whereas this might ease final grading, it is preferable to have the stem of
the inverted ―T‖ of the sleeper slab extend to final grade and thus avoiding any sharp
transitions.
The State of New York has adopted this sleeper slab detail and modified it to marry
the joining pavement design based on the type of surfacing used. Figure C60 and Figure
C61 show the sleeper slab for concrete pavement and asphaltic pavement, respectively. In
these figures note how the State formed the joint such that both the pavement and
approach slab are both graded at full depth up to the sleeper slab that provides the
transition.
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Figure C60- Sleeper slab with concrete pavement approach (NYSDOT)

Figure C61- Sleeper slab with asphalt pavement approach (NYSDOT)

The location of the sleeper slab should be placed so that the entirety of the slab is
outside the failure plane as discussed in Section C6.2.9.1.

C7.4. Details for Skewed and Curved Bridge
Transverse movements of integral abutments associated with large skews or
horizontal curves should be anticipated by the details for barrier walls, drainage
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structures and the ends of the approach slabs. In addition, the foundation and pier
structure stiffness will likely be significant for movement parallel to the pier cap.
Therefore, it is recommended that the connection between the bottoms of the girders and
diaphragms and the pier caps be flexible in this direction. This approach, however, may
not be appropriate for seismic design. In this case, design of the diaphragms should
consider the interior pier restraint of the rigid body rotations that result from passive
abutment restraint of longitudinal thermal expansion.

C8.

Construction

C8.1. Construction Stability
Due to concerns about the repetitive bending stresses on the pile, it is recommended
that no seam (weld) be placed at the top 30ft. of the pile. This will ensure proper ductility
and eliminate the possibility of having a poor fatigue detail near the region of higher
bending response.

Additionally, this will better ensure proper alignment of the pile at

the cap.
The order of construction is also important to insure the stability of each item during
construction as well as the overall global stability of the bridge. See Section C8.4 for
more information.

C8.2. Utilities
Non-flexible utilities should not be permitted to pass though integral and semiintegral abutments.

Multiple DOTs report experience having problems with the

flexibility of the integral cap creating issues with the rigid utilities. Only utilities that are
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able to sufficiently flex with the movement of the integral abutment should be permitted,
but it is preferable to locate all utilities adjacent to the bridge structure.

C8.3. Cracking Control
Vertical cracks have often been found at the bottom of diaphragms between precast
beams over the piers, in the positive moment connection region for the external (fascia)
girders. On the interior girders encased in the diaphragm, spalling of the diaphragm has
been observed near the bottom flange. This spalling resulted from slipping of the bottom
flange outward (away from the diaphragm) from the end rotation of the girder associated
with creep and thermal changes. These vertical cracks in the diaphragm and end rotation
of the girders serve to relieve tensile stresses due to creep, shrinkage, and thermal
movement and are not detrimental to the integrity of the structure. Attempts to control
this cracking through over-reinforcing may result in cracks in less desirable locations.
Horizontal cracks and efflorescence have been found on the forward face of integral
abutments at the construction joint on top of the pile cap. This can be alleviated by
placing adequate sealing from water behind the stem across the construction joint.
Settlement of the approach slab is common. This can cause cracking and further
damage to the barrier rail. Rails that are attached to both the deck and approach slab
should be jointed to accommodate the differential settlement.

C8.4. Construction Sequencing
Guidelines for concrete bridge deck materials and construction to control transverse
cracking in concrete bridge decks is presented in NCHRP Report 380 (Krauss, 1996).
Among the issues that affect deck cracking are weather, time of placement, curing,
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vibration, finishing, loads, and placement sequencing.

Certain current practices are

presented here for jointless bridges.
For jointless bridges the construction sequence should generally follow:
1. Complete any embankment prior to pile driving and allow for consolidation (if
required)
2. Place piling and fill pre-drill holes (if used)
3. Construct abutments and wing walls to elevation of bearing seat
4. (Semi-integral) Set elastomeric bearings; or (Integral) set beam pads allowing for
rotation from beam and deck DL
5. Set beams
6. Cast the deck slab and the integral backwall. The ends of the slab should be
poured last in order to minimize locked-in stresses at the supports.
7. Place drainage and backfill behind the abutments after the deck has achieved the
appropriate strength. It is important that the backfill be placed simultaneously
behind each abutment so as to not inadvertently shift the bridge in the potentially
unsupported direction.
8. Cast the approach slab. Ideally, the approach slab should be cast with the bridge
in the thermally contracted position (i.e. early morning). This avoids putting the
slab into tension until the concrete has gained sufficient strength
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It should be emphasized that placement of the backfill is even more important to be
conducted simultaneously for semi-integral abutments. The reason for this emphasis is
semi-integal bridges is that the superstructure is sitting on flexible bearings, rather than
being positively attached to the abutment and is more likely to move do to the pressure
from the compacting procedures.

C8.5. Fill Compaction
Construction can follow normal compaction procedures as specified by the owner
state except as noted in the construction sequencing. Fill compaction has been modified
and adjusted using several variables, including the use of specialized material. General
experience has indicated that properly compacted normal fill material is sufficient for
jointless bridge construction. More important is proper drainage behind the backwall.

C9.

Maintenance and Repair

C9.1. Problems with Jointless Construction
Although adoption of integral-type bridges will eliminate some of more troublesome
problems associated with jointed bridges and yield significantly more durable structures,
they will not eliminate endemic highway construction problems that are somewhat
related to accelerated construction, all-weather construction, marginal construction
supervision, etc.
Transverse and diagonal deck slab cracks, stage construction issues, lateral rotation
of superstructure, erosion of embankments, marginal quality of structure movement
systems, and other problems have appeared to trouble design, construction, and
maintenance engineers. Except for early age deck slab cracking these problems are
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generally the result of failure of bridge engineers to anticipate and apply typical design
and construction provisions to achieve trouble-free construction and more durable
structures.
C9.1.1.

Deck Cracking

Diagonal deck slab cracks located at acute corners of integral-type bridges are
occasionally reported. When constructing integral-type bridges, stationary abutments and
moving superstructures must be joined together by cast-in-place continuity connections.
Consequently, these fresh connections could be stressed and cracked if a substantial
temperature drop were to occur during initial concrete setting, or if concrete placement
sequences were not suitably controlled. To address this problem, the following placement
procedures should be used:


Placing continuity connections at sunrise



Placing deck slab and continuity connections at sunrise



Placing continuity connections after deck slab placement



Using crack sealers



Using one or more of the above.

C9.1.2.

Lateral rotation of semi-integral bridges

One of the primary aspects of semi-integral bridges that must be considered and
effectively resolved is the design of guide bearings for the superstructure of skewed
bridges. Unfortunately, many of the retention devices currently being used are not fully
functional, because friction and binding of retention devices and, consequently the long
term stability of abutments, especially those not supported by rigid foundations, have not
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been effectively provided for. However, it appears inevitable that this aspect of semiintegral bridge concept will be improved when bearing manufacturers and other bridge
design engineers unite their talent to design and manufacture more functional structure
movement system for these applications.
C9.1.3.

Approach Slabs

Ohio experienced slab distress shortly after it adapted the integral concept to
continuous steel beam bridges in the early 1960s. Where these bridges were constructed
adjacent to compressible asphalt concrete approach pavements, approach slab seats at the
ends of bridge superstructure were found to be fractured, approach slabs had settled, and
the vertical discontinuity in the roadway surface at the approach slab/superstructure
interface was hindering movement of vehicular traffic.
C9.1.4.

Drainage

Washout has been noted on several existing structures where drainage was not
properly designed or not properly maintained, including some where the piles became
exposed. It is imperative that proper drainage material including filter fabric and
perforated piping be place behind the abutment. The preferred alternative is to direct
water away from the bridge approach, but it is acknowledged that this can be difficult to
accomplish.
Additionally, with semi-integral abutments, improper drainage can lead to washout
of one side of the bridge and not the other. This leads to an unbalanced soil pressure
during thermal expansion and can lead to additional maintenance issues at the bearing
locations.
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Drainage can also affect settlement of the sleeper slab and create settlement of the
approach slab. It is recommended that runoff be intercepted or diverted so as not to reach
the end of the approach slab.
In regions that experience freezing temperatures, proper drainage is also important to
minimize the potential for frozen soil behind the abutment.

The magnitude of the

potential restraining force is unknown for frozen soil, but it will be minimized with
proper drainage (Briaud, James and Hoffman, 1997).
C9.1.5.

Cycle-control Joints

Probably, the most significant unresolved problem with integral and semi-integral
bridges is the availability of cost-effective functional and durable cycle-control joints, the
moveable transverse joints used between approach slabs of integral-type bridges and
approach pavements. For the shortest bridges, the usual pavement movement joints
composed of preformed fillers are currently being used. For the longest bridges, fingerplate joints with easily maintainable curb inlets and drainage troughs have been
successfully employed. However, for intermediate-length bridges, development of
suitable cycle-control joint is still in the evolutionary stages.

C9.2. Deck Replacement
Figure C62 shows what can happen when the proper procedures are not followed for
deck replacement or deck rehabilitation procedures. It should be anticipated that large
compressive forces are acting on the whole structure as a result of soil pressure on the
abutments. In order to insure the global stability of the structure, one of two procedures
must be followed. The first procedure is to use proper construction sequencing as
follows:
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1. Remove the approach slab
2. Remove backfill to the bottom of the stem for integral or to the bottom of the end
diaphragm for semi-integral abutments. Excavation should be done
simultaneously behind both backwalls.
3. Remove the deck
4. Replace the deck according to the guidance provided in Section C8.4.
This procedure should always be used for whole deck replacement.
The second option is to calculate the stress applied by the passive pressure of the
abutment backwalls. This force can then be applied to the superstructure with portions
of the deck removed to check the stability of the system and each structural item that
might be affected by the removal of the deck. This includes checking both local and
global buckling stability. It is recommended that this only be used for partial width deck
repair.

Figure C62- Improper deck removal

C9.3. Bearing Replacement for Semi-Integral
An additional factor to consider when detailing semi-integral jointless bridges is that,
should bearing repair or replacement be required, it can be difficult to accomplish. That
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is, provisions should be made to jack the entire backwall. This will require removal of the
approach slab and the backfill. Consideration should be given to examining and/or
replacing the abutment bearings at the time of deck replacement since the approach and
backfill must be removed for this procedure as well.

C10. Retrofits
A large percentage of existing bridges are simple span bridges that rely on expansion
joints to accommodate longitudinal movements. This fact is due to complexity of analysis
of continuous structures, as well as construction difficulties. Most of deficient bridges
include these jointed structures which need upgrade and repair. Retrofitting existing
jointed bridges to jointless ones is highly recommended in this case.
The following considerations are required in integral conversion (Leathers, 1990)
1. The existing structural elements should be able to properly function without the
expansion joint.
2. Movement calculation should be based on AASHTO LRFD.
3. Continuity can be achieved by making the deck continuous, or by making the
girders continuous.
4. All obsolete and/or deteriorated bearings should be replaced with elastomeric
bearing devices.
5. If the abutment is unrestrained, a fixed integral condition can be developed for
many of the shorter bridges. Abutments that are free to rotate are considered
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unrestrained, such as a stub abutment on one row of piles or an abutment hinged
at the footing.

C10.1.

Details over the Pier

Two practical options that can be used with or without integral abutments are
available for retrofitting existing jointed bridges into jointless bridges.
1. Provide beam continuity for live load only. In this case, the negative moment
continuity is provided over the piers, with or without positive moment continuity
at these locations.
2. Only provide deck slab continuity. In this option, although the deck is continuous,
beams are technically, simply supported. This method involves removing some
length of slab at the ends of the adjacent beams, splicing the existing
reinforcement and adding new bars, and recasting that part of the deck.
C10.1.1.

Retrofit with Girder Continuity

C10.1.2.

Link Slab

When retrofit of an existing open joint is considered, the following approach may be
used as shown in Figure C63 (Note that in this detail only the deck is made continuous):
1. Remove concrete as necessary to eliminate existing armoring
2. Add negative moment steel at the level of existing top-deck steel sufficient to
resist transverse cracking
3. Reconstruct with regular concrete to original grade
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Figure C63- Integral conversion at piers (Leathers, 1990)

Since the deck slab would be exposed to longitudinal flexure due to rotation of beam
ends responding to the movement of vehicular traffic, cracks will occur over the link slab.
However for short and medium span bridges, the deck cracking associated with such
behavior is preferred over long term consequences associated with open moveable deck
joints or poorly executed joint seals.
In the design of link slab detail the followings should be considered:
1. Each span should be considered as simply supported and standard design
procedures without considering the effect of link slab should be used.
2. Determine the maximum end rotations of girders as simply supported under
service loads and impose the end rotations on the link slab to determine a design
moment for the link slab.
3. Design the reinforcement using crack control criteria to limit the crack width at
the surface of the link slab.

C10.2.

Details over the Abutment

For existing stub abutments with single row of piles the following procedure shown
in Figure C64 should be used (integral abutment retrofit):
1. Check the capacity of piles and pile-cap connection for the expected movement.
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2. Demolish the stub abutment to the top of the piles. Cast reinforced concrete
around beam ends and connect to approach slab to replace the old abutment.
3. Excavate the backfill to the bottom of the pile cap. Then provide drainage,
backfill and approach slabs behind the new abutment.

(a)
(b)
Figure C64- Conversion of a bridge with moveable deck joints at the superstructure-abutment
interface with integral abutment (a) before conversion (b) after conversion

For existing stub abutments with rigid foundation or existing full height wall
abutments the following procedure should be used (semi-integral abutment retrofit):
1. Remove the existing abutment to the top of the piles.
2. Provide sliding surface between the pile cap and the abutment stem which is cast
integrally with the beam ends and approach slab.
3. Provide details for both horizontal and vertical sliding joints using lateral guide
bearings, sheet seals, and drainage and backfill.
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(a)
(b)
Figure C65- Conversion of a very short span bridge with moveable deck joints at the
superstructure-abutment interface with integral abutment (a) before conversion (b) after conversion

C10.3.

Conversion

General experience has shown that most common bridge types can be converted to
jointless bridges. Jointed bridges can be converted to jointless bridges to enhance their
performance with the same goal as new construction, i.e. joint elimination. Examples of
candidates that have already been converted are pin-and-hanger bridges and multi-span,
simple span bridges for both steel and concrete superstructures.
Several States have had success converting old pin-and-hanger expansion joints to a
bolted full moment connection, thus eliminating the expansion joints. Based on the work
by Connor et al. (2005), they were made continuous for live loads. The project used
instrumentation and structural monitoring to verify the analysis results.
The state of New Mexico also presented several case studies (Maberry, Camp and
Bowser, 2005). In one project, they converted simple span concrete girders by the use of
a linkage slab. The project demonstrated that attention must be paid to the bearings.
Overlooked by the retrofit assessment was the greatly increased expansion that would
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transfer to the outer bearing locations. Subsequently, the resulting expansion loads were
absorbed by the pile caps, which quickly deteriorated.
The key to any conversion is the ability of the bridge to withstand the new
continuous loading and expansion demands introduced by the changing load path. Due to
the complex nature of the converted structure, it is recommended that conversions be
treated with the same level of analysis as required for a new design.

